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Mining comlpany eyes 2 power plan 
- 
ANONTARIO-BASEDminingcompany ment. 
thinks it may have an answer to the lack 
,of power in the northwestern section of 
.Fortune official Julian Kemp said the 
company’s confident the provincial gov- 
-, the province. ernment will look favourably at any coal- 
Fortune Minerals believes enough fired generating plant plan because it has 
coal could be burned from its anthracite already approved the burning of coal in 
deposits in the Klappan to provide power other parts of the province. 
for potential mining projects in the area, ‘ “We have this huge resource of ener- 
for settlements in the area, for its own - gy in the ground and it’s a matter of how 
plans for a mine and to feed into the B.C. we could utilize this resource for its eco- 
Hydro systedi for use elsewhere. 
Right now the’B.C. Hydro grid stops “The issue here is power. B.C. is now 
at Meziadin Junction on Hwy37 North, a net importer of power and the govern- 
south of major mineral deposits. ment has essentially adopted a pro-coal 
diesel generators but its far from enough Kemp cautioned that Fortune by itself 
to support any kind of industrial develop- doesn’t have the resources needed to de- 
’ nomic potential,” said Kemp. 
c Powerporth of there is provided by policy.” 
l 
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Grizzly 
sow, cub 
killed 
A GRIZZLY sow and her 
cub who posed a safety risk 
to humans for several weeks 
were destroyed by a local 
resident Nov. 5. 
The grizzly sow and her 
1-1/2 year old cub showed 
up three times at a residence 
near the Kleanza Creek and 
Bornite Mt. area Nov. 4 and 
5, leading a resident to shoot 
both bears to save his prop- 
erty and his dog, who scuf- 
fled with the bears on their 
last visit, said conservation 
officer Darryl Struthers. 
Afterward, the resident 
called conservation officers 
to report what happened and 
provide a statement to them, 
which is required under the 
Wildlife Act, he said. ’ 
Conservation officers 
arrived and recovered the 
bears’ paws and claws to 
distribute to local. first na- 
tions .for ceremonial uses, 
a common practice if a first 
nation requests the items 
and completes a permit. 
While the resident’s ac- 
tions were declared by 
conservation officers to be 
appropriate in this situa- 
tion, it’s not recommended 
because a wounded bear can 
pose a further t h a t  to pub- 
lic safety, Struthers said. 
What makes the situation 
worse is that the sow had 
been relocated once already, 
as shown by an ear tag. 
The sow had broken into 
the Northern Lights reha- 
bilitation centre in Smithers 
- where some wild animals 
are rehabilitated before their 
release back into the wild - 
and killed at least one moose 
calf in care there three years 
ago, explained Struthers. 
She was caught after- 
ward and relocated. 
“This bear was ongi- 
nally relocated because 
she accessed a natural food 
source,” he said referring to 
the moose calf. 
For whatever reason. the 
velop any kind of coal-burning plant. 
expected to be finished by the end of the 
year, to provide the kind of information 
needed to attract interest from other com- 
panies. 
“So what we would say is we can pro- 
vide you with the coal at a certain price,” 
said Kemp.’ 
Any kind of coal-burning generation 
plan (would need government environ- 
mental approval but Kemp says the kind 
of technology available today is sufficient 
to meet emission standards. 
“We believe this is a project that 
makes sense from both an environmental 
perspective and from an economic per- 
spective,” said Kemp. 
It’s commissioned several studies, A coal-burning project would have to 
include the cost of transmission and dis- 
tribution lines from the generation site: 
Connecting to the B.C. Hydro grid 
would also require a main line running 
south to Meziadin Junction where B.C. 
Hydro’s system now stops. Even without 
the results of the commissioned studies, 
Fortune ‘estimates there’s a potential to 
generate as much as 300MW of power 
from a coal-burning plant in the Klappan 
area. 
Fortune’s own mining plan, which it 
is preparing for governmental environ- 
mental assessment, calls for a 1.5 million 
tonne a year operation lasting 20 years. It 
I ,  
would consume less than lOMW of pow- 
er, leaving a large amount of power from 
the coal-bumiing plant for other users. 
As it is, one other mining company 
in the area, NovaGold Resources, has 
answered its own demand for power by 
purchasing Coast Mountain Hydro, I a 
company with a plan to produce hydro; 
electricity by running Iskut River water 
through generators. 
The plan there is for NovaGold to use 
hydro power from the Iskut River during 
high water periods for its Galore Creek 
copper and gold project and sell any ex- 
cess by building a line to connect to the 
B.C. Hydro grid at Meziadin. 
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I E Building beginning I MAYOR Jack Talstra donned hockev skates for the groundbreaking ceremony of the second sheet of ice 
begin this week. Minor lacrosse and minor hockey players dressed in jerseys were among the more than 
project Nov. 10. Construction on the much anticipated - and often controversial - project is expected to 
. I 100 people who gathered in the bitter cold for the ceremony. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO I 
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People here 
can! weaigh in. 
on- electoral. a 
boundaries 
( 3  
REQUESTS made by Skeena MLA Robin Austin, the 
District of Kitimat and some private residents has prompted 
the B.C. Electoral Boundaries Commission to hold a 
previously unscheduled stop in Terrace. 
The commission is chqged with travelling the province 
to hear from citizens their thoughts on whether or not1 to 
change the electoral boundaries in which people vote. , 
Last month Robin Austin appeared before the ‘commis- 
sion asking it to come to the Skeena riding after the panel 
scheduled stops in Smithers and Prince Rupert, but not Ter- 
race or Kitimat. 
“In considering the location of consultation sessions 
around the province, the commission believed the broad 
range of communities selected offered a good opportunity 
for interested people to attend. 
“However, in the case of the Terrace and Kitimat areas, 
the evening meetings in Smithers and Prince Rupert created 
particularly difficult challenges,” says Leo Perra, the execu- 
tive director of the commission. 
“Following the receipt of a letter from District of Qti- 
mat Council, an invitation from MLA Rob Austin and com- 
ments from two Kitimat residents who traveled to the Oct. 
17 Prince Rupert consultation session and clearly explained 
the challenge of doing.so, the commission has schedu 
consultation session for Terrace on Nov. 16.” 
The goal of the electoral boundary commission is to en- 
sure that each MLA in the province represents about the same ’ 
number of people. But in the north, where a spahe popula- 
tion is spread over a vast geographical locations, MLAs tend 
to represent larger ridings. 
population - live in the Greater Vancouver Regional Dis- 
trict. That compares to just seven per cent of the population 
living north of Williams Lake. 
The commission must establish an average nu 
constituents per riding to help ensure that people 
areas of the province have effective representation. 
That average is determined by dividing the p 
of the province by the number of MLAs and with B.C.’s 
population estimated at 4.2 million, e 
79 MLAs should represent roughly 52 
There is room to deviate from this 
more or less than the average and in very special-circum- 
stances that deviations can be slightly higher. 
“We really want to hear why we should make arguments 
if we are going to keep districts outside that range - what are 
the special circumstances?” says cornmissioner Stewart La- 
dyman, who will be overseeing the commission’s visit here. 
“The more information we have why places 1ikeSkeena 
should remain a special circumstance, the better.” 
- 
More than two million people - 5 1 per cent of the 
. 
‘ 
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ass service for Frank Calder sow brought her family into residential areas afterward, found food from humans and learned that residences 
are easy sources of food. A NASS Valley memorial service is being held phens. Victoria. 
‘‘UnfomnatelY Once they 
accessed h n a n  food they 
lost their fear of humans,” 
Struthers said. 
Once bears associate res- 
idences With food Sources, 
even though People in an 
area don’t have any atWac- 
t a t s  around, the bears still 
come through the area. 
The SOW had been in the 
company of two cubs and 
had been spotted between . nephew Cyril Stephens. 
h e r  Thornhill and Kkanza 
for several Weeks- One cub 
was shot and killed a couple 
for those who wish to pay their last respects to Dr. Stephens said the Greenville service will be 
Frank Calder but who cannot attend tomorrow’s the occasion for people to witness Calder’s rega- 
service in Victoria. lia being passed on for safekeeping before being 
It’s being held 2 p.m. Sunday Nov. 19 at the presented at a future date to the next person to 
Greenville Community Centre in the Nass Valley, have the Nisga’a name he had. 
a facility family ,members hope is large enough , Calder is from the House of Wish Xbiltkw and 
for those who wish to attend. is a Killer Whale. 
The Nisga’a leader and chief died in Victoria ‘This will follow the tradition where the blan- 
N ~ ~ .  4 at the age of 91. ket will be taken off,” said Stephens of one portion 
“We want to make sure thc people from the of the regalia that will be a factor at the service. 
valley, and from elsewhee, who do attend to pay A smorgasboard will follow the Greenville 
their last respects will have a place to sit,” said service. 
Some of Calder’s ashes will also be brought 
The family originally wanted to hold the ser- to Greenville for the service. They’ll be scattered 
vice at the Anglican church in Greenville but near his birthplace at Nass Harbour Cannery at 
quickly realized it was not large enough, said Ste- a latter date while other ashes will be buried in 
Tomorrow’s service at the Christ Church An- 
glican Cathedral in Victoria is, by Calder’s ex- 
press wish, a simple Anglican service, said Ste- 
phens. 
Calder graduated from the Anglican Theologi- 
cal College at the University of British Colum- 
bia. 
Stephens said Calder wanted a traditional An- 
glican burial according to the church’s Common 
Book of Prayer. 
“He said, in a letter to his lawyer, the service 
would be ‘wtthout political or cultural embellish- 
ment’ and h s  family will respect that wish,” he 
said. 
The Victoria service will see a number of po- 
litical and other dignitaries attend. 
I 
of weeks ago. , 
; 
L i ,  Snow season, 
FROM left, Andrew Martel, Greg Tuckerman and Brett Carey,' all 1 1, couldn't resist the temptation of the 
arena hill when snow fell for the first time earlier this month. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO ' 
I From front 
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I oundary commission here 
In the north. those special circum- 
stances include' the vast expanses 
MLAs,must travel to cover the geog- 
raphy of their ridings and the diversity 
of social and economic needs of those 
With fewer ridings in the north the 
voice of northerners can become di- 
He that if the Skeena riding, or other 
ridings. 
, luted, says Robin Austin. 
northern ridings. does not meet that 25 
per cent variation. that the coqrnission 
will understand the importance of re- 
taining the same number of ridings. ' 
The commission's consultation ses- 
sion in Terrace happens 1:30 - 4:30 
p.m. in the Coast Inn of the West's 
West Banquet Room, 4620 Lakelse 
Ave., Terrace. 2 
People wishing to make a submis- 
sion to the commissioner aren't re- 
quired to sign up in advance and may 
register to speak when they anive for 
the session. 
, Comments can also be submitted 
by regular mail, email, fax, on-line 
submission form or phone. Visit BC 
Electoral Boundaries Commission web 
site at www.bc-ebc.ca for more infor- 
mation. 
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I '  Coalifired power plan eyed 
NovaGold would then buy back power when the I s h t  
flows are low and not producing enough power for Galore 
In the meantime, the provincial government is still study- 
ing the idea of running a main line north of Meziadin Junc- 
tion on Hwy37 North where the B.C. Hydro grid now stops. 
That's in response to the mining companies who have 
properties north of there and from northwest politicians and 
others who say the lack of sufficient and reliable power is 
Such a project would be expensive with one very pre- 
L Creek. 
I 
. holding back development. 
liminary cost estimate for one option placing the price tag at 
more than $500 million. 
Coming up with that kind of money has the province in 
( discussion with minin? companies and others who would 
benefir.'says energy rmnistry official Tamara Little. 
"It's really too early to say what kind of [financing] model 
would be contemplated. There are discussions with mining 
companies about what kind of power would be needed, but 
there are no decisions yet." she added. 
-'Work is proceeding but there's really nothing new at this 
point." 0 
We need to close 
the skills gap 
Only 59% of our workforce has 
b post-secondary education, yet 
the BC Business Council says 
73% of all new jobs will require 
post-secondary education and 
training. 
, . - - -  
I !  
, . .  . . .  , ...... . ,  
E increase per-student funding 
of public post-secondary 
institutions to a t  least 2001 levels. 
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News In Brief 
Wanted man captured 
TERRACE RCMP report the successful capture of a 
wanted local man thanks to a recently-begun Crime 
Stoppers Most Wanted poster campaign. 
Edwin Arthur Gum, wanted for a review of his sen- 
tence as the result of past convictions for break and en- 
ter, was captured and remanded in custody Nov. 9. 
On Nov. 8, police released a notice with a photo and 
description of Guno and information about the reasons 
for police interest in him. 
, A concerned citigen saw the photo and reported Gu- 
no’s whereabouts lo police within 24 hours, said Ter- 
Pace RCMP. 
Local police and Crime Stoppers thank the public 
for its prompt action in this matter. said Sgt. Bill Casa- 
ult of Terrace RCMP. 
Highway fatality 
POOR I-IIGHWAY conditions are being blamed for the 
death of a Gitanyow man, who died after his logging 
truck crashed into a semi-trailer unit in the early eve- 
ning of Nov. 6. 
The driver of a semi-trailer travelling west on Hwy16 
about 54 kiloinetres east of Terrace lost control of the 
vehiclc while going down a hill and collided with the 
empty logging truck travelling east around 4:20 p.m. 
The logging ?ruck driver, who was trapped in his 
vehicle, succumbed to his injuries at the scene of the 
accident, say Terrace RCMP. 
Police, fire and ambulance crews attended the scene 
and the highway was closed for several hours while po- 
lice investigated. 
The survivable life space in the passenger compart- 
ment of the logging truck was limited, say police, who 
withheld the name of the deceased as of Nov. 7. 
Thc driver of the semi-trailer, who was from Prince 
George, was not injured. Police continue to investigate. 
Chain-reaction crash L 
A DRIVER was charged after three vehicles collided 
in a chain-reaction crash on Keith Ave. east of Kalum 
St. Nov. 1 .  
A motorist heading east attempted to turn left off the 
highway into the Honda dealership parking lot when a 
second vehicle that had also stopped was struck from 
behind by a third vehicle, causing it to plow into the 
lead vehicle, say Terrace RCMP. 
The third driver was charged for following too. 
closely, according to police. 
‘Two local men, who were driving the lead and sec- 
ond vehicles, were examined at hospital and released. 
W Heavy artillery ! 
KEN Earl has his hands full at the Skeena Valley Rotary Club’s eighth annual pumpkin fling. Rotarians host the gourd-tossing event as 
a post-Halloween way to mark the end of the holiday. More than 100 people were on hand Nov. 4. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
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Jobless rate tops in B G  
in September to 42,400 in October. 
At the same time, the number of 
people who took themselves out of 
the labour force rose from 20,900 in 
September to 21,400 in October. 
The October figures continue a 
trend that sees the region continu- 
ing to struggle economically, says 
1 Terrace-based federal- employment 
analyst Patrick McIntyre.’ 
“The only thing that is holding us 
up is construction,” he said after a 
detailed survey of employment cat- 
egories. October. 
Construction activity ranges from 
large-scale projects such as the con- 
tainer port development in Prince 
Rupert, through to commercial proj- 
ects such as the Northwest Regional 
Airport’s expansion and renovation 
project. 
“Actually, I think there is more 
construction than in previous years 
but the service sector is weak,” said 
McIntyre. 
’ October’s numbers are further 
evidence! of a decline in the north- 
west’s population because people 
have left to find work, he continued. 
McIntyre has compared employ- 
ment data to find that the number of 
employed people in October 2004 
about matches the number from this 
But other data such as the area’s 
population and the number of peo- 
ple who are unemployed tell another 
story. 
October 2004’s population figure 
of 69,600 has now dropped to 67,100 
and the number of unemployed peo 
ple has also dropped, from 6,000 ii 
October 2004 to 3,300 this October 
“Essentially what we have is thc 
exact same labour market now as i r  
2004,” said McIntyre. 
“Yet the number of unemployec 
is about half and while it isn’t exact 
it matches the drop in population 
These people have left,” he contin. 
ued. 
“They are the people who, if the) 
were here, would be here working.” 
It also means that the people whc 
remain as unemployed or who  don'^ 
count themselves as being part of the 
labour force are people who woulc 
really be hard to get into the laboui 
force, McIntyre added. 
THEREGION’S unemployment rate 
rose to 7.2 per cent in October from 
6.5 per cent in September, making it 
the highest in the province. 
The next highest rate was 5.5 
per cent in the Kootenays while the 
overall provincial rate fell from 5 
per cent in September to 4.7 per cent 
i n  October. 
In terms of numbers, 3,300 peo- 
ple declared themselves as unem- 
ployed in October, an increase over 
the 3,000 who did so in September. 
Overall, the labour force in the 
area from the Queen Charlotte Is- 
lands to just this side of Vanderhoof 
dropped from 46,400 in September 
to 45,700 in October. 
Within those totals, the number 
of people working fell from 43,400 
Tractor-trailer rolls‘ 
THE DRIVER of a tractor-trailer unit travelling west 
on Hwy16 east of Kleanza Creek park is recovering 
after an accident Nov. 4. 
Terrace RCMP say the unit went off the highway 
and rolled onto the passenger’s side. The driver, a man 
from Port Edward, was shaken up  and sustained‘dnor 
injuries. No charges have been laid, say police. 
Chainsaw swiped , 
SOMEONE stole a chainsaw from a local business 
some time during the early morning hours of Nov. 6. 
Police report the theft of a nearly new Husqvarna 
model 365 chainsaw with a 24-inch bar from a shop in 
the 3200 block of Crescent St. 
alternative UiSCQfOm 2500 ’ queen mattress , 
This is the same body mouldin ressure 
relieving foam that you‘ve seen on TV, %;t gecause 
it is manufactured in British Columbia our prices 
are significantly lower. 
With warranties up to 20 years, our promise 
to you is to provide a quality sleepin 
alternative at the best price guarantee d9 
t 
5200 
queen mattress 
$1 199 
ulscoform 
the body moulding, 
pressure relieving ’ 
mattress 
wiisc9form ~ l ” D  
queen mattress 
$1 099 (you save $245) ( 
viscoform 
the body moulding, 
pressure relieving 
mattress 
high resilience foam beds 
The Sen- Fe - For the ’rustic look‘ our 
Santa Fe log frame is the perfect fit. This 
solid pine sofa sleeper is available in today’s sofa sIe,pper The rs. doubre, Queen, loieseat, and chair sizes. 
F ION. JOIN MOW 
h twa Pc h e rs. CQ 
Valid for a limited time at participating meeting locations. Not valid for At Work/Community meRtings 
and Online subscription products. WEIGHT WATCHERS is a registered trademarks of Weigt,t 
Watchors International, Inc. 0232006 Weight Watchers International, Inc. All rights resewed. 
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The bear facts 
THE NORTHWEST can't get involved in the ef- 
fort to make the Kennode bear the mascot Or" the 
2010 Winter Olyrnpks quick enough. 
Here's what's happening. Winter Olympic or- , 
ganizers are ROW weeding throukh a large number 
of applications from design companies. They're 
looking for' the right one which willJ then be 
charged with developing a mascot for the 2010 
'' event. 
Picking a design company is one thing. The pro- 
cess of then choosing a mascot is another. There 
are going to be a whole lot of factors at work and 
unless there's a concerted effort, the Kermode 
could be left in the dust. 
First up is the question itself. Should the Ker- 
mode be the mascot? 'You bet. The provincial 
government has been hammering the theme into 
us that the 2010 Winter Olympics is B.C.'s show- 
case to the world. From the Games will come un- 
told gee publicity, paving the way for economic 
advantages and development of all kinds. 
, Given that the surging provincial economy has 
yet to be felt in the northwest and it is our tax dol- 
lars helping to pay for the 2010 extravaganza, we 
need to grab any piece of the Olympic pie we can 
The Kermode fits the bill as our entry into the 
Olympic hoop-la. It's an opportunity to draw'at- 
tention to the northwest so we can tell our story 
. to benefit fromjbeing in the world's spotlight. 
that this is a region open to visitors, to investment 
and to new residents. 
A concerted local Kermode mascot effort also 
does something else. There are other groups out 
there that aren't from the northwest but which 
also feel the Kermode deserves to be the Olympic 
3 mascot. 7 
That's fair enough but the danger is their mes- 
sage and their intent may not match that of the 
northwest. 
So a local Kermode effort must not only pro- 
mote the bear but promote it on our terms. And 
when the Kerrnode is chosen as a mascot, that 
message can then continue to be clearly and con- 
sistently delivered to the Olympics organizers 
down SSUW L 
A starting point in all of this rests with the lo- 
cal committee organizing the 2010 B.C. Winter 
Games. It's already signalled its intent that it 
wants to be a Mermode mascot promoter. It can 
provide the structure and leadership to gather sup- 
Organizing the B.C. Winter Games here is a 
big enough job & it is. Adding the mascot push 
will make for an even bigger 'job. But the benefits 
are many, more than enough to justify the task at 
hand. Not having the Kermode become the 2010 
Winter Olympics mascot would be Lbad enough. 
Having the Kermode kidnapped! by outside inter- 
ests would be worse. 
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Democracy's at risk in the 11 north 
THE B.C. Electoral Boundary I 1 tantly, our values are differ- many as five municipalities, a 
Commission is here tomorrow 
for one of its hearings into the 
size of provincial ridings and 
into the single transferable 
vote system. 
There are rare times in poli- 
tics when a unified voice is 
needed to protect the public 
interests. and this is one of 
those times. 
The committee is striving 
to achieve what it calls "voter 
parity." Now by the commit- 
tee's definition, voter parity is 
an arithmetic formula that en- 
sures that every riding, as best 
as possible, is the same size by 
population. 
In theory it sounds reason- 
able that every MLA should 
represent a similar population 
base. I agree that voter parity 
is about equal representation. 
but not by arithmetic formula. 
Rather it would be by an equal 
opportunity and ability to have 
ideals. values. initiatives and 
priorities equally represented 
in an elected government. 
The 10 northern ridings ac- 
count for 70 per cent of the 
size of the province and about 
8 per cent of the population. 
By coincidence we also ac- 
count for about 70 per cent of 
the economic activity in B.C. 
Yet the 10 northern ridings 
provide just roughly 9 per cent 
of the elected officials. 
I have always found1 it in- 
teresting that on important ur- 
ban issues like the RAV line. 
Bums Bog, twinning the Sec- 
ond Narrows Bridge and other 
important economic and envi- 
ronmental issues you never see 
northern communities weigh 
in on the debate. 
Yet there is no end of folks 
from the lower mainland who 
want to weigh in on every little 
issue that comes up in the rural 
reaches of the province. 
Rural B.C. is seen as the 
back yard playground of the 
south and the whole conver- 
sation seems to start with the 
idea that "they know what's 
best." 
Rural and urban issues are 
different. but more impor: 
ent. We have chosen to live in couple of region districts and 
smaller communi ties. numerous first nations com- 
We are fortunate in  the munities, all with unique chal- 
north to have an abundance of lenges. values, priorities. ob- 
articulate and intelligent peo- jects and goals. 
ple who understand the need In many ways the electoral 
for rural communities to have bound* commissioners are 
the critical input and decision the gatekeepers of democracy. 
making ability on important The recommendations they 
economic and social issues,. will make are going to' shape 
the look and feel of the legis- 
electoral model is that with lature in Victoria. 
The problem in the current 
only 9 per cent representation The ability to have equal ac- 
in any legislature our voice cess to the expression of ideas 
is small. When those 10 rid- and values will be r"eflected in 
ings are split along party lines how the riding boundaries are 
northern representation is di- determined. 
minished even more. There's no doubt the depop- 
You only have to look at ulation of the north is putting 
the size of the urban ridings to pressure on the commission 
realize that any concerns over to act. It can either reduce the 
how well ad individual has acl 'number of ridings in the no& 
cess to their MLA or is repre- or increase the numberd in the 
sented in the legislature down south. Both will have the same 
there is unfounded. effect on rural northern repre- 
riding of Vancouver Burrard If there is a time for a uni- 
in a couple of hours while fied voice on a political topic 
Bulkley-Stikine is larger than this is it. Let the commis- 
four provinces. It doesn't take sion know that "voter parity" 
long to realize that regardless is about equal access not just 
of the population numbers. ac- mathematics. Any changes 
cess to an urban MLA is sig- they recommend must be done 
nificantly easier for the public with a \7iew to at least maintain 
than reaching a rural iklLA. the status quo. Anything less 
Generally urban ridings undermines the development 
consist of a single community. of good public policy rather 
A rural riding can contain as than enhance it. 
You can walk across the sentation: it will be reduced. 
Slhe can't get in 
"IT CAN'T be done." "We 
have no intention of doing it" 
and "we won't do it" are not 
answers you hope to hear from 
a supplier when you ask them 
to remedy your problem with 
their product. 
Yet that's been General 
Motors' attitude to establish- 
ing keyhole access to the pas- 
senger door of the Chevrolet 
Colorado pickup they sold us 
June 2 .  2005. 
Wlen we park at Safeway 
I'm. embarrassed. knowing 
Tim Honoris customers can 
watch me standing beside our 
truck. waiting for my husband 
to climb into the driver's seat 
and reach over to unlock the 
passenger door so I can get in. 
As I wait in rain or snow. 
arms stretched by bags of gro- 
ceries. I imagine one diner say- 
ing to another. "Is that \yoman 
too lazy or too snooty to open 
her own truck door?" 
I'm neither. And for 17 
months I've waged an endless 
- so far fruitless - battle with 
GM to have them make avail- 
able the 3-part key cylinder 
lock which. when installed. 
would let me open my door 
with the ignition key. 
My battle with GM began 
after I took my first ride. We 
had parked at the library. As 
passenger door 
ber of Colorado buyers who 
complained about not being 
able to access the passenger 
door with a key. 
At the time we ordered our 
Colorado, ive were offered a 
package that included power 
windows. air conditioning. 
and remote access. Unlike past 
years when you chose your 
new Chevrolet off the dealer's 
' lot as is. now you can order 
smorgasbord style and wait 
for Detroit to assemble your 
made-to-order truck. 
ILAUDETTE SANDECU We turned down the S1.000 
power package and opted to 
we got ready IO drive av-ay. I 
took out my key and looked 
for a keyhole. Bur I couldn't 
find one. "If I say I can't find 
a keyhole. he's gonna call me 
an idiot." I thought. And he 
did ... until he couldn't find a 
keyhole either. 
To cut production costs 
(it's called de-contenting) 
GM omitted a keyhole in the 
passenger door. (At  the same 
time. GXI added a key lock 
to the tailgate **to prevent the 
S 1 .OOO tailgate from being sto- 
len."). 
Gh4 has omitted passenger 
door keyholes from various 
models eoing back several 
years. However. Gh'l admitted 
it  \vas taken aback by the num- 
unlock the doors with the igni- 
tion key. 
Unfortunately. the sales- 
man never warned us our truck 
ison't be accessible from the 
passenger door. 
When I complained to the 
dealership our passenger door 
lacked key access. both the 
salesman and the sales manag- 
er pretended to be surprised. 
From the outset - ivith the 
exception of a local mechanic 
no longer employed by our 
dealer - GM's attitude \vas 
"This is how the truck is de- 
signed. We can't and won't 
modif\: it. One GhI headquar- 
ters spokesperson suggested 
we drive alone. A Gh.1 recep- 
tionist in Detroit laughed so 
hard when she heard my story 
I had to wait for her to sober 
up. Even the administrator of 
the complaint Web site. GM- 
Sucks.net. was at first skepti- 
cal of my complaint. 
Then in hilay 2006 I read 
on The Shreveport Times' 
Weh site that GM was recall- 
ing 400.000 Chevy trucks 
with faulty back-up lights, The 
trucks were built in Louisiana. 
So is our Colorado. I contacted 
the S tireveport Times reporter. 
He. too. doubted my story but 
from the local Chevy plant 
learned "the parent company. 
General h4otors Corp. is aware 
of the situation and is taking 
steps to rectify i t .  Its enkineer- 
ing depiinment is scheduled to 
add the key cylinder to base 
trim l e ~ e l  Colorado produc- 
tion i n  August. It \vi11 also be 
made available to dealers at 
that tirne." 
So far it  has not heen made 
availablem our dealer. 
The reporter gave me a con- 
tact phone number and email 
address for Detroit GM. I've 
hounded Gh.1 since and re- 
ceived numerous promises 
parts \\.olild itni\re any day. 
But nothing yet. I'm not go- 
ing a\vay. I know other Colo- 
rado oivners \vant the same as 
\\.e do. 
I 
C 
Frank Calder 
THE MAN whose’ name 
was attached to a court case 
which paved the way for 
land claims settlements will 
be remembered at a memo- 
rial service tomorrow in Vic- 
toria. 
Nisga’a leader Frank 
Calder died in the provincial 
capital Nov. 4. He was 91 
and had been suffering from 
the effects of cancer and re- 
cent surgery. 
The Calder v. the Attor- 
ney-General of B.C. case’s 
central argument was that 
the Nisga’a of the Nass 
Valley never did have their 
claim to their land lawfully 
extinguished. 
It reached the Supreme 
Court of Canada which re- 
sulted in a 3-3 split decision 
by the justices in 1973. A 
seventh justice ruled against 
the Nisga’a on a technical- 
/ 
Fran 
Called the Chief of 
leader passes a 
I 
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k Calder 
Chiefs of the Nisga’,a, veteran 
.way,in Victoria at age of 91. 
I, 
can Theological College in 
1946. 
Three years later Calder 
achieved another first, be- 
ing the first native person to 
be elected to the provincial 
legislature, representing the 
riding of Atlin which took in 
the Nass Valley. 
He sat in the legisla- 
ture for 26 years, first as a 
member of the, Co-operative 
Commonwealth Federation 
(CCF) and then as a mem- 
ber of the New Democratic 
Party when it was created to 
take over from the CCF. 
Calder became a minister 
without portfolio when Dave 
Barrett took the NDP to vic- 
tory in 1972. That was short 
lived as he was dismissed in 
1973 as a result of an inci- 
dent in a public place. 
Calder left the NDP in IN HIS,capacity as a leader lobbying for a conclusion to the Nisga’a land claim 
1975, joining the Social Frank Calder met with many senior political leaders. He’s show here with Jear 
Credit party. He succeeded Chretien and Pierre Trudeau. 
ity but &e case set in mo- in retaining the Atlin seat 
tion political and legal will in the provincial election 
leading to treaties based on of that year as a Socred but 
aboriginal title in the years lost it to a New Democrat in 
ahead. 1979. 
Calder’s name was O n  the While Calder had a career 
case through his presidency as a provincial politician he 
ofthe Nisga’aTribal Council and other Nisga’a leaders on 
which he helped establish in the Nisga’a Tribal Council 
the 1950s. He was its presi- advanced the land issue in a 
dent from 1955 to 1974. methodical manner. 
It was a revival of the 
Nisga’a Land Committee, filed in 1968, starting the 
‘ formed in the early part of long process leading toward 
the 20th century to pursue the 1973 precedent-setting 
what the Nisga’a called “the decision. 
It wasn’t until 2000 that 
Born Aug. 13, 1915 at ~e Nisga’a finally achieved 
Nass Harbour Cannery to a treaty with the federal and 
Job and Emily Clark. provincial government, es- 
By way of tradition- . tablishing self-government 
al adoption, Calder was and resource control in the 
raised by Arthur and Louisa 
Calder. Calder was named Chief 
On, he was present- Of Chiefs by four Of the sembly this past May with Hubert Doolan. He was one of the Nisga’a leaders who, ec! to the Nisga’a chief as Nisga’a as an honour along with Dr. Calder revived the Nisga’a land question in the 1950s. With them is 
. Joseph Gosnell who was president of the Nisga’a Tribal Council in 2000 when the the person who would solve in 2000. what they called “the im- Other hOnours include Nisgasa treaty was finally signed. movable mountain” in refer- being named to the Order 
of a man,” Gosnell said in or ‘hey, partner.’ That was ence to the land question. of Canada and to the Order &,pr;me coufi decision. 
Joseph Gosnell, the pres- referring to Calder’s short his personal greeting.” , That meant attaining an of B.C. He was also a DOC- 
education and Calder was tor of Divinity, was granted ident of the Nisga3a Tribal stature. Nelson Leeson, the presi- 
sent south at the age Of Seven an honourary Doctorate Council in the years leading Gosnell said he and other dent of the Nisga’a Lisims 
to the church’s Of Laws degree from the up the 2000 treaty, first met Nisga’a leaders relied on Government which replaced 
qualeetza Calder when both worked Calder for advice as negotia- the old tribal council, said 
in sardis in the Fraser Order at the now-gone Sunnyside tions intensified leading up Calder fought for justice for 
Cannery on the Skeena Riv- ley. 
er in the early 1950s. “He was very seldom “We will be discussing Returning home to fish 
“He was a remark- wrong,” Gosnell said of his legacy for generations to or work in the canneries, 
Calder was the first native able man,” said Gosnell of Calder’s words of encour- come,” said Leeson. 
to study at Chilliwack High toria honourary degree was calderys leadership and in- agement. Calder is survived by his 
Gosnell also recalled wife, Tamaki, and son Er- School. Me was also the first fluence. 
native to be admitted to the 
University of B.C. where he in size, but he was a giant “It was ‘howdy, partner’ 
gradiated from the Angli- 
Their court case was first, ’ 
‘’ land question.” 
Nass valley. 
residential school University of Victoria, re- 
ceived the 
of Canada and was given a 
national aboriginal lifetime 
achievement award. 
to the 2000 final treaty. the Nisga’a. 
The University Of 
granted in 2003, at the Same 
time the university held a 
Symposium in recognition of 
the 30th anniversary of the 
may have been small Calder’s particular greeting. ick. 
Overcame He was ever the , ‘happy warrior’ but eve  the ‘happy warrior’, big burden 
BY olution and action. 
IONA CAMPAGNOLB As lead lawyer of the finding his way through the B ~ F ~ N K H O W A R D  
Lieutenant-Governor, Nisga’a challenge, former thickets of opposition with For 
British Columbia B. C. Justice Tom Berger grace and a smile, ever &e- When Dr. 
Frank Calder made history! c a 1 d e r  
was elect- Throughout his long life, he 
led the way toward greater be as good as a win’,’’ and so His great spirit will ed as an 
respect and understanding it turned out to be. remain always with the MLA in 
between First Nations peo- A decade later with the Nisga’a people. 1949 he 
pies and society in general, inclusion in Canada’s Con- And for the rest of us, wc \vas es- 
but it was his leadership as sentially 
an honoured Chief of Chiefs a strang- 
, of the Nisga’a First Nation title were finally entrenched, for his role in the attainment er in a 
that h4r. Calder made an in- t r a n g e delible mark on the future of mencement of a new era of just British Columbia and ]and. Na- Frank Howard 
Canada. justice was evolving into be- Canada. tive peo- 
As the first Member of 
the Legislature of his peo- 
ple, Frank Calder took their 
was quoted as saying at the 
time: “sometimes ‘a loss can 
nial in spite of difficulties 
and often of hostilities. 
stitution of Section 35 in 
which aboriginal rights and 
all Canadians saw the com- 
can only express our pro- 
found thanks to Frank Calder 
of a better. fairer and more 
MY SYlnPathY is with his 
widow Tamaki and their son 
and the People ofthe Nisga’a 
ple had been denied the right 
to vote until that year. Mr. 
Calder’s family and tribal 
background would have had 
“ with an eventual split deci- came when the Nisga’a to fruition. Lierclericrn1-Gor)eriior no experience in the world 
of politics. 
The burden upon him at 
thatltime was huge. Regard- 
less of his unfamiliarity with 
legislative matters, he suc- 
ceeded. 
ing, and is still in the process 
of doing so. That is Frank 
Calder’s epitaph. 
claims into the courts and Frank Calder’s triumph IOna Campagnolo First Nation. 
sion of the Supreme court in 
the ‘Calder Case’ of 1973, 
forced the issue back into 
the political domain for res- 
Treaty was finally affirmed, 
a quest he shared with d l  the 
great Nisga’a leaders over 
the 1 13 years it took to come 
I knew Frank Calder over 
many years he was always 
in the thick of debate arid 
sometimes in controversy, 
lonu Cunpugllolo grew ~ t p  
012 rhe m d i  coa.yf. She vis- 
ired several Nass Valley vi!- 
luges this pus! MUV. 
‘His contribution was immeasurable’ the He general was able public to bring an en- to 
BY ’ 
GORDON CAMPBELL, 
Premier, British Columbia 
“All British Columbi- 
ans join in mourning the 
loss of one of B.C.’s most 
distinguished aboriginal 
leaders and a great Brit- 
ish Columbian, Dr. Frank 
Calder. Over his lifetime, 
Dr. Calder demonstrated an 
unparalleled commitment to 
the well-being of aboriginal 
peoples and to the future of 
this province. 
“.A pioneer of First Na- 
tions’ land claims and mem- 
ber of the Order of Canada 
and the Order of B.C., Dr. 
Calder’s life was marked 
by a series of firsts: the firs! 
status Indian admitted to the 
University of British Co- 
lumbia; the first aboriginal 
person to be elected to the 
Legislature, where he served 
with distinction for 26 years; 
the first aboriginal person to 
enter the Canadian Parlia- 
ment and first to be appoint- 
ed a Minister of the Crown. 
“A tireless champion of 
equality for aboriginal peo- 
ples, Dr. Calder founded the 
Nisga’a Tribal Council, the 
first established in B.C., and 
served as its president for 20 
years. Later, he was named 
Chief of Chiefs, a singular 
honour accorded him by all 
four Nisga’a clans. 
“Dr. Calder worked dili- 
gently to create a better life 
for aboriginal peoples, help- 
ing to build a new relation- 
ship between aboriginal 
and non-aboriginal peoples 
based on trust, mutual re- 
spect and reconciliation. 
“His contribution to Brit- 
ish Columbia was immea- 
surable; his loss is deeply 
felt by British Columbians 
everywhere. To his family 
and his community we of- 
fer our sincerest condolen- 
ces.” 
~~ 
Gordon Campbell 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
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Clean up the lot 
Dear Sir: 
Going, going, gone. Shell has removed, all their signs 
etc. and Gin0 has sold off the rest of the equipment. It’s 
too bad we are losing the only full time<service station and 
someone that knew how to please his customers, whatever 
their problem. 
Now I would like too know what is going happen to 
the lot when the garage is taken down, Will Shell be able 
to just put a fence around the lot or will the powers that be 
make sure that all contaminated ground is cleaned up or 
will they leave it for the next victim. 
Other service stations that have left town just put up a 
fence without cleaning up the mess and it remains unus- 
able. I think the city should make sure that the clean up is 
done and maybe we could use the lot for benches for tour- 
ists or town people to use. 
James Piper, Terrace, B.C. 
, 
Oil and nature‘don’t mix ,, 
Dear Sir: 
In  an Oct. 25, 2006 Terrace Standard advertisement, 
Enbridge Gateway Pipelines Inc., through its association 
with the Nature Conservancy of Canada, “stated its com- 
mitment to preserve and sustain the precious balance at 
play within BC’s fresh water ecosystem“. Enbridge is at- 
tempting to legitimize its standing in the movement to save 
and protect fresh water ecosystems. 
This company is proposing to construct a 20” conden- 
sate pipeline and a‘36” oil pipeline between Edmonton 
and Kitimat through hundreds of kilometres of wild, un- 
touched watersheds and crossing in excess of 870 streams. 
The potential damage to fish, wildlife and their habitats is 
overwhelming. Enbridge’s expertise is to market, ship and 
make money from oil, not to, save fresh water ecosystems. 
The two initiatives are a contradiction. Wild and natural 
places usually lose when they collide with development 
and the ambition to make money. 
Jim Culp, Terrace, B.C. 
’ 
I 
Making connections I 
Dear Sir: 
On behalf of Northern Health, I’d like to respond to 
Marianne Brorup Weston’s recent letter about the avail- 
ability of hotel rooms for people who have to travel for 
specialized medical services. Northern Health, through the ~ 
NH Connections program, is working to mike low-cost ’ ‘ 
hotel accommodations available to patients who‘travel to 
major centres for health care services. 
The first priority for the, NH Connections program was 
to start the NH Connections’low-cost bus service. Now 
that the bus service is running, we’re working on the ac- 
zommodation issue. In downtown Vancouver, the Inn at r 
False Creek has offered very good rates for-people who 
Ire in Vancouver for medical appointments. That hotel is a 
Zw blocks from St. Paul’s Hospital, and is close to transit 
Ooutes in Vancouver. It is also the Vancouver stop for the 
VH Connections bus service. 
More’infohation ’ fs ‘abailibfi ‘dn’ -our ’wedpage,‘ RYl 
?ERLINK www.northernhealth.cdnhconnectionS::IWW. 
torthernhealth.ca/nhconnections, under the heading of 
Accommodation Options.’ The Inn at False Creek‘s phone 
lumber is 1-800-663-8474. 
We are also working to make arrangements with ho- 
els and inns across the region for low-cost medical travel 
ates and expect to be able to make announcements on this 
;oon. This isn’t always easy to do as more economic ac- 
ivity leads to greater demand for hotel rooms, but we-are 
We’ll put information on our website and provide the. 
Sean Hardiman, Northern Health, 
Prince George,,B.C. 
(< 
:ontinuing to develop options. . I  
letails to regional media as soon as we’re able. 
1 
Hungry bears get shot 
)ear Sir: 
I would like to thank people for writing in about the 
pears being shot. Does anyone wonder why they are com- 
ng in so close to the town? How about the fact that for 
rears they were going to the dump, as part of their food 
:hain. Putting that barbaric fence around the dump, makes 
t so they cant get into there. 
Where’s the nextstop? Easy food in town on trees and 
111 around. Then they pay with their lives because they are 
iungry. And that’s not done very well either. Ten to 15 
hots into a bear make sure its dead but come on, it only 
akes one bullet. I hope I’m never hungry in Terrace. 
Ken Dawson, Terrace, B.C. 
’ 
. 
An uncertain future 
)ear Sir: 
The day they had the auction at the mill was a very 
ad day for Terrace, the end of an era. This super myern 
iill was auctioned off for peanuts, what a shame, what a 
rime. It seems that the city’s politicians jumped the gun 
nd could not get rid of it soon enough. 
This mill provided jobs for many people, ever since 
ie early fifties when immigrants came from all over the 
rorld, found employment in this mill and in the logging 
dustry. Even the second generation of these early immi- 
*ants were able to do the same thing. 
Then the government took the timber licences away 
om the mill and the logging industry came to a grinding 
ilti Taking the timber licences away from the mill is like 
itting the lifeline of this operation. Mind you, the lumber 
arket haq not been very good for some time, but things 
ill change in time. In a few years, the port in Prince Ru- 
:rt will be operating which will be the gateway to China 
ith a huge market waiting to be served. 
So why did our town politicians jump the gun? They 
ould have protested the taking away of the timber li- 
nce. One would think it is their job to protect the town 
,d to ensure employment, otherwise why do we need ’ 
em at all. L 
Many people will have to leave this once thriving town I 
find employment ekewhere, which is a temble shame 
they have lived here for most of their lives: Many stores 
. A once thriving town will face an uncertain future. ’ 
Ortrud Buschmann, Terrace, B.C. 
I’ 
7 
, ‘ 
ve closed already and others are in the process of doing ! 
lighttnment about the his- 
tory of native people. He 
also served his constituents 
in Atlin with distinction. 
I’m personally sorry that 
he has gone from this world, 
but to me he will always 
live. He will live in my 
memory as a devoted and 
conscientious human being 
who never lost sight of his 
goals and objectives. 
When I was a candidate 
at the 1952 provincial elec- 
tion, Mr. Calder introduced 
me to the history, hopes, and 
aspirations of native people. 
1 have always been deeply 
grateful for that education. 
\ 
1 
i 
About the Mail Bag 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. Our address 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2. You can‘ 
c us at 250-638-8432 or e-mail us at newsroom@ 
-racestandard. com. No attachments, please. Name, 
ldress and phone number required for verification: 
Coca-Cola 
is--- CLUB PRICE 
' , Old El Paso ' Gourmet Meat 
Salsa Shoppe Sirloin 
CLUB PRICE 
. - I  J - ~ - - r - ~ ~ ~ ~  - " GourmetaMeat Shoppe 
. Breaded Stuffed 
Sna cki in g 
Trav 
In-st&e Made. 
122 Inch. 1.2 kg. 
L ,  
Mix and Match 
Pizza Bella 
5 Inch. Or 12 Inch 
Pizza Bella. WEEKLY 
HOUSEHOLD LIMIT 
FOUR FREE - 
Combined varieties. 
F I E  EQUAL OR LESSER VALUE FREE 
CLUB PRICE 
Mott's 
226 
Pla raters 
Mixed Nuts 
300 g. Or Peanuts 
550 to 600 g or 
Trail Mix 275 g. 
Select varieties. 
399k ' 
CLUB PRICE 
Clamato Juice 
Assorted varieties. 
Or Garden Cocktail. 
1.89 Litre. Plus 
deposit and/or 
enviro levy where 
applicable. 
CLUB PRICE 
i Seafood 
Dip Tray ' 
In-store made. 
1 5 9  I100 g 
CLUB PRICE 
Gourmet Meat 
Shoppe 
Chicken Wings 
Assorted varieties. 
908 g. 
0 
1299 
I Safeway SELECT 
Beef & Cheddar 
Firecrackers 
Or Empanadas, Bags 
of Gold Spinach with 
Artichoke or Crown 
Appetizers. Frozen. 
227a. 
227 
dm Learning more 
HELEN AND Alan,Dyck spend a few minutes talking to Heather Bellamy after her Nov. 8 presentation on 
.the aid‘work she is doing in Afghanistan. Bellamy is based in Bamiyan, a small town 10 hours by car from 
Kabul. She’s developing a garden and tea house to provide food and employment. 
I ’  
J 
n 0 
Accused remains missing, 
noJ verdict in Isex assault case 
THE VICTIM of three Const. Gary Godwin, me- covery of a white cane, simi- some other personal effects 
alleged sexual assaults dia spokesperson for Prince lar to the one used by Peal, such as a packsack. 
will likely never know George RCMP, said police near one of the bridges in RCMP officers did use 
if the person accused of continue to investigate Peal’s Prince George that crosses a helicopter to search the 
committing all three is guilty disappearance, but there are the Fraser River. Fraser River as far south 
or not. Peal’s cane was missing as Quesnel but did riot find 
The last clue was the dis- from his apartment as were anything. 
\no new leads in his case. 
That’s because the su- ’ 
preme court justice who pre- 
sided over the Terrace trial 
of accused Randolph Peal 
has declared a mistrial. 
In what is being regarded 
as a highly unusual situa- 
tion, the seeds for the mistri- 
al began when Peal did not 
appear via a video hook up 
from Prince George, where 
he had been living, Feb. 2 to 
hear the verdict concerning 
the three alleged assaults be- 
ing given by Mr. Justice Ian 
Pitfield of the B.6. Supreme 
court. 
Because Peal did not ap- 
pear, the verdict was not giv- 
en and a bench warrant was 
then issued for Peal’s arrest. 
Peal was last heard from 
on Feb. 4 when he had a 
phone conversation with a 
i relative. Family members 
:conducted a search of the 
Prince George area within 
days but could not find a 
trace of him.’‘ 
Crown counsel Barry 
Zacharias finally requested 
Mr. Justice Pitfield to release 
his decision after Peal had 
not been located after more 
than six months. 
Pitfield granted the re- 
quest last month, saying that 
while it would bring finality, 
nothing else would be ac- 
complished. 
Pitfield said he couldn’t 
see any guarantee of accep- 
tance or good being done by 
releasing the verdict and so 
declared the mistrial. 
Zacharias said he didn’t 
know if this was a typical 
judgment to come from a 
case where the accused is 
missing because he couldn’t 
find another similar case. 
He doesn‘t plan to appeal 
the judge’s ruling. 
As long as Peal is known 
to be alive,, the justice re- 
inains seized, or is bound, 
to give his judgment on the 
case. 
By declaring a mistrial, 
Mr. Justice Pitfield is freed 
of his obligation. 
The warrant for Peal is- 
sued 011 Feb. 2 when he 
initially failed to appear for 
sentencing still remains in 
effect in the event that he 
could be found some day. 
I ,  
For your 
bride 
and joy 
Richard John FERGUSON - h i e  of Birth: Febrsry 24, - 
1965 - Age: 4 I ,  Black hair, Brown eyes, 178 cms - 5‘ 
Mr. Ferguson is  presenfly wanted by he Terrace RCMP on a number of oilstanding 
warrants for arrest. These warrants are lor bilure to uppeor in FamiJy Coud which is  
10” tall, 89 kg - 197 /bs, may have a mushche 
r issuedpursuonl to he Fomi/yMaintenonce Enbrcemeh’Progrom and for a number of 
Criminal Code offences which include Theh of a Credit Caid and Fraudulent Use o\ 
, If you have inkrmation, call CRIMESTOPPERS 
’ 
1 =250=635mTIPS (8477) 
You u d l  remain anonymous You may be eligible for a cash reward. Rekernite~.. We don’t need your nume .just your infirmation, 
LOCALLY OWNED 
& OPERATED 
FOR THE N0RT)I 
(1 SECURITY SYSTEMS 
.Commercial & .Surveillance Cameras e24 Hour Monitoring 
*Wireless Systems .Data Cabling 8 And P.C. Based 
.Access Control .Electronic Services Camera Systems 
Residential Security .Fire Alarms .SpecializingJn Digital 
250-638-6070 
1-877-71 3-9588 Fax: 250-638-6001 4443 KEITH AWNUE, TERRACE, 6.C 
***** 
NHTSA 5 Star” front Impact 
(iiG&G] 
Fuel consumption rating: / 
City: 12.2IJ100 km (23 rnpgIA 
Hwy: 8.2IJ100 krn (34 rnpgIA 
, 3.3L 180 hp V6 engine 
Advanced multistage front air bags 
Air conditioning 
Child-seat anchor system - .- 
Power mirrors, windows & locks 
Clothfaced seating surfaces 
Sunscreen glass 
AM/FM stereo with CD player 81 
” 
4 speakers 
c , .  ’ 
IN DELIVERY 
ALLOWANCE 
LEASE 
APR’ 
purchase financing 
for 36 months: 
Enter our weekly draw to: EARN 40,000 Aeroplan@ Miles when you 
purchase or lease an eligible new vehicle.' 
REDEEM Aeroplan Miles and 
save on a new vehicle.’ 
!&it p u r  Chryster * Jeep, e Dodge dealer or daim4erchrysler.ca today. 
Mse customers read the fine print: t. -These limited time offers apply to retail deliveries for personal use only on selected new in-stock 2006 models. Offers subject to change without notice. See participating dealer for complete details and M i i o n s .  
)ealer trade may be necessary. Financingnease offers are subject to approval by Chrysler Financial. See dealer for specific details and conditions. Dealers are free 10 Set individual Prices. t 0% APR lease financing for 36 months on 2006 -van (exduding 28T 
nod&) and all 2M)6 Grand Caravan models. Lease example: $16,200 financed at 0% for 36 months. monthly payment is 950, co5t Of bomVhg iS $0 and the total IeaSe obligation is $16,200. Excludaq license, insurance, registration, any d& administtatLon 
ees and applicable taxes. First months payment. down payment. security deposit (i applicable). any dealer administration fees and k i w .  0% ApR 
)urchase financing for 36 months on 2006 Caravan (excluding 28T models) and all 20133 Grand Caravan models. Down payment may be WUired. ExamPle: $28.800 financed at 0% for 36 months. monthly payment is $800, cast of borraving is $0 and the total 
,bligation is $28,800. Excludes license, insuranw. registration. $50 PPSA. any dealer administration fees and applicable tawes. A Based On 2006 Fuel Consumption Guide ratings published by Natural Resoums Cenada. Your &ui fuel ccmsumpuon may vary. 
fl Based on US. National Highway Trafk Safety Administration (NHTSA) scoring system for 2006 model year Dodge Caravan and Grand Caravan. ’ You are adomatically entered when you purchase or lease an &I& 
FINANCING PROVIDED By Chrysler Jeep Dodge vehicle during the contest period. Weekly contssts close at 11:59 pm (E.T.1 each Tuesday between November 13,2006 and Javuary 2,2027. No purchase necessary. Full contest details induding 
No purchase entry available at www.daimlerchrysler.ce~plan an3 participating dealers. $ vlsit www.daimlerchlysler.ceroplan or a participating Chrysler Jeep Dodge dealer fwwmpple details regarding t h e e ’  
offers and a list of eligible vehicles. Prcgram subject to change without notice. @ Amplan is a Registered Trademark of Amplan Limited Partnership. @Jeep is a registered bademark of DaimlerChrysler h-pomth. 
PPSA are due at lease inception. Kilometres limited to 61.200; charge of $0.15/lan fw 
I1 I 
I 
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‘f Video surveillance cameras 
help nab a suspected thief 
b MARGARET SPEIRS 
VIDEO SURVEILLANCE 
a d  vigilant neighbours 
helped catch a person sus- 
&ted of breaking into a 
gowntown store just prior to 
Halloween. 
illiam Griffiths, gen- 
anager of the Beverly 
Hills Trading, Company, has 
neighbour, whose name he 
3 doesn’t know, to thank for 
the arrest after two people 
smashed the front doors of 
his business with a rock, 
* helped themselves to $3,000 
Worth of clothing and tried 
1 to flee around 7:45 p.m. Oct. 
, 29. 
One person got away but’ 
‘Griffiths is happy to say the 
sto&’s I video surveillance 
system, installed seven 
months ago when the store 
opened, caught a suspect on assistance. when several of its stained said. 
tape. A neighbour who lives glass panes were broken The store has suffered 
8 “It’s just nice to know above the Gold Gallery kit- 1 during the break-in. three broken windows and 
because you never know ty-comer across Malum St., One pane has been re- he could”instal1 bars, but 
what’s going to happen,” he ,heard windows breaking and \placed with new glass ’ but would-be thieves could still I’ 
said about Kaving the video called the police. He then ran the difference is noticeable break the windows out of 
system, and added the cam- do and caught and held and it devalues the item. spite, he said. 
to show him what goes on at 1 OO-year-’old stained glass,” ,stall roll-down metal cov- 
the store. Griffiths was called at a saidGriffiths. erings on the outside of the 
Griffiths, who moved local restaurant where he Griffiths is thinking windows “like the Batmo- 
back to’Temace last yea  and about installing more video bile” but he believes they 
surveillance cameras at the would cost about $10,000. ~. 
, Terrace RCMP say a 43- 
spent a couple of months 
renovating the new business Unfortunately, a $4,000 Store. 
beforeitopened, saidhehas Belgian antique oak hutch “I’d love to have more. year-old local man faces 
BEVERLY HILLS Trading Company manager William Griffiths with the antique 
stained glass window damaged in an attempted break-in. MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
eras are a foolproof device On erson until the police , “You can‘t ever replace Ideally, he’d like to in- 
amved, said Griffiths. 
was having supper and ar- 
rivedlater. 
’ $1 his “buddy” to thank for his from 1890 suffered damage It’s all just money now,” he charges for the theft. ’ 
alth , >  training proposal liked 
A NORTHERN Health Authority official says it’s interested 
‘isl a Northwest Community College idea to train more health 
dea is to lease the school district’s brand- 
r-used Mountainview Elementary School on 
use it asra health, training centre. 
ways interested in exploring educational 
authority official Mark Karjaluo- 
time to develop training programs, 
appens has to go ahead with a number of 
different partners that would include but wouldn’t be limited 
to the college and Northern Health,” he said. 
College president Stephanie Forsyth says there’s an 
overall shortage in the north of health professionals such as 
speech therapists and physiotherapists and that training pro- 
grams in the north would help fill that gap. 
The concept is that people trained in the north would tend 
to stay in the north afterward. It’s one of the foundations of 
expanded nurse training now underway at Northwest Com- 
munity College here. 
Forsyth also said it also makes sense to offer training in 
the north because i t  would be cheaper than expanding al- 
ready-existing programs in the south where costs are high- 
er. 
Mountainview was built in 2002 to hold 250 students 
but a combination of a depressed local economy and derno- 
graphics meant the facility was never needed. 
sionals in the north. 
- 
Good things come to those who hurry. 
I 
Precision German-engineered down to the last detail. Superior performance and handling is standard on every vehicle. Not fa mention impressive 
fuel economy’ from our line-up of TDl diesel models. No matter what you drive in life, there‘s a Volkswagen for everyone. Say ”Das ist Good“ and liead down 
to your Volkswagen dealer today. 
I 
I 
\ 
on selecfed 2006 models’ 
I 
Columbia Autohaus Ltd. 
41 09 Substation Avenue, Terrace 
(250) 635-5717 
Mach Schnell 
Visit w.ca or call 1-800 DRIVE VW for more information. 
Jsoo rdvaia rOrncentcolboe ~r-emdwtes. Certain codtiom apply. 
8 2006 Vnlkwugen Canada Im. ‘Cavemmenl of Canada EneGulde estimates lor 2006 n V  dtesel models os fallows Jeth 19L TDI dlesel manual, 6 6  UlOO km city, 52  UlOO km higtnwy. New Beetle 1% TDI monual. 62 ”100 km ob, 4 6 C l O O  km htghway Actual fuel consumption m~ wnl - . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d  time finonce ofers 
ovoilabk through Volknvogen finance, on appmved credlf 19% APR finance maJable on a11 2006 New Beetle models Example based on new 2006 New Beetle 2 5L. base MSRP 526.140. lncludlng fretght and PDI of 51.650. 1946 APR for 60 months equals 5399 per monlh, or equivolen, lmde-,n 
Cod of b i n g  ts 51.120 foro told ahljgatton of 527.260 PPW Ilcense, msumnce, regsmhon, decler charges, optlons and appltcable :ares are edm Dealer may sell for less Offers end NoLember 30th. ’2006 See dealer for detolls ‘Volbmgen” cnd the Vollswagen logo ore reg,stercd tmdemok o f V o l h g e n  
53,300 do,.,, 
I /I 
I/ I 
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Hockey coach won’t have criminal 
record for assaulting visiting coach 
A LOCAL MINOR hockey prosecutor Bany Zacharias nized that he acted improp- with the retelling of some players. “What impressed 
coach received an absolute erly in the heat of the mo- me mostly was that you got 
discharge for assaulting a ment and apologized to his the hockey team together and 
visiting hockey coach during of impressionable youth players afterward. nothing to say. quite quickly apologized for 
,a game here last year. and that it might set a poor When Jack asked if Jack agreed that your behaviour to them and 
Mike Haworth, assistant example. Haworth wanted to say Haworth’s actions might I think that speaks highly of 
coach for the Terrace Ban- Defence counsel Scott anything before sentencing, set a bad example but noted your character and personal 
tam Rep hockey teak dur- Mulder said Haworth recog- Haworth said he disagreed Haworth’s apology to his integrity,” Jack said. 
ing the 2004-2005 season, i 
expressed concern that the 
assault took place in front 
facts but that wouldn’t help 
matters anyway so he had / 
was granted the. discharge 
by Judge William Jack in 
Terrace Provincial Court 
Nov. 9. 
Vaworth will not have a 
criminal record, something 
that might have caused him 
trouble. He’s a helicopter 
pilot and his work lakes hiin 
out of the country. (J 
On Feb. 12, 2 0 5 ,  
Haworth hit Smithers Ban- 
tam Rep coach Merle Lo- 
gan during a Bantam Rep 
hockey match in the Terrace 
arena, said Judge Jack when 
reviewing the events. 
After a fight erupted on 
the ice between a Smithers 
player and a Terrace player, 
players on the bench began 
to cheer on their teammates, 
which lead Logan to tell his 
squad and the Terrace team 
to be quiet, said Judge Jack. 
When Haworth told Lo- 
gan to keep his comments 
to himself, Logan turned 
and said, “Hello kids,” to 
the Terrace players, court 
heard. 
Haworth responded by 
hitting Logan. The blow was 
meantoto land on Logan’s 
I 
’ 4921 KElPH AVE., TERRACE PH: 635-3478 0 FAK: 635-5050 
chest to push him backover , /I 
to his side of the bench, said 
Haworth during his testimo- 
ny at trial earlier this year. 
Instead, he struck Logan 011 
the left side of his jaw. 
Hawor$ testified that he 
acted in defence of his play- 
ers who he felt were under 
, threat from Logan. 
However, Haworth’s 
players testified that they 
didn’t feel threatened. 
Jack said witness testi- 
mony was an issue. 
“Coach Logan impressed 
me in being straight forward 
with his answers and good 
recall of the events except in 
seeing the punch coming,” 
Jack told the court. 
Haworth’s testimony of 
the events and words ex- 
changed was vague, said 
Jack. 
While the Criminal Code 
allows for the use of force as 
self defence against an as- 
sault or repeated attempts of 
assault, that was not the case 
here, Jack told the court. 
“Mr. Logan did not con- 
sent to being struck by Mr. 
Haworth and at no time were 
any Terrace players threat- 
ened or under threat by Mr. 
Logan’s words or actions” 
Logan attempted to stop 
the fighting on the ice by 
telling both benches to quiet 
down while Haworth viewed 
fighting as part of the game 
and resented Logan’s words, 
Jack told the court. 
When giving his sentenc-“ 
ing submissions, Crown 
m% OFPI 
20 crn Fry Pan. $9!MXk 
I 7096 OWt 42 cm Multi-Roaster. $333;-ee 
--- I 
I Skeena Mall, Terrace VOLL FREES 1 -8OCb5634363 Door Crashers Limited Each Dav. Rain Checks Will Be Issued. 
eges, you’re more than just a face‘ in a crowd. Small class sizes mean you enjoy individualized 
ualified faculty who know you well. You’ll maximize your learning opportunities from the start 
hone new skilis and make new friends. And because college tuition fees are so affordable, you’ll be 
r education withwt worrying about your debt load. 
on, go to www.choosebccolleges.ca or conract your nearest BC College. \ 
I 
‘ I  
Health authority cash crunch 
could1 be possible next year 
THENORTHERNHEALTH be known until closer to the 
Authority might need as It means the authority next budget year which be- 
much as $30 million more gins April I. 
next year than this year to cut expenses, including tak- But he did note that 
meet the demand for health money can’t solve all of the 
care, says its chief executive supplies with other health issues surrounding health 
officer. authorities and cutting down care. 
’ That’s about five per on administrative paper- “Money isn’t the limit- 
cent of the authority’s cur- ing factor. Skilled operating 
rent budget of $521 million room nurses are in sho? sup- 
and is driven by population ply,” said Maxwell. 
growth iqthe northeast, bus- The authority’s potential 
~ ier emergency rooms and the income requirement comes 
need, as the general popula- Maxwell’s particularly as it has joined the )other 
tion-ages, for hip and knee health authorities around the 
replacements, says Malcolm province in making the case 
for more money. Maxwell. 
Collectively, the five re- 
3 growing faster than the pop- gional health authorities and 
That’s important al- the one overall provincial ulation,” said Maxwell of fi- naricia~ pressures. authority which is respon- 
He cited pharmaceutical sible for specialized services 
I costs as two examples of the It’s at the point where eraily spend in the have told the provincial gov- 
, increased financial pressure. ernment they need an extra 
As it is, the authority is $1 billion. That’s over and, 
’ running on a razor-thin sur- money on heating costs. tures. above $2 billion already 
I plus - .4 per cent as of the announced by the province 
latest available financial re- government to be spread out 
over the next three years- ‘1 . port period. That works out 
M p pays 
tribute 
to just over $2 million. 
does what i t  can internally to 
ing part in group ordering 
work, said Maxwell. 
“If you can save $100,000 
here and $100,000, that can 
roll up to some bigger num- 
bers,” he added. 
pleased with a new system at 
Mills Memorial that reduces 
the number of times (some 
“Overall our costs are people need to c o ~ r e  to the 
hospital for tests and paper- 
work prior‘to admissions. 
It’s not only easier on the 
person, but less expensive 
the authority is hoping for a 
mild winter in order to save 
Recent energy price drops 
have Maxwell looking for 
good news in that area. 
CANADA LOST a great statesman with the 
death of Nisga’a leader Dr. Frank Calder, 
says Skeena-Bulkley Valley MP Nathan Cul- 
len. 
“I did not have the privilege of meeting 
,,’) 
Malcolm Maxwell 
i 
though the, authority may 
now have a slim surplus of 
winte; than in the Summer 
because of colder tempera- 
~ ~ ~ ~ l l  said the exact 
mount ofmoney the author- 
ity expects it will need won’t 
and chemo therapy supply for the hospital, hemid. $2. 1 million, hospitals gen- such as cancer treatment 
1 for equality and justice for aboriginal people 
have been an inspiration to me for many 
years.”. 
Cullen said that while he is saddened by 
the loss of Calder, he knows his legacy will 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, November 15,2006 - A1 0 
SAFEWAY 
Apologizes for the I/ 
inconveniences 
‘ while under construction 
’ THANK YOU FOR 
YOUR PATRONAGE 
Dr. Calder persorially,” Cullen said, “How- 
ever, his extraordinary character, his tremen- 
live on through those who value equity and 
fairness. The MP said that will particularly to Calder dous accomplishments and his tireless work be the case with aboriginal rights. 
& TOYOTA 
ZW-OUt For just 7 0 days, 
the numbers are in your’favour! 
I 
I 
ledse f rom 
per mo.  
148 m O .  /edSe 
t r r d c  
- _  
2 0 0 6  AVALON XLS** 
purchase purchase price 
flndnce f rom 
2 9 x ( o . w  ’41,510 
$3,788 s 1 5 0 0  
trdde ’40,oioJ 
lease from 
less vehicle 
a l lowancr  
p e r  mo. down payment  
148 mo. lease or cquivalenr 
$488
purchdse p r i r e  
ledre f rom finance f rom 
less vehicle 
down pdyment  
117,625 148 mo. lease or  equ iva lent  
2 0 0 6  TUNDRA 4 x 4  DCAB VB***  -.l 
purchdse price 
less vehicle 
d l lowrncc  
$44,015 
f . 0 0 6  PRIUS 5 DOOR LIFTBACK**** 
1 PUrChdSr price 
I I 
Access @ToYoTA 
o nicer way to buy o car 
TERRACE MQTORS 
4912 Highway 16 West, Terrace, BC (250) 635-6558 
I I B Train time 0 '. 
VIA Rail conductor Dave Sikka welcomes passengers aboard the Skeena as 
it prepares to leave Terrace on its regularly schedued trip to Prince George. 
The Skeena's all-daylight run between Prince Rupert and Prince George has 
proved popular for tourists and locals. 
c 
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THE- TERMCE & PISTRICT CHAMBER OF C6MMERCg I * 
rwvitwyou tu (Lit c.tciusivc ~ u n c h n  4Wor&iup with: 
DARCY REZAC 
INTERNATIONAL NETWORKING EXPERT 
Darcy Rezac is a world-renowned networking expert. For nearly two decades, Rezac has been managiiig tliicctor C J ~  (mL' of 
the most dynamic networking business organizations in North America. I l i s  unique l~rat id of eiipqyiiwt, I'ositi\ c 
Networking'"', is  based on the new science of networks and exciting research on well-being. I i i s  trarleiiiai k t l  S C \ C I I - S ~ I ~ ~ J  
process, N.E.T.W.O.R.K, has taught thousands how to overcome their fear of networLing to find mor(' sui cess 1~0th hi work 
and life. c' ThlS Wont fS8pollBorrd by: , rn Y=~gfi.: THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 30,2006 11 L Q S A I  * IPN: r,=. BEST WESTERN TERRACE INN 
~ Luncheon Positive Nef wor&ir@ Worksfwp 
r h r q  Rczac, ititerndtinndl networhiiig ehpert and .iuthor of the brbt  
sellitlg booh, \VOW I I f E  POND! Liw (lie Power of Pociirvr Nett\r)rkiiig 
will introduce you to llic world's />est drfinitiori of rict\\otIting-PrJsitivc 
Networhing. h r i r i g  d IlcWorhing ~iiflcli(*otl he \vi11 share how I'oaitivr 
Nrhvorhing is the key to building eulensive, longlasting rcdationGliips. 
Once yoii under%md the philosophy, the stage is sct IO lcarn the 
Networking ib llir .irl of l!iiilditig i(httoiidiips It's tlic 'CfftitW Irlls' \rlllr 
ni.ihe l~usinqss tlnuribh. thit ,  here'\ the ~~roliletii . IIih i i i~pir i ty (11 IN ol,lt, 
rloii't like nctivoikiiip 1 I i r y  hrc. uncotiiio~t,il)li. Ii,iiiditi~ 0t11  IJUN IC:\ ( A ( ! \ ,  
d6,.llin& \$ i t t i  cotlvc~rzJtrol1,rl ' ( k i d  air', , l t ld \v,ilhiiig  tilt^ i ' 1  11:oi11 i r t  [h'l I (  ( 1 ,  0 1  
t i  no!-sn-pci fvrt str,ingett. 
1 nwchaiiics. ' Uarry r\rzac l ids helprd t l i o t t r d s  inid rhe 'tr~.ttls" atid iiuhc IIW rij;tit 
1 c c y t i i m  tioiis-iri busines< m c l  in life n i t l i  l i s  tiatleindihctl 7-5tcp ~ ( I I  [a<\.
Conic. out to this ~0rh<ho11 to I i w n  howl 
cic, 
~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~*kR%~~F Jf 
I $@& @$F* rJhp@x@ Attend BOTH the Luncheon & the 
Workshop for ONLY $59 @& w 
1111111-1111-11--111----1--------- 
. I  
YOU'U WANT TO GET YOUR TICKETS EARLY... CALL NOW1 Co-sponsored by 
I i  
t 
. . . _ . .  . .  . .  . . 
. .  
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French immersion 
focus beina chanaed 
U U 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA a difficult decision, says chair Lome 
Gowen. 
THE COAST Mountains School District "There's a financial cost because 
has appointed a Kitimat-based principal French immersion class sizes are way 
to better coordinate the French immer- below the average but you still need the 
sion programs it offers in Terrace, Kiti- teachers," Gowen said. 
mat and Hazelton. Previous boards agreed that the lan- 
The move comes two months before guage program of choice wouldn't be 
the board will make a decision on cre- subsidized by the district, added Gow- 
ating a kindergarten to Grade 7-French en. I 
immersion school here. Smaller class sizes also mean schools 
"Obviously, the board has timelines," iire forced to run larger ones in accor- 
said Brent Speidel, a district administra- dance with Bill 33 that limits the number 
tor, in reference to the proposed shuf- of students in classes. 
www.lerraceslandard.com 
C h H  out our 8lte or 0 1 1  6387283 lor advertising Informa!ion 
Good Place to Stay In Kamloops 
fling of two southside schools that will Agnes Casgrain, principal of Kildala 
be looked in January. Elementary, has been asked to coordi- 
Based on enrolment numbers at Kiti nate the French immersion programs, 
K S h a n  Primary and Cassie Hall El- with supervisory help from Speidel. 
ementary on Dec. 30, the board will de- The move was promoted by the 
termine whether the French immersion school superintendent Rob preenwood 
numbers justify making the change that as a way to formalize the structure of the 
would, if approved, be in place for the language offering. 
2007-08 school year. The district's plan also includes a 
Kiti K'Shan would become the all- change in strategy for the use of federal 
French school kindergarten to Grade 7 monies - up to $80,000 yearly - that 
school and Cassie Hall the all-English the district receives for the rejuvenation 
kindergarten to  Grade 7 school if the and support of French' immersion pro- 
plan came together. grams: 
Right now Kiti K'Shan offers French In tiie=past, that money was farmed 
and English kindergarten to Grade 3 and out to the individual schools but will 
Cassie Hall French and English Grade 4 now be used in a more coordinated ba- 
"How do we coordinate school dis- 
s at both schools as of last week show, trict resources and staff development 
that numbers remain strong at the prima- instead of the individual schools fending 
ry level before the steady drop begins in for themselves?' Speidel said. 
the elementary level. A district French immersion advisory ' Uti K'Shan has 20 kindergarten, 26 committee, comprising a parent, teach- 
Grade 1 , 2 1  Grade 2 and 18 Grade 3 im- er, administrator from each community, 
mersion students. along with Casgrain and Speidel will be 
Cassfe Hall, meanwhile has 25 stu- revived and will meet for the first time 
dents in a Grade 4-5 split class and 17 in Nov. 23. 4 Grade 5-6-7 three-way split immersion It will allow for district-wide discus- 
sions rather than those in separate com- , 
0 
c 
I\ 
" sis, said Speidel. 
immersion enrolment num- , 
\ 
i L i  ures have the board facing munities, adds Speidel. 
8 
Chamber of Commerce 
lnfocentre 
Coast Hotel 
Copperside Foods (All) 
Cyber Scream Cafe 
Denny's 
George Little House 
House of Sim-Oi-Ghets 
Park Avenue Medical Buildi 
Safeway 
Sandman Inn 
Save On Foods 
Shoppers Drug Mart 
Skeena Mall , 
Subway 
Terrace Public Library 
Terrace Shell 
The Terrace Standard 
HF.2 CITY OF TERRACE 
TERRACE 
Under Bylaw No, 13 13-1 993, and amendments thereto, 
every municipal street and road is designated as a snow 
removal route, and arking on them is prohibited during 
the winter months, rom November 15th to April 1 st. P 
Any vehicle that impedes " snow removal 
and/or mad maintenance work on any snow 
removal route can be towed. 
Also, it is an offence to place snow from any 
private property onto the road Ri ht-of-Way; 
hydrants, and interferes with routine snow plowiiig 
and/or road maintenance. 
Your cooperation i s  greatly appreciated 
it creates drainage blockages, buries an d plugs up fire 
- _  
cm OF TERRACE 
Matrimonid Red-Property Rights 
hildreln on First 
Are you a First Nations woman? Are  you separated o 
impacgd by the lo? of the family home on reserve? 
questions or know someone elk wh 
is holding invited sessions 
n reserve. If you are intere 
Kim Clouthier at (613) 889-1303 
can provide you with more information o 
Ive matrimonial real 
HAVE A VOICE ON 
T I R E  A N D  A U T O  C E N T R E  
I TIRE I RECEIVE AN I INCLUDES: I 0 5  Likes of Motorcraft engine oil Tire rotation 
and a Motorcraft filter I ADDUTIQNAL ALIGNMENT 
1 PLUS: 18% ;QW N'W I with the purchase of 
SERVICE 0 two or more tires I .lubricate chassis, hinges, 
.Top up fluids ' locks, steering & suspension .Brake Inspection - - 
I I II 
I 
*Multipoint Inspection ' O h  applicable b moil cars and I;$ tnrd;s. 'Taxes and provincial l e d  are exh .  Ark pur 
Fastlane Monoger b details. Ohr expires 
December 3 I, 2006. 
R = - R - ~ - - - - = R  a ~ a m 1 1 1  1111111 
1 'offer applicable to most cars and light trucks. Vehicles equipped with E Vehida equipped with diesel engines are e ~ f m .  0 
diesel engines are exfro. O h  expires December 3 I, 2006. expim December 3 I ,  2006. 
VISlY OUR FAST LANE, LOCATED AT: . 1 
I TERRACE TOTEM FORD SALES LTD. 4631 KEITH AMNUE, TERRACE 635-4984 1 -800-463- 1 1 28 HOURS: MONDAY TO SATURDAY I 8:OO A.M. - 600 P.M. TERRACE 
I b-1 FASTLANE 635dAS'i' (3278) I SUNDAY 
of Proud tho Ford Member Famlly 
OIL & FILTER *TIRES *BRAKES *EXHAUST *ALlGNMENT*SflOCKS & STRUTS 
APPLICABLETAXES AND PROVlNClAL LEVIES NOT INCLUDED. OFFER(S) VALID AT ADVERTISING FAST LANE ONLY. AND MAY NOT BE COMBINED WITH ANY OTHER OFFER 
SOME CONDITIONS APPLY AND LIMITATIONS MAY APPLY -TALKTO YOUR FAST LANE MANAGER FOR DETAILS. 
? I 
I- 
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Hose system nearly 20% UNTIL 5:OO P M .  D E C E M B E R  (>OFF 24 ready for market 
By SARAH A. 
ZlMMERMAN 
- 
IF EVERYTHING goes 
ac‘cording to ,plan local 
inventor Scott Walter’s 
unique vacuum hose system’ 
should’ be on the North 
American market within a 
A pilot shipment of his 
modular hose system has 
already arrived in Vancou-, 
ver where it will be tested 
for durability before a larger 
shipment arrives. 
“They are going to beat it 
up and give it a few, tests,” 
says Walter, adding he’s not 
worried about the outcome 
of the product testing. 
“I’ve done extensive, ex- 
tensive tests on it, so I’m 
very confident with it.” 
It’s the culmination of 
more than four years of work 
developing the easy-to-use 
system which allows people 
to add lengths of ,hose to 
their vacuum making it easi- 
er to get the job done. 
Walter’s Quick Click 
modular hose system also 
has other features that are 
expected to have a major 
impact on the industry. 
Unlike other vacuum 
hoses and tubes which can 
be cumbersome to attach, 
Walter’s system easily pulls 
apart making it a snap for 
people who have arthritis or 
have difficulties with stan- 
dard designed vacuum at- 
tachments. 
While it is easy to twist 
apart, it is also durable and 
can take even the roughest 
of treatment without coming 
apart on its own, he says. 
But his biggest hurdle has 
yet to be cleared and that’s 
getting his first 3,000 units 
to market. %The reception 
of those units, which will 
be targeted to dealer stores. 
’ few months. 
SCOlT Walter’s modular vacuum hose system is just 
months away from market. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
such as his boat, borrowed overseas plants together. 
money and accessed grants. Once he places an order for 
All told he’s invested well the hoses in Korea he can 
over half a million dollars ramp up the production of 
in the system, but he’s con- the other components at the 
fident it will pay off in the plants in China. 
end. From‘ the time he places 
“All the large distributors the order to the time the fin-, 
are calling me all the time ished product will land up in 
wondering when they can North America is expected 
get the product,” he says. to take about two and a half 
has proven to be a complex And though he’s already 
item to manufacture with waited four years for the fin- 
the hose being made in KO- ished product to hit the mar- 
rea and the rest of the prod- ket, Walter admits the last 
uct being made at 11 differ- few months have been the 
ent manufacturing plailts in most interesting and frus- 
China. trating of the proccss. 
’ Timing the placing of a “I’m not nervous, I’m 
large order to get to clients not excited, I guess maybe ;I 
already interested in buying little anxious ... I really want 
his system will be a matter to put in my next order,” he 
His simple idea, however, months. 
- -cI 
will pave the way for his of oichestrating all of the says. 
next step. 
The Quick Click system 
is expected to be picked up 
both by major manufactur- 
ers hoping to make it part 
of their standard design for 
canister vacuums and will 
also be sold in dealer stores 
either as part of a kit paired 
with a power head or sold as 
varying lengths of hose. 
The development process 
has been a long one for Wal- 
ter, who has spent the last 
four years turning his idea 
into a tangible product. 
He’s mortgaged his 
house, sold all his “toys” 
<, 
RING 
Women Swoon 
at the szght of it. 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
Thornhill Animal Shelter 
Dr. Lou ElQrza 
Spay and Neuter 
Christmas Campaign 2006 
The Regional (,District of Kitimat-Stikine and Dr. Elorza of the 
All-Northern Veterinary Clinic are sponsoring CI limited number of 
low cost spay and 
residing, in the 
For a limited time, 
neuter procedures for licensed dogs 
Thornhill Dog Control service area: 
Dr. Elorza and the Regional District 
will partner with Thornhill/Copperside dog owner‘s and offer 
certificates valued at 2/3 of the spay/neuter cost. Applications for 
certificates wiil be available November 14 - 30, 2006, at the 
Thornhill Animal Shelter, located at 
The certificates will be redeemable 
of December 2006. For program 
Thornhill Shelter at 638-1 565. 
Join the Regional District and Dr. 
Elorza in the fight against pet ove 
population. Dogs and cats of all ages 
and breeds are euthanized annually or 
suffer as strays. Many of these are t 
result of unwanted, unplanned litter 
prevented. 
Lead by example 
Have your pet spayed or neutered 
Regionol Dislrict of 
KUmab=JQkfno 
* Eam 5.2% in Year 3 
Q Available as Registered or Regular Iqvgs,tments 
Invest as little as $100 
D I T  U N I O N  
WE PICK UP PAPER, CARDBOARD, NEWSPAPER, 
PLASTIC, MAGAZINES, TIN, GLASS 8t MORE 
Presented br/ 
Centennial Christian School Grade 12 Grad Class 
The Coast inn of the West 
The Spirit Bear Gallerg and Boutique 
Featurinq the fashions i of Haida Reqalia Artist 
]oyce Bennett 
When: Fridag, November 24, 2006 
I/ li ,7:00 p.m. 
I Where: Coast Inn of the West ~ 
I 
Tickets: $IO,OO - Etefieshments Included 
Available at Centennial Christian School or 
The Spirit Be& Gallery and Boutigue 
1 . . .  . , . .  
‘ ,  
0 
NOW. 15-19 OMLY - - - - - -_ - - 
ALL COOKWARE 40% OFF 
GADGETS & BAKEWARE 20% OFF 
.. 
. c 
QUEEN MARGARET’S SCHOOL 
IS VISITING NQRTHE 
kl JOIN US FOR DESSERT ON 
Wednesday, November 2gth I 
TERRACE BC 
// 
'/ 
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drawal - While high and recovering from a 
high, users abruptly distance themselves from 
friends and from activities they normally en- 
joy. Compulsions - Some abusers will com- 
pulsively clean and groom, and repetitively 
disassemble and sort objects. Mood changes 
- Users can become moody, hypersensitive 
ostile. Psychosis - Some 
or delusions of grandeur, sometimes leading t o  
aggressive and violent behavior. 
Physical Signs: Tooth decay - Methamphet- 
amine deprives the body of saliva, so users may 
experience rapid tooth and gum decay. Poor 
hygiene - During an extended high, users of- 
ten don't bathe or take care of themselves. Dis- 
industrial chemicals, Meth's main 
light bulbs, glass straws or short straws, tubes, 
razor blades, mirrors, syringes, smoking devices. 
Items containing white, beige, pink or brown 
powder or crystalline substances. 
c might indicate crystal meth abuse, especially 
when .several are present at once. When in 
doubt, seek the advice of a professional. 
Bohrviors: Lack of sleep - Meth highs can last 
for several hours, and an abuser can stay awake 
and active for up t o  fifteen days: Hyperactivity 
- Users experience bursts o f  energy, talkative- sis similar to I extended highs, resulting in sudden , ' 
ia. Aggres- Other physical signs to look out 
ivebehavior for: Extreme rise in body tempera- 
1 ments. Change in s 
- Users often speak qu 
................................ 
I1 
I 
J 
There are stron 
0 sponse committee. 
0 
............................................... 
You've had a lifetime eo talk to your kids about crystal meth. - 
W h a t  are you waiting for? 
Crystal meth is notan easy subject to discuss with your kids. But experts agree parents play a crucial role in preventing kids from taking meth.That's why the provincial 
government is introducing new tools and resources to help families fight this devastating drug.Together, we can stop meth from ruining a lifetime of memories. 
For the facts on crystal meth and t ips on how to talk to kids about  it, visit www.no2meth.ca \ 
B R I T ~ H  
COLUMBIA -------_-__ 
The Best Place on Earth 
c. 
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and finish school. 
After that she wants to  attend a Bible college in Calgary 
where a sister lives who has just returned from being a 
missionary overseas. 
"I'd like to  go someplace and help out where there is a 
war," says Lisa. 
"Being an addict and overcoming it, it's time t o  start 
giving back to  the world," she says. 
"It's your choice. I know it screwed up my life. You have 
potential because you haven't used it. You don't want to  
go there. It'll ruin your entire life." 
"If you st i l l  do it, you'll crave it and you'll need it to  
survive and that's not fun." 
This i s  what Divina C. from Vancouver Island has to  say 
to  young girls about crystal meth. 
She's 16, has jet-black hair and dark eyes and recounts 
her story sitting in a counsellor's office a t  a residential 
treatment centre in Terrace., 
Divina first used crystal rneth when she was 12 but be- 
gan heavy use when she was 13. 
"I Wed it. It's really, really addictive. And it's easy to  
find. Nanaimo is pretty bad for drugs.' It's like a mini-van- 
couver. The people I know, a lot of the young people I 
know, are usinq druqs," she savs. 
from school )lockers to  buy drugs. 
And friends were only friends as long as she had drugs. 
"It seems amazing a t  first," Diyina says about crystal 
meth. "It's the best thing in the world. But-try one day 
without using and you'll get sick and start puking. If you 
don't have it, you want to  die." 
Part of Divina's recovery revolves around staying away 
from triggers which will ignite the craving to  return to  
crystal meth. 
"It could even be a smell, the smell of speed or meth 
cooking. For me it's epsom salts, those clear bath salts. 
They look just like meth." 
Lisa G. i s  also from Vancouver Island and she's also 16 
with brown hair and brown eyes. 
She began using drugs a t  14 and entered the program 
here after comina to  the realization she couldn't continue - 
This i s  Divina's secind visit td the facility. Her first was in her lifestyle. 
the spring but she returned after relapsing. "This is my choice. I was sick of getting up and being 
"When I left here then I made it two months before re- full of self loathing and low self esteem. I was sick of do- 
lapsing. l was literally going to  die," says Divina who was ing what l did in order to have the money for my drugs." 
homeless and living on the streets. Lisa describes finding crystal meth as easier-than 
buying marijuana or even alcohol. 
"Everyone deals it, everyone. 
"I had bad health living on the streets. I was under 90 
pounds. I was in and out of hospital all the time. 
It got to  that people there knew my The dealers don't care who they 
name." sell to. They just want your mon- 
"I had blackouts. 
One time a cop picked Lisa credits her survival and 
up me up to  take me to entry into the program to her 
the hospital and I was 
ODing in her car." "She saved my life. I treated 
It's an illustration of er like crab all the time but 
how fast meth can destroy she never gave up on me." 
a life. Lisa's a member of NA, Nar- 
"With me it was just two cotics Anonymous, which uses 
months. That's how crystal he same 12-step recovery 
program as does Alcoholics meth can grab you from re- 
ally, really heavy use and be- Anonymous. _. 
ing on the street." Principles incorporated 
the steps include ad- Divina says young girls may 
turn to  crystal meth because there is a problem, 
help, engaging in it i s  regarded as one way to  
lose weight. People on meth gh self-examina- 
I confidential self-dis- don't sleep and don't eat. 
ure, making amends In Divina's case it was about 
harm done and help- fitting in and making friends. 
ing other drug addicts - "That's what you want to do. 
who want to-recover. Lose weight and have friends to  
Lisa is  supposed to  be hang out with," she says. 
in Grade 11 and her plan is t o  return But she began to  steal money 
0. 
Coast Mountains School District" 
is a member of the Crystal, 
Meth Response Committee and, 
a partner in the Crystal Meth 
Response Program 0 
CL 
KITSUMKALUM 
BAND COUNCIL 
~~ ~ 
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PROUD TO SUPPORT THE Community Awareness IS Important ... The Cow of Terrace recognizes h e  importance 
of working together to find solutions to address 
drug use in our community and is proud to 
show our support for b e  Metk Watch Program. 
METH WATCH PROGRAM Keep Your Eyes Open! 
Robin Austin 
MIA Skeena 
Terrace 104-47 10 Lazelle Ave 
Phone: 250 638-7906 
Fax: 250 638-7926 
Kitirnat 244A City Centre 
?hone: 250 632-9886 
' Fax: 250 632-9883 
Einail: robin.austin.mla@leg.bc .ca ism lovi n' .if 
NORTHWEST 
ADDICTION SERVICES 
" , 
As the umbrella organization The Crystal Meth 
Response Program for the Crystal Meth 1 Respense Program; the is a member of the Committee Members Regional District thanks all its CrystCrl Meth Advisory Group 
community partners. 
\ 
from Terrace, Kitimat, Stewart,Village of Hazelton 
and Qistrict of Hazelton would like to thank our 
corporate partner Alcan and ALL our community 
partners for participating in this serious 
community issue and working towards a unified 
and effective conclusion. 
\ 
and thank all of ,our partners for participating 
in this serious copmunity issue. 
TDCSS Regional District of Ki$Omat-Stikini, 
I '  
Phone (250) 6 15-6 100 
1-800-663-3208 
I \  
AtA&W we care about our youth and our 
community. We are proud to support the 
Crystal Metk Response Program 
I 
I \ 
SKEEMA MALL LQCATJON KEITH AVENUE DRIVE-THRU 
830-6 Sun, Wed & Sat / 830-9 Thurs & Fri 7 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Daily 
L 
P 
Professional Management Ltd. 
From the team rebuilding the Keystones, 
support for a healthy community 
Andrew 1. Macintosh 
Bigfoot Professional Management Ltd. 
\w.bigfootpro.ca - What's your BIG idea? 
& 
Mark Selman 
Nalabila Property Management Inc. 
Local 2301 
is a proud supporter of the 
1 
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Health authority shuffle 
named regional head 
I sees a Terrace person 
I 
THE NORTHERN Health 
Authority has shuffled 
some of its senior officials, 
resulting in a promotion 
for one of .its Terrace-based 
administrators. 
Rowena Holoien, who 
was in charge of the area 
from Kitimat up to Stewart 
and Atlin, is now the chief 
operating officer for the en- 
tire northwest. 
She replaces Suzanne 
Johnston, who was based in 
Prince Rupert but who has 
now been transferred to the 
authority's Prince George 
headquarters. 
Carolyn Brown of Ter- 
race has taken over Holoi- 
en's old job for the moment 
t 
'11 
Atlin. 
Holoien has a masters 
degrees in business adminis- 
tration and management, and 
has educational preparation ' 
in psychology and nursing. 
She came to Terrace two 
years ago from Calgary and 
will continue to live in Ter- 
Johnston is now the au- 
thority's vice president for 
academic affairs and region- 
al, development and is based 
in Prince George. 
Holoien will continue to 
live in Terrace. 
The Northern Health 
Authority's facilities in Ter- 
race. _ _  
race include Mills Memorial 
Hospital, the next-door Sev- Holoien's new territory 
i and the &hority is working begins in Houston, siretch- en Sisters psychiatric f a d -  
ity and Terraceview Lodge 1 ,  1 
I placement. lotte Islands and north to on the bench. I 
on a naming a permanent re- ing west to the Queen Char- 
I 
WAL*MART" 
I: 
Join a Conversation On 
Health in Smithers 
What is it all about? 
On Health is an 
year-long opportunity 
. -  , I  . .  r . 
j the Province, 
other British Columbians how 
public health care system. 
direction the Province takes to 
strengthen our public health care 
Why is it important? 
All participants will receive an 
information package prior to 
the session. Funding is available 
to help offset the cost of travel 
within the health region. 
Together, we can keep 
1 
i 
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CHARLYNN TOEWS 
Dis 
, was in Tranna recently. You know, Tea-Oh, 
You take a quick car ride to the airport I here, then have a short wait to get on a small 
plane for a brief ride. Then you arrive and walk a 
fair bit through a larger airport to get on a bigger 
plane for a longer time. 
Then you arrive but not quite: first you must 
walk and walk and walk, including gliding along on 
moving sidewalks, like flat escalators, past whole 
towns, of people eating pre-packaged re-warmed 
foods in overpriced cafes in the giant airport. 
They chew and swallow and look vacantly 
through the glass window to the corridor as you 
swish by, as you woosh! 
Sliding along from one moving sidewalk to an- 
other, you gain your sea legs, and so it  is with a 
sudden stop you lurch onto a moving sidewalk that 
is broken, not moving. What! I have to propel my- 
self along by my own power? And with this heavy 
suitcase? 
Let’s pause here. Freeze frame you tripping 
over nothing, the wrench of non-motion. Take a 
moment to take a 360 degree view of the diners 
and other gliders. Consider how sophisticated are 
the people who live in The Big City, how they 
stride with purpose over many indoor electronic 
miles, how they order their favourites from chain- 
restaraunts, how they eat while speaking on cell- 
phones and tapping on lap-tops. 
Moving along, you gather speed as you adjust 
to walking with your own feet and legs. At last! 
The Door to Outside! Huzzah! 
Yet there is more to walk, as the line-up for 
cabs is way over here. Stand in the ‘queue, as all 
good Canadians do. 
Let me emphasize here how polite Toronto- 
nians are, and friendly and nice. There is a pleasant 
young couple ahead of you in the wait for a taxi, 
the woman ahead, the man beside you, dressed for 
Town, with suitcases a-plenty. They are, like you, 
just arrived or they are just back, who can say? 
Either way. 
Then, the weird smell. It is both industrial and 
organic, like, hmmm, motor oil and diapers, say, 
or burning rubber mixed with canned peas. Could 
it be that the nice young gentleman standing there 
two feet away. is simply lettin’ her rip? Is he bra-. 
zenly expelling noxious gasses in your genbral di- 
rection? 
aka Toronto, Ontario. 
No, he is not. 
This is the way Toronto smells. Don’t diss the 
lad. 
Onto the cab, which is fine, and the driver, who 
is great. But the choices are next. Do you want the 
one kind of fare that involves huge chunks of the 
city at a set price, or do you want to order a la 
carte? The tasting menu apparently involves either 
the toll highway, or the slow way which is quite 
fast at this time of day. YCS. 
Good people of northwestern BC, have you 
been to the outskirts of Grande Prairie? There is 
Big Box Land thcre, that looks like a town cen- 
tre that has somehow preceded jet-packs. There is 
asphalt and cinderblock and Winncrs and Future- 
mart and What-not-all-Mart. 
Once, when I was in GP, I went into a giant 
drugstore. 1 was on a vacation and looking for 
drugstore things. I saw freezers, refrigerators, 
stereos, cameras, computers, and finally found a 
humanoid. I asked her, “Excuse me, do you sell 
shampoo?’ 
“Yes,” she said. “Aisle #294. Take the moving 
sidewalk past Mobile Homes, then to your right.” 
So here is the taxi ride from Terminal One to 
your hotel in Markham, Ontario (a suburb of the 
Centre of the Universe). It feels like: Vancouver, 
Vancouver, Surrey, Thornhill, Grande Prairie, 
Grand Prairie, Grande Prairie, an hour later, done. 
Sixty bucks! 
Here is your perfectly nice hotel room in a big 
hotel. Open the window! Enjoy the smells and 
sounds of the eight-lane highway. Later, you may 
observe how you can walk along the empty side- 
walks at a far greater speed than any car. 
Experience being homesick for our piece of 
paradise. 
Now, home again, speed along a super-duper 
triple bypass highway, to the huge airport and the 
big plane to get to a medium sized airport and a 
smaller airplane. Then a hometown airport, the 
smallest 
kind of highway, and a tiny house with hardly 
any traffic going by at night. 
I S Heartfelt thanks 
BETTY Campbell admires the plaque she received in October from the B.C. and Yukon division of the Heart and Stroke Foundation of 
Canada. The Heart of Gold is an acknowledgment of her 30 years of service to the foundation. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO I 
It’s no time for sour pusses 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA “It’s how they get there,” 
said Stone of the story’s 
plot. 
“In any play, if it doesn’t 
apply to the plot line, it’s 
just a waste,” Stone said. 
“With pantomime, it’s all 
deadwood.” 
As in all pantomimes, 
Puss in Boots has stock 
characters, including a prin- 
cipal boy, generally played 
by a young lady, the heroine, 
also played by a young lady 
(which gives an added edge 
to the inevitable romance) 
and a dame, played by a man 
as an exaggeration of a lewd 
middle-aged lady. 
TLT veterans lead the 
cast, with Arlene Shep- 
pard as Puss in Boots, Deb- 
bie Haynes as Phillip and 
Patrick McIntyre as Queen 
Marmaduchess. 
Phiddle (Garnett Doell) 
and Phaddle (Amy Turner) 
and Cheryl Spencer as King 
Marinaduke arc in support- 
ing roles, along with a wider 
cast. 
Stone says audiences 
should expect most any- 
thing. 
“There will be music, 
laughter, audience participa- 
tion and good fun - nothing 
too stodgy,” Stone said. 
Musical comedies are 
what’s hot right now with 
audiences, added Stone. 
“There are-two kinds of 
theatre - for the pocketbook 
and for the soul.” said the di- 
rector. “We like to mix it up 
and that’s good.” 
The shows go this Friday 
and Saturday night, with an 
additional Saturday matinee. 
BUILDING ON the success 
of previous pantomimes it 
has staged, the Terrace Little 
Theatre is again targeting the 
child in all of us. 
The local group brings 
Puss itr Boots to the stage 
this weekend with three 
shows at the Dr. R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre. 
“Pantomime is entertain- 
ment aimed at the child in 
everybody,” said director 
Chris Stone. “There’s lots of 
bad puns and slapstick (hu- 
mour).” 
Originally silent (a form 
of mime), pantomime is now 
anything but, with extensive 
vocalization from both, the 
performers and the audi- 
ence. 
“All pantoinimcs ;it their 
core are fairy tales,” Stone 
said. 
Pantomimes iirC dcrivcd 
from stories that arc gcneral- 
ly well known (drawn from 
popular folktales) and Puss 
in Boots is no different. 
“It’s about a cat -a clever 
cat - that gets magic boots 
that ailow him to talk,“ add- 
ed Stone. 
Puss, made popular with 
mainstream audiences due 
to the Shrek movie sequel, 
is all that his master Phillip 
gets in his father’s will. 
The feline urges Phillip 
not to despair, instead he 
asks him to outfit him with a 
pair of boots. 
With the help of the boots, 
Puss leads the way in aiding 
to conquer various villains 
and an evil ogre, while gain- 
ing a princess’s hand and 
untold riches along the way. 
For show details go to page DEBBIE Haynes is Phillip, who admist magic, mirth and mayhem puts pay to thc 
B2. bad guy in Puss in Boots. CONTRIBUTED PHOTC 
Local 
tioris Gone Awvy, the book she co- “There is no other set of let- mother that paints the true Dicture o By DUSTIN QUEZADA 
ters that let us get this close to the 
ground,” said Barman from her Van- 
couver home last week. “These are 
illuminating and interesting.” with a missionary,” 
ed in the book, including public let- 
the missionary experience.- 
“She has to justify to her moth 
er that she wasn’t a fool to run of 
SaiC 
All of Crosby’s letters are includ- Barman of Crosby and husbmc 
Thomas. 
authored with Jan Hare. 
A SET of letters written by the Barman, who has written exten- 
first white woman to live and work sively on B.C. history, says they 
in Port Simpson prompted a B.C. were convinced to write the book 
historian to write a book about the because of the collection of let- 
missionary’s wife. ters Emma Crosby wrote, primarily 
to her mother, between 1874 and 
Terrace to read from Good Inten- 1880. 
Dr. Jean Barman will come to ters to the province of Ontario. 
But it is> the honest writing to her ~ Cont’d Page 83 
I 
House and from chorus members. Terrace Amnesty International Action 
Circle hosts its monthly film night at Northwest 
Community College Tuesday. Nov. 28 ;it 7:30 
p.m. in room 110s of the Cedar (trades) building 
following its monthly meeting (7 p.m.>. 'Co~vhy.  , 
ltrdims & kziiyers (Bullfrog Films, 57 minutes) 
follows the fortunes of two enemy camps as they 
struggle over the fate of the free-flowing Anima's 
Ri,,er in  Colorado. 
karaoke, free pooVI'hurs. college games night/ 
Fri.-Sat. dance music & door prizes/Sunday 8 
p.m. to midnight music jams. All you need is your 
instrument because there's sound equipment, 
lighting, a drum kit and all the amps you'll need. 
6-9 p'n''; 
free p o l  Sun. 3-6 p.m.; free pool Wed.; pool 
tournament Tues. 6-9 p.m. 
LEGION BRANCH 13: Meat draws Saturdays 
starting at 4 p.m. Jam sessions, music to dance to, 
every Saturday from 7- 1 1 p.m. 
Theatre 
Terrace Little Theatre presents John Crocker 
and Eric Gilder's Pltss Boors, a pantomime 
directed by Chris Stone. A comedy/musical/farce 
detailing the Ongin Of the fabled feline in an 
adventure for the entire family. PRSented at the 
Dr. R.E.M. Lee Theatre NOv. 17-18 at 8 p.m. with 
a Saturday matinee. For all ages. 
PUB: Crib 
c 
(I 
Visual Arts 
Terrace Art Gallery presents two November 
exhibits on displhy through Not-. 26. In the upper , 
ga1le-y. it's "\Vatching the River FIO~V'' mixed 
media by Dyan Myhr. In the lower gallery, it's 
"Nothing you Hkven't Seen Before" mixed media 
by Kara h/iyhr, Tina Myhr & Joey Lundngan, 
The Gallery is located in the basement of the 
Tenace Public Library and is open afternoons 
from Wednesday through Saturday. 
I 
Check out'oui site Or cai 6387283 for advertising information 
Our OfJices are Open 
to S e n e  you! 
Terrace Ogfce 104-47 1 0 Lazelle Ave 
Terrace BC V8G IT2 
Phone: 250 638-7906 
Fax: 250 638-7926 
Kitirnat Ofice 244A City Cerirre 
Kitimat BC V8C 1T6 
Phone: 250 632-9886 
Fax: 250 632-9883 
Eniail: robin.austin.mla@leg.bc.ca 
Stop by or reach us by phone! 
Robin is working hard to 
bring the concerns of Skeena 
residents to Victoria! 
Robin Austin, MLA 
Skeena 
Open: 
Tuesday IO Friday in Terrace 
Wednesday to Friday in Kitirna 
COMMUNITY EVENTS 
THURSDAY, NOV. 16, 
NISGA'A LlSlMS GOVERNMENT hosts an open 
meeting with the topic of increasing business on 
Nisga'a lands. From 1-4 p.m. at the Best Western 
Inn. Call Arthur Mercer at 633-3066 for info. 
FRIDAY, NOW. 17 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE and 
students from the applied business support 
program host a meet and greet for area 
businesses to secure 'students for job shadow 
opportunities. From 5-7 p.m. in room 2001. 
Refreshments and appetizers will be served. 
RSVP to carriemccallum@hotmail.com 
FRIDAY, NOV. 17 
UNBC TERRACE CAMPUS hosts B.C. historian 
Dr. Jean Barman for a free public presentation 
on her most recent book, Good lntentions Gone 
Awry: Emma Crosby and the Methodist Mission 
on the Northwest Coast. Starts at 7:30 p.m.,at 
4741 ParkAve. 
SATURDAY, NOV. 18 
THE SALVATION ARMY hosts a gift and craft 
sale between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. Baked goods, gift 
baskets and craft items. A $5 soup lunch is also 
available. Tickets available at the thrift store or at 
the door (limited quantity only). 
SATURDAY, NOV. 18 
THE CLAY ARTISTS of Terrace Society presents 
a Christmas Pottery Sale with displays and pottery 
for sale from many local potters. From 10 a.m. to 
4 p.m. at 4438 Greig Avenue. Call 615-2923 for 
information. 
FRIDAY, NOV. 24 
HAPPY GANG'CENTRE hosts a dance from 7-9 
p.m. 
TERRACE NISGA'A SOCIETY and the Yuletide 
Committee 2006 present the live music of the 
Nassville 5 for a fuodraising dance at Kitsumkalum 
Hall. All proceeds go towards purchasing 
children's Christmas gifts. No minors. Tickets can 
be purchased at the Skeena Mall Nov. 16-19. from 
a committee member or at the door? 
SATURDAY, NOV. 25 
ST MATTHEW'S ANGLICAN Church hosts a tea 
and bazaar from 2-4 p.m. at St. Matthew's centre 
(4506 Lakelse Avenue). Tea, craft table, bake 
table and attic treasure. Call Susan at 638-1990. 
SATURDAY, NOV. 25 
CALEDONIA'S 1986 GRAD class is having a 
reunion at the Evergreen Pub starting at 8 p.m. 
Spouses welcome. RSVP to peggypavao@ 
hotmail.com to confirm attendance and numbers. 
PSAS 
TERRACE CHURCHES' FOOD Bank continues 
anyone missed. The above order wil be enforced, 
so please come on the right day and bring 
identification for yourself and your dependents. 
CALEDONIA SENIOR SECONDARY holds a 
parenuteacher night on Wednesday, Nov. 15 from 
7-9 p.m. in the school gym. Parents and guardians 
can get their child's first term report card and meet 
with teachers to discuss their child's progress. 
NORTHWEST ADDICTION SERVICES sponsors 
"Addiction Awareqess Week" with free events 
open to everyone from Nov. 19 to 25. Open skate 
Nov. 19, 3-4:30 p.m.; swim Nov. 22, 6:30 to 8:30 
p.m.; youth public forum at Terrace Arena Nov. 24, 
12:30-4:30 p.m.; games and crafts at the Skeena 
Mall Nov. 25,11 a.m. to 4 p.m. A poster contest is 
on the go as well. For information call 638-81 17. 
SKEENA VALLEY FALL Fair is looking for new 
members and community input. Interested people 
are asked to come to the banquet room below 
Denny's on Nov. 20 at 7:30 p.m. 
NOVEMBER IS DIABETES month and the 
Canadian Diabetes Association is conducting a 
province-wide door-to-door campaign to collect 
donations. Diabetes is a serious disease with 
sdrious complications, such as blindness, kidney 
failure, heart failure and amputations. The money 
collected will be going to research, education, 
children's camps and support. Please give 
generously to find a cure. 
TERRACE ANTI-POVERTY Group Society is 
now accepting applications until Nov. 16 for the 
2006 Christmas Tree campaign. Apply in person at 
the society office on Park Ave. with identification 
for each family member (adults included). Call 
635-4631 for information. 
HERITAGE PARK MUSEUM has new fall hours. 
It will be cpen from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday to 
Thursday. For a guided tour: call ahead 635-4546. 
, TERRACE TOASTMASTERS MEETS on the 
second and fourth Wednesday of each month at 
7:30 pm at the firehall building conference room. 
New members are always welcome. Call Bob at 
638-0923 or Rolf at 635-6911. 
SKEENA SQUARES INVITES the public to 
drop in at the Carpenter's Hall on Monday nights 
between 7 and 9:30 p.m. during September and 
October. Call 638-8316 or 638-1626 for info. 
BRANWYN'S CLOSET HOSTS "empowering 
ourselves as women" on the third Thursday 
of each month. Next meeting is Nov. 16. Call 
Penny at 638-8989 for more information or email: 
branwynscloset@monarch.net 
THE HEALING TOUCH Association of Terrace 
resumes its service to the community the first and 
third Mondays of the month from 7-9 p.m. starting 
on Sept. 18 at the Knox United Church (4907 
Lazelle Ave.). For bookings call 635-8892. 
TEN THOUSAND VILLAGES Terrace sale needs 
volunteers for its sale of unique, fairly-traded 
handcrafted gifts. Sale set-up starts Nov. 15 
and sale dates are Nov. 24-25 in the St. John 
Ambulance building on Keith Ave. Ten Thousand 
Villages is a non-profit organization that provides 
vital, fair income to people in 30 developing 
countries. For info, call Lisa at 635-0762. 
THE TERRACE DRAGONBOAT Society meets 
every Wednesday at 6:45 p.m. and Sunday at 
1 :45 p.m. at Water Lily Bay. Anyone interested in 
dragonboating is welcome to come out and give it 
a try. Call Carol 635-4640 or Jocelyn 638-6265. 
TERRACE ANTI-POVERTY GROUP Society 
seeks new members to help provide the vital 
services within the community. Membership fees 
are only $5 a year. Fees can be waived fo: lower 
income persons. Come to the group's office at 
4628 Park Ave. For info call 635-4631. 
ROTARACT CLUB OF Terrace Skeena Valley 
is now up and running and is looking for new 
members between the ages of 18 and 30 who are 
interested in making a difference in Terrace and 
around the world. The club will meet on the first 
ar(ld third Wednesday of each month at 7 p.m. at 
the Coast Inn of the West. Call Kelly at 635-8843. 
PACIFIC NORTHWEST MUSIC Festival holds 
monthly committee meetings every third Tuesday 
of the month. Meetings at 7:30 p.m. at the Terrace 
Academy of Music (upstairs in the Tillicum 
building). Phone Tracey at 615-2227 for info. Plus, 
the 2007 music festival syllabus is now available 
at Sight and Sound - Keith Ave. Phone Irene Kuhar 
at 635-321 5 for info. 
FAMILY HISTORY CENTRE (genealogy) at the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints'is 
open Wednesdays from 7-9 p.m. Free counselling 
and access to ancestry.com available. 
SUPPORT AFTER SUICIDE support group 
monthly meetings have been cancelled. 
Assistance with grief is still available from others 
that have experienced a suicidal death of someone 
close. Talking and listening to others about their 
experiences lessens the burden and eases the 
pain. For support & info call Joset at 638-1347. 
THE CANADIAN CANCER Resource Centre 
offers cancer support group for family and friends 
meeting every second and fourth Thursday of the 
month at 7 p.m. Next meeting is Nov. 23. The 
cancer centre is at 207-4650 Lazelle Ave. It's 
open Monday to Friday from 12-2 p.m. Internet 
access for cancer research is available. For info 
about emergency aid or peer support programs, 
call 638-8583. 
CALEDONIA PERFORMING ARTS 
MUSICAL 2006 
A Musical Comedy 
Music anJtyrics% Richard Adler and Jerr Ross 
Based on the noveY7 r,'2 Cents by Richard gissell 
Book b Geor e Abbott and Richord Bissell 
Assigned Seating Advance tickets from 
MISTY RIVER BOOKS 
Thursday $10 CAL PERFORMING ARTS 
Friday & Saturday $1 5 STUDENTS 
ALL SHOWS AT 8 PM 
December 7, 8 , 9  
R.E.M. lee Theatre, Terrace 
Baby's Name: 
Sakura Alanna Rochelle Wesley 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Oct. 25,2006 at 12:45 am. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 8 1/2 02. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Crystal Anne Collison & 
Milton Kalvin Harvey Wesley 
Baby's Name: 
Grace Lynn Ragon-Richards 
Date & Time of Birth: 
October 26,2006 at 9:30 p.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 11 oz. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Heidi i Mark Ragon 
Richards 
" l i t t le sister for Trinity" 
Baby's Name: 
Matthew Liewellyn Robinson 
Date & Time of Birth: 
October 27,2006 at 8:57 a.m. 
Weight: 7 lbs. 10 oz. 
Sex: Male o 
Parents: Kim & Michael Robinson 
" l i t t le Brother for Dianna" 
Baby's Name: 
Mark Leslie Robinson 
Date & Time of Birth: 
October 27,2006 at 8:59 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 12 02. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Kim & Michael Robinson 
'Uttle brother for Oianna' 
Baby's Name: 
Sierra Elizabeth Mae Mazurak 
Date Oc ober &Time 31,2006 of Birth: at 1:36 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 4 02. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Lenaya & Dana Mazurak 
" l i t t le sister for Brett & KaiUyn' 
Baby's Name: 
Hannah Brooke Lees 
Date &Time of Birth: 
November 4,2006 at 2:24 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 5 02. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Jennifer & Brian Lees 
" M f e  sister for Owen" 
congratulates the 
parents on the new 
additions to their ' 
families, 
I 
-. . . .  
!I 
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MELANIE Conrad at her University of Victoria graduation ceremony with mother 
Joyce Gibson, left and grandmother Winnifred Coburn. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
Germany is latest stop 
in. rise of scientific whiz 
THE SKY continues to be the 
limit for a former Terracite 
who keeps climbing the 
academic ladder. 
Melanie Conrad, who 
graduated from Caledonia 
Senior Secondary School in 
1993, is making a name for 
herself within the scientific 
community. 
j Conrad completed her 
PhD in Biology - Immu- 
nology, Genetics from the 
University of Victoria this 
spring and had three options 
in Europe for a post doctor- 
ate. She chose a position in 
Marburg, Germany, where 
she left for last week. 
“We’re all really proud of 
her,” said her mother, Joyce 
Gibson of Conrad’s family. 
In the city one hour from 
Frankfurt, Conrad will be 
working with Dr. Harald 
Renz studying allergies. 
~ one becomes, the more sus- 
ceptible one is to autoim- 
mune diseases, such as asth- 
ma and inflammatory bowel 
disease. 
“My work involves 
studying asthma and the im- 
niune interactions in the pla- 
centa to determine if  allergy 
can be passed from mother 
to fetus,” Conrad says in an 
e-mail. 
’ “I will also be looking at 
how a mother’s exposure to 
harmless bacteria affects the 
immunity of her child.” 
Gibson says her daughter 
plans on working in Europe 
for two to four years before 
returning to Canada and 
opening her own research 
lab. 
The proud mother is not 
surprised by her daughter’s 
continued success. 
When Conrad was in 
a paleontologist and a bal- 
lerina. 
She chose science and 
while many of her friends 
took a break after high 
school, Conrad wanted to 
get on with her education, 
says Gibson. 
She attended Northwest 
Community , College in 
1993-94 and obtained her 
Bachelor of Science from 
the University College of 
the Cariboo in 1997 before 
moving on to UVic. 
“I think she’s excelled in 
everything she does,’’ said 
Gibson. 
School trustee Hal Sted- 
ham agrees. 
In a speech to,Cal grads 
in 2006, he cited Conrad’s 
academic achievements as a 
‘possible inspiratiori for oth- 
ers from here that may think 
nobody from Terrace can go 
AUTHOR Or. Jean Barman will read from her book on 
the life of missionaries near Prince Rupert in the late 
31 800s. MARTIN DEE PHOTO 
From 01 
Relatives to appear 
with book’s author 
But as the book’s title came to the area because 
suggests, the couple would they were invited but also 
progressively feel that their because the Tsimshian found 
work in running the Crosby their presence useful. 
Girls’ School was failing, By the time the couple 
says Barman. was leaving in the early 
Through the letters, 189Os, thc local girls had 
the authors gather Emma been moved out of the house 
thought they were doing and to be eligible for federal 
good, making lives better funding, rules of residential 
but the thoughts ended up schools had to be followed 
being mixed up with issues Thus, the Crosby legacy 
of control, added Barman. would become one of the 
The book paints a picture much debated, controversial 
of two groups - the native residential schools. 
Tsimshian and the mission- Barman will be joined 
’aries - who used each other at her Nov. 17 appearance 
to their own advantage. by Louise Hagar, the great- ~ 
The locals looked to granddaughter of Thomas 
Thomas to help them keep and Emma Crosby, in addi- 
their land from encroach- tion to Caroline Dudoward, 
ment. the great-granddaughter of 
But what is unique. in the Alfred and Kate Dudoward, , 
book is the focus, not on a a Tsimshian couple that 
missionary, but on a mis- helped the missionary cou- 
sionary’s wife. ple in their work. 
Barman says the letters Barman, a longtime 
brought to life two impor- teacher at the University of 
tant things that would define British Columbia and a Fel- 
her role in the mission. , low of the Royal Society of 
“She was a defacto mis- Canada, will also appear in 
sionary,” said Barman, add- ”Kitimat and Prince Rupert. 
ing Emma not only had to See page B2 for details. 
fill in for her husband when 
he was away but she had to 
be the example of a model 
Barman adds the Crosbys 
Conrad will explore the 
“hygiene hypothesis,” one her child dreamed of being Conrad is expected back wife. 
that says the more hygienic 
Grade 4, her mother says 
an archaeologist, a scientist, 
on to achieve big things. 
for a visit next summer. 
Fun and games on the slate 
following celebrated holiday 
CONTRIBUTED By 
CMDE PETER CROMPTON 
ONCE AGAIN due to the 
tremendous support of our 
community and surrounding 
areas, the wreath and poppy 
campaign was a great 
success. 
Though the total figure 
will not be known for a few 
weeks yet, it would appear 
to be as good if not better 
then 2005. At a time when 
Terrace is struggling eco- 
nomically, the generosity of 
its people of all ages is over- 
whelming. 
We at Branch 13 can as- 
sure you that this rnoncy 
will be spent per the Royal 
Canadian by-laws, to sup- 
port our veterans and thcir 
dependents. Anyone wish- 
ing to have further informa- 
tion as to where this nioncy 
can only be spent. can find 
the information on our out- 
side notice board or frmi 
any of our lounge staff. Last 
but not least, thank you to all 
who helped to make this the 
success it was. 
At the time of writing, 
everything is in place for our 
Remembrance Day service, 
which I know will be .well 
attended by our community. 
Legion 
Notes 
ulong with a two night stay 
i n  a hotcl. Cmdcs John Aus- 
t i n  and Lisa Gendron havc 
been working o v e r h c  on 
this evcnt. so comc on down 
LO the Legion and b’ w e s  us 
your support. 
l’hcre are now sign-up 
sheets on the entrance notice 
board for upcoming zone 
playdowns. Curling takes 
place here Saturday. Dec. 
2; cribbage is being held in 
Kitimat on Saturday, Nov. 
25, and darts is here in Ter- 
race on Saturday, Nov. 18. 
Remember, when you enter 
zone playdowns you must 
be prepared to continue on to 
provincials and dominion. 
There is a sign-up sheet 
for an 8-ball doubles tourna- 
ment on the table by the pool 
table slated to go on the Dec. 
9-10 weekend; players will 
be seeded to prevent stacked 
teams. Entrance fee is $10 
per player with all money to 
terracestandard.com 
THE ROTARY CLUB 
OF TERRACE 
the community for the tremendous support of 
this years Radio/TVAuction. This year marks 
the 46th year of the Auction and the Rotary 
Club broke all records with the generous 
response. Thanks go out to all the business” 
and individuals that donated the over 400 
items as well as to everyone who contributed 
by calling in a bid. A special thanks to all the 
Rotarians and other volunteers ‘who helped 
organize the event, and to Doug Barrett and 
the staff at The Coast Inn of The West for once 
again hosting the event. Contributions to the 
Rotary Clubs help improve our community. 
Congratulations to us all!! 
n 
WorkLife BC 
Gaining the edge with 
w’orkpLacey?exibiLity 
Call for nominations. 
lfyou havea workplace that supportswork-life balance, 
we want to hear from you. Nominate your organization 
> for the first annual WorkLife BC Awards. 
Go to www.bcd.bc.ca/worklifebc to find out more, 1 
and send in your nomination by December 1,2006. 
BRITISH 
COKMBIA > 
The B a t  Place on Eanli 
Our duets only karaoke 
begins on Friday, Nov. 24, 
going for four weeks, the 
finals on Dec. 15. You can 
sign up in the branch for this 
event. 
On Saturday, Nov. 25, we 
will be holding a Canucks 
nite. Comc in and watch the 
game and join in the live 
auction for a Canucks pack- 
age, featuring tickets to a 
Canucks game in Janmry, 
be returned in prizes. You 
can talk to Crnde Jack Beck 
about this one. 
Our membership chair- 
person has requested that all 
members who have changed 
addresses of late to please 
come in and give him your 
new address. When we sent 
out our membership and Re- 
membrance Day information 
this year, we had some three 
dozen returned due to wrong 
addresses. 
To those of you who are 
not members of this great 
organization, please come 
on in, see what we have to 
offer, there is a membership 
suited to you, so come on 
and join us. 
Our November general 
meeting is now history, but 
remember Dec. 12 is the 
elections for your 2007 ex- 
[ 
ecutive, so let’s see a good 
turnout. 
Next steak night Friday, 
Dec. I ,  5-7 p.m. 
Next general meeting, 
Tuesday, Dec. 12 at 8 p.m. 
Electionnight. , ’ 
Next veterans ~ dinner 
Wednesday, Dec. 6 served 
at 530  p.m. 
WE WILL REMEMBER 
THEM 
E- 
2.9% lease or finance“ APR on all 2006 Passat Sedans 
I 
The 2006 Passat. Good things come to those who hurry. See your deuler today to learn 
more about this Germamengineered vehicle with a powerful 200hp turbocharged engine. 
I 
. .  
! .  
., ’ 
I 
6 X)(M vdkgen Gmada Inc. Limited ((me lease and finance oHen milable thrcugh V o l h g e n  finonce. on approwd credit. Gnrnples bored on new 2006 2.0T Posrot Sedan, base MSRP 531,6CO including lreight a d  PDI of 41.650. ‘Lease APR 2.9% for 48 months. S3iU per monh. $3,OOO dom, poymcnt (X equ’naknt hodsin, $420 -rifv 
my payment dm 
&,ler hgez op~ions 
mght. 
ppsk li&., iluvracq 
od fnt 
lease inception. Monthly wymenh tool SlZi6C. S O W h n  m r  80,000 h charged of lease end. Other lease end charger r n q  oppk. “Finance example: 2.9% APR for 60 months, 5512 per month, Hlth 13.000 down payment or equivoknt traddn. Cod of bonaring is $22258 b o  toto1 &golion of $33,758. For bdfh 
cpplicobie foxes are extm. Dealer m y  lease or sell for less. Offerr end N m b e r  3M, 2006. See dealer lor &toils. ‘Volbxogen: the V o l h g e n  l q o  and ‘Porml’ ore regiae& trndemollo of Vollowagm AG. 
MARGARET SPElRS SPORTS 638-7283 
, 
I 
I 
ROB BROWN 
Taylor 
,? 
e were 10, maybe 20, minutes OUI 
of Hope, past the Othello-Quintette 
Tunnels. I scanned the river below, W as Bob talked about his experiences 
on it and its present problems, when I saw a fish 
,roll in the quick riffle that still rushes down in 
the pool under the Lear Bridge. It must’ve been a 
steelhead, I said, as excited as if I’d just hooked it. 
He agreed that a fish big enough to make a com- 
motion large enough to spot at that distance had to 
be one of the few remaining ancestors of the sum- 
mer steelhead that Bill Cunliffe and Tom Brayshaw 
provoked with trim versions of Atlantic salmon 
flies, they cast with silk lines and cane rods built by 
craftsmen for the House of Hardy. 
We climbed up to the Great Bear Snowshed. The 
Coquihalla was far below now, a shimmering rib- 
bon of river lit by the mid-morning sun. 
Then it was gone. 
Bob spoke of Andrew McCullough, designer of 
the complex series of bridges and tunnels through 
Coquihalla Canyon on the Kettle Valley Line. 
McCullough, he said,! asked for no special rec- 
ognition save that the names of his favourite author 
be fastened to spots along the line. Doing the job 
well for its own sake was something Bob admired, 
and strove for. 
We drove on to the Thompson Plateau. Followed 
the Kettle to the Nicola. 
I was reminded of the time Bob, and Art, showed 
me around the Thompson; of how we huddled in 
Art’s old camper at the Y-Pool, the furnace work- 
ing hard all night to carve out a small warm space 
in the bitter cold front that had settled down on the 
valley; of how we drank in the Log Cabin Inn, com- 
pared notes with Rick Olmstead and Jerry Wintle 
and other devoted steelheaders; and of Bob, crisply 
clad in his Seal Dri waders and deerstalker cap fish- 
ing the Graveyard Run in the morning mist under 
cold clear skies. 
New Baniere the driver of the car in front of us 
pulled out, passed on a double line, then disappeared 
around a bend. Traffic ground to a halt. We waited 
an hour, piecing together the extent of the tragedy as 
paramedics and police salvaged the remains. 
We humed to put distance between us and the 
wreck and to make up time. An electrical storm 
engulfed us at Bowron Lakes Park. We left it be- 
hind at Prince George and made the Stellako Camp- 
ground in good time. 
We talked the whole way, slipping from one 
subject to another in that seamless circuitous way 
of Bob’s. It made the long trip short. 
The next morning we packed up and drove to 
Houston before Bob remembered that we’d left a 
bundle of rods worth thousands at the campsite. 
’ 
I phoned. 
The lady at the campground says it’s still there, 
I reported gleefully. 
We sped back, stopping for a bouquet of flowers 
at Bob’s insistence. When we arrived, Bob gave the 
lady the fiowers and one of his impish smiles. She 
blushed. She was charmed Bob had an undeniable 
knack for it. 
Persuading Bob to make that trip was one of 
the best ideas I’ve had. We fished the Kispiox, the 
Bulkley, the Skeena, and caught all kinds of fish on 
the Lakelse. ’ 
Bob lived very much in the present, but I man- 
aged to get,him to reminisce about the many trips 
he took with his lifelong friend, Lee Straight, when 
Lee was the outdoor columnist for the Sun, and of 
the trips he and Gerry Wintle made to the steelhead- 
ing streams of western Washington. 
After that, we stayed in touch by phone, talking 
for hours at a go, and by e-mail. I looked forward 
to visiting him in Vancouver annually and to seeing 
him here most years with Art or Gil. 
When I siw him the year before last, h is  good 
friend, Jim Gibson has just been felled by cancer. 
A couple of years earlier, Lee had died. 
We wonder who will be next he said, speaking 
He was. A heart attack. 
Bob Taylor: consumnate angler, concerned and 
working for the well-being of fish because he under- 
stood that our well-being is inseparable from theirs, 
and because it was the right thing to do; self-effacing 
and honest to a fault, he took pride in doing things 
well, and I never once heard him brag or boast. 
When you talked to Bob, he listened. When you 
met or spoke to him, he peppered you with ques- 
tions about you and yours. 
When people abused the natural world, Bob was 
angered, but he never lost control or acted in any- 
thing other than a dignified manner. 
It wouldn’t have mattered much to him, but I 
hope he’s remembered for a long, long time as a 
consummate fly tier, an e’xcellent angler, and an 
unflagging champion of the forgotten fish, the 
steelhead. 
of his fellow senior Totem Flyfishers. 
Kings lose third straight gam’€ 
Smithers keeper Jamie Deba“hesitating to 
challenge him and the forward was able to 
get around him and score. 
The momentum continued for the home 
team as defcnceman Dustin Quezada shov- 
elled in a rebound with four minutes gone in 
the third period to cut the lead to 4-2, 
Smithers again took advantage of a Ter- ~ 
race penalty to restore a three-goal lead less’ 
than three minutes later. 
Quezada again found the net on a pass 
from Josh Richdale nine minutes into the pe- 
riod and it seemed the Kings might just have 
it in them to muster a comeback. 
But a defensive breakdown resulted in a 
sixth Steelhead goal in the last minute, one 
Terrace netminder Craig Walsh would’ve 
liked to have back. - 
end to face the Moose in its first test against 
a team from the east. 
The team went into the weekend sporting 
_- 
Terrace tfavelled to Mackenzie last week- ’ 
4 RETURN to home ice didn’t prove to be the 
onic the River Kings were looking for as they 
iropped their third straight game Nov. 4. 
For the second t h e  in as many meetings 
his season, the Smithers Steelheads doubled 
ip the Kings 6-3. 
The visitors prevailed with superior 
ipecial teams, scoring four goals on power 
,lays, while keeping the Kings ‘scoreless 
vith the man advantage. 
Smithers got the only goal in’a poorly 
hyed  first period, in which neither team 
ooked particularly sharp. 
Instead of reversing the trend in the mid- 
Ile period, the River Kings did what has 
,lagued them in the season’s early going, 
with a bad stretch of play that resulted in the 
iome side being down 4-0. 
After the deflaling 4-0 goal, Terrace 
baptain Ivan Laschenko came to the aid of 
eammate Howie O’Brien, who was mugged 
iom behind by Steelhead captain Brendan 
Iutchinson. a 2-5- 1 record. 
~ The two leaders had i t  out and the fight The Kings are again on the road this com- 
eemed to wake up the River Kings and their ing weekend for a couple of games in Hous- 
ans, who were desperate for something to ton. RIVER KING Howie O’Brien, left, tries to hold off 
heer for. Terrace has lost one and tied one versus Steelhead while teammates Ivan Laschenko and Cot 
Two minutes later, Mike Dibleekcaught the Luckies this season.  johns son watch No!/. 4. RIVER KINGS WEB SITE PHOT 
Netminder 
KRISTA MATER1 goes up to block for the Thornhill 
Junior Timberwolves against Skeena at a play‘day 
Nov. 4. The home court advantage wentlin the Tim- 
berwolves’ favour: they triumphed over Hazelton 
25-1 1, 20-25 and 15-1 5, beat Smithers in two sets 
26-24 and 25-9, beat Skeena 26-24 and 25-13 and 
topped the final 25-12, 18-25 and 15-6 over GM 
Dawson of the Queen Charlotte Islands. 
MARGARET WEIRS PHOTO 
Bantam Reps 
celebrate undefeatec 
tournament victory 
By MARGARET SPElRS Cormano grabbed another hat tric 
Hubbard scored two and Turner nettc 
THE SHORTHANDED Bantam Reps one. 
worked hard for their undefeated(hockey The championship final saw the Ba 
tournament victory in Williams Lake tams whip Fort St. John 5-2, a much-dl 
over the Nov. 4 weekend. served win after they lost to the squz 
“Everyone contributed. Every player by the same score in the Quesnel tou 
worked hard and did some good things,” nament earlier this season. 
said coach John Amos. Cormano and Reinbolt found tl 
The Smurfs, or first-year players, twine for two and Turner scored one. 
really came around and dominated the “[Cormano] got like nine goals an 
games, controlled the puck and were six assists in four games - that’s a goc 
free of any intimidation they felt earlier weekend,” said Amos. 
this season, he said. Ames and Vandenbroek were name 
The Bantams started by shutting out to the All-star team. 
100 Mile House 11-0. Two players, Wj 
Westby and Dawse 
no] “Joey was tearing [Corma- it up Leblond, didn’t travl 
again,” said coach John “That was a to the event, leaving tf 
Amos. WiCtOrY, fyhg them, team with only 13 ska 
“It can be tough i hat trick and assisted on 
three more goals. team a tournament but the 
Rajan Sangha netted - John Amos Amos, adding the teal 
two. was “dog tired” on th 
“They slept for aboi scored his first goal. 
Other single goal scorers included Jere- two hours on the bus. I put on the movi 
my Vandenbroek, Reid Turner and Ben and turned around and only one kid ws 
Reinbolt. watching the movie. I knew they ha 
Goalie Devynn Ames was a little worked hard.” 
bored in net, but made the saves he Off the ice the players showed the 
good behaviour, leading to complimeni needed to, said Amos. 
In its second match, Terrace was from a Williams Lake parent amon 
down 6-5 going into the third period and others. 
managed to tie it up at six, which was as “We actually got compliments fro 
good as winning. L restaurants and hotels. I’m proud 
‘That was a victory, tying them, be- ,them for winning but more proud 
cause they’re the AAA team from the when they act like gentlemen,” sa 
north,” said Amos. Amos. 
Turner and Sangha scored two each The Bantams battle the Kitimat C 
and Hubbard and Cormano netted one ons in a doubleheader this weekend ~ 
Tamitik Arena. each. 
Terrace beat Williams Lake’s AAA Next weekend they travel to Saltnc 
ream 6-4 to complete its undefeated run Arm to meet another set of AA team 
in tournament play. through the round robin. 
Cormano scored a because they’re ers. 
the 
Cory Hubbard and fmm the norlh,” toughed it out,” sd 
Smurf Chris Bergey return trip. 
Configuration 
THE KERMODE Ice synchronized skating team practises in the arena earlier this month. The team will perform at the skating region& 
in Kitimat at the end of January and again at the Kla-How-Ya interclub competition in Houston in March. MARGARET SPElRS PHOTO 
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18 Coming Events 
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Weddings 
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33 Obituaries 
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75 Psychics 
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DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Display, Word Classified 'and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES When a stat holiday falls an a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
THURSDAY AT 4 P.M. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET, 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 www.terracestandard.com 
RECREATIONAL 
700-749 
705 Aircraft 
71 0 Am's 
715 BoatsIMarine 
720 Houseboats 
725 Motorcycles 
730 RV's 
735 Rentals 
740 Snowmobiles 
745 TradelSwap 
756 Canopies 
762 Cars 
768 Classics 
774 Parts 
780 SUV's 8 4x4's 
786 Trucks 
792 VandBuses 
NOTICES/TENDERS 
800.849 
815 Legal Notlces 
830Tenders ~ 
I 
AUTOMOTIVE 750-798 
> 
282 Tutoring 
286 Volunteers 
290 Work Wanted 
302 Accounting 
304 Appliances 
308 Building Services 
310 Catering 
312 Carpentry 
314 Child Care 
316 Cleaning 
318 Construction 
320 Drywall 
322 Educationmutoring 
324 Electric 
326 Excavation 
328 FinamelMortgage I 
330 Handyman 
' 332 Home lrnprovement 
334 Home Support 
' 336 House Sitting 
338 Investment 
340 Janitorial 
SERVICES 300-399 
306 Automotive 
342 Landscaping/ 
Gardening 
344 Machirielwelding 
346 Misc. Services 
348 Music Lessons 
350 Painting 
352 Paving 
354 Photography 
1356 Plumbing 
358 PoolslSpas 
360 Roofing 
362 Snowplowing 
364 Travel 
366,Trucking 
368 Yard 8 Garden 
RENTAL 400-499 
404 Apartments 
408 Bachelor Suite 
412 Basement Suite 
416 CabinslCottages 
420 Commercial 
424 Condos 
428 Duplex/Fourplex 
432 For Rent Or Sale 
436 HalldAuditoriums 
444 Miscellaneous 
448 Mobile Homes 
452 Modular Homes 
456 Rooms 
460 Room 8 Board 
464 SeniordRetiremont 
Accommodations 
468 Shared 
Accommodations 
472 Storage 
476 Suites 
480Tourist Accommodations 
488 4 Townhouses Wanted To Rent 
492 Warehouses 
, 440 Houses 
' <  
. .. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY RATES 
All classified and classified display ads-MUST BE PREPAID by  
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
WORD ADS ARE PLACED IN The Terrace Standard, 
Northern Connector plus the Northern Daily. 
1 Week (Standard, Connector & 5 D a i l y )  $21.20*(inc.l.20 GST) 
2 Weeks (2 Standard, 2 Connector & 10 Daily) !$31.80*(inc.1.80 GST) 
3 Weeks (3 Standard, 3 Connector & 15 Da i l y )  $39.75*(inc.2.25 GST) 
Additional words (over 20) 306 PER WORD PLUS GST 
EMPLOYMENT WORD ADS ADD $1 PER WEEK 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL FILE SERVICE 
$14.56 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $1076 
(ANNOUNCEMENTS (3-36)excluding obituaries $9.52 Colin 
OBITUARIES INTERNET POSTING ($10.00)+$9.52 col.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING $16.80 per column inch 
EMPLOYMENT ADVERTISING $17.12 per column inch 
WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
Word Ads charged on account are subject to a service fee of 
$6.86 per issue, plus GST ($13.72 per week). 
' 
' 
PETSIFARM 6W-699 
606 Boarding 
612 Farm Equipment 
61 8 Feed 8 Seed 
624 FwitlProducelMeat 
630 Horses 
636 Livestock 
642 Pets 
648 Trailers 
INDUSTRY 650-699 
660 Equipment 
670 Logginflirnber 
680 Machinery 
answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid 
loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisemants must be received by  the publisher within 30 
days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by  the advertiser requesting space that the liability o f  the Terrace 
Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published shall b0 
l imited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one i n c o m c t  insertion for the 
portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or omitted i tem onty, and 
that there shall b e  n o  liability in any event greater than the amount pa id for such 
advertising. 
REAL ESTATE 500-599 
506 AcreagedLots 
51 2 CabindCottages 
51 8 Commercial 
Businesses 
524 Commercial 
WANTED 100-149 
125 Wanted 
MERCHANDISE 
150-249 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads under appropriate 
headings and t o  set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it Is against the provincial Human 
Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and employment 
when placing "For Rent:" ads, Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or reject any 
advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply Service, 
and t o  repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on  "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement wil l  be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. Those 
Terrace & District 
Multicultural Association 
ANNUAL 
GENERAL MEETING 
Brock wos born in lohonesness, o small villoge in North- 
ern Sweden. When he wus seven yeors old, he come to 
Conado with his porents and two younger brothers. The 
fomily settled in Silverton in the Kootenoys where Brock 
completed his schooling. In his young odult yeors, he 
ployed baseball and hockey with a possion. After high 
school, he worked in a mine in Zeballos with his father. 
Brock i s  survived by Jessie, his wife of 62 yeors; doughter Lindo (Norman), grandsons 
Bryan and Devan, great-grandchildren Jesi and Jaxson; daughter Rhonda (Wayne), 
grandchildren Gillion and Jeremy. Brock was predeceosed by his parents, Per and 
Huldtl Norberg, ond his younger brothers, Dole ond Harley. 
635-21 94 I 
7:30 p.m., Tuesday, December 5,2006 
Terrace Art Gallery (Lower Level Library) 
Please call 638-1 594 for more information. 
Speakers: Art & Lesley Erasmus on their travels in Ethiopia 
A 
Hank Vandenbroek 
Sepfeiiiber 26,1953 - 
October 23,2006 
Loving husband of Vicki and 
father of Jake. Loving grandfathei 
of Victoria, Ashley, Isabel and 
Cheryl-Lynn. 
Hank will be sadly missed 
but forever remembered. 
77refiiirily riwirld likc to fliniik I W u r  
~nildcrffcidefir Iris nssktnrrcc nrrd 
sripprf dirritig this diflciilt t i i ra  
We ziarrld nlsa like to tlrniik tire t i m y  
nrrd nll flrcfiicirifs rtho bmrrg/it/cud nird 
f i o r ~ u s  nirdgnzv lots oflmiris siipprt. 
A special thCd you to 
Meints Contracting. All your 
kindness will never be forgotten. 
p p l c  ZUlIO corltrihfcd lo fllcselincc 
.. . . .  
UNTIL 5:OO PM. DECEMBER 24 
3b 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Senring Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concerned personal 
service in the Northwest 
since 1946 
Bronze Plaques 
Terrace Crematorium 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. Vt3G 1 X7 
24 hour pager 
In our recent ad.. 
d sawloqs. Competitive prices 
Auction Sale 
Saturday,Novembcr 25,2006 beginning at 12:OO Noon 
,414687-9111 Avcnue. Ncw Hazclton (behind Kal-Tire) 
for Miles Aronson Transport Lt.d 
Water Pumps 1982 IIICCOE E;igIcTA 
-1lighway Tractor - 475 Cummins Hand Tools 
- I5 SP Air Suspension (Nccd Shop Mate Multi Tool (Lathe 
Drill Press) Repair) 
1985 Columbia Super B Chip 5 ton Chain Hoist 
Trders Quansct Door 
Hydralift l60Olbs 51ft 3 Stage 5x8 Sealed Glass Unit 
Truck Crane 6x6 Sealed Glass Unit 
2 Log Head Boards 3x7 Sealed Glass Unit 
20ft Truck Deck Doors &Windows 
1956 Dodge Pickup t o  Rebuild Skidder & Truck Chains 
Tires & Rims 1987 Ford Tempo 
600 Cu.Ft. Compressor w/ tank Skylight Unit 
600 Cu.ft. Compressor. 671 GM Steel Work Tables 
(Paas) Bolt Bins 
3 Pressure Tanks (300 Gal.) Grease & Oil Dispensers 
Auto &Truck Parts 3 Garbage Bins 
Landing Gear & TIA Boggies for Nuts, Bolts, and Brass Fittings 
Semi Mechanics Tools, 
18ft Deep V Alum. Boat with Tools Chests 
Cabin Elec. Motors 
65 HP Johnson Outboard Skill Saws &Angle Grinders 
Thermo King Reefer for Van Fire Extinguishers 
loft. Fiberglass Boat Commercial Heater Air Condi- 
Several Refrigeration Components tioner Unit 
Kerosene Heaters Elec. Supplies 
Building Supplies G Hardwood Chairs 
Lights Desk Bicycles 
Plus many items too numerous to mention 
Consignments welcome until sale time. 
Terms Cash 
'ersons paying for major items with uncertified cheque may be required 
to leave the item on the grounds until cheque clears the bank. 
Kerfs Auctions 
11693 Kerr Road, Telkwa, BC Phone: (250) 846-5392 
Not resDonsible for accidents Lunch on the Grounds 
I Pat and Carol Campbell and - %. 
FLOORING IMPORTER . 
NEEDS %$$ I . . ,  I 
Gary A. M a c C a r t h y  
of  Terrace, BC. and 
Lenora M a c C a r t h y  
of  Prince Rupert, BC. 
Are pleased to announce 
the en~agenient oftheir SOI' 
Kevin P a t h  MaGCarthy 
Kim Ta$ Martin 
FLOW BUY DIRECT 
8&12ml laminate from..$.49sq/ft 
6 Pine .........  ....... . .... $1,29sq/ft 
3 1/4" Oak, Maple or Exotics 
pre-fin . . .... . . . . . . . .......... $1 .99sq/ft 
Bamboo pre-fin solid or 
engineered from ....... $2.99sq/ft 
5" handscaped Oak, Maple, 
Alder pre-fin ............... $3.99sqfft 
3 1/4"&5" Japanese Cherry 
or Black Walnut pre-fin from 
TONS MORE 
$3.99sq/ft 
\ 1-800-631-3342 
ANTIQUE ARMOIRE with oval 
mirror. KingIQueen size solid 
wood beds frame/headboard, 
box draw spring storage. and mattresses, An ique dresser 6/12
with three drawers. To view call 
TV CABINET w/sliding doom. 
Glass door cabinet and 2-dual 
door cabinets beneath. Ask- 
ing $70. Call 250-635-3191 
14503) 
250-635-6472 (43~3) 
I THANK Propertyguys.com 
for helping me sell my home. 
My asking price was where it 
belonged, no need to figure in 
a commission fee. Most homes 
are bought and sold using the in- 
ternet. Propertyguys.com used 
my pictures and write up. Kathy 
Guerin (46~2) 
atop the Cloud Tower, 
L C l  I ' - - I  i ,  R e d  Rock Canyon in Nevada. :: ,',-' I I 
S.W.M. 68 - 5'8". Non drinker, 
'non smoker, looking for S.W.F., 
61 - 68. Reply to File V, c/o lakes 
District News, Box 309, Burns 
Lake. B.C. VOJ 1 EO (46~31 
ARE YOU confused? De- 
pressed, unhappy with self or 
others, facing difficulties or just 
worried about the future? Find 
answers, feel better, astrology, 
palmistry, divination, profliling, 
conflict resolution, forecasting, 
private sessions. $60/hr. 250- 
61 5-2298 (44~3) 
. * I  
VANCOUVER TICKET 
. Daughterof 
Wil lard a n d  Carolyn 
M a r t i n  
of Greenville, BC. 
'\ 
i 
\, Wedding t o  take place 
on August 18.2007 
in Terrace, BC. \ . e.-- 
----. 
SERVICE 
Located in the Hampton Inn Ho- 
tel. Concerts, Sports. Goo GOO 
Dolls, Roger Hodgson, Seal, 
Hip, Stones, James Blunt, Dix- 
ie Chiclts, Aerosmith / Motley 
Crew, Seahawks, Canucks. HO- 
tel accom available 1-800-920- 
0887. 
ery Ventilator (HRV) Mael  3 ~ )  
LIFEBREATH HEAT R m v -  
DCS, $2,000.00. 250-638-8707 
143p3) 
7 
\ 

I & OWNER OPERATORS I 
PHONE DISCONNECTED? 
Lowest Hook Up Rates. No 
Refusals. Everyone Approved. 
Call Today. Toll Free 1-877- 
852-1 122 Protel Reconnect. 
TRUCK DRIVERS required,,for 
Kamloops based company. Flat 
deck service BC and Alberta. 
Home weekends. Benefit pack- 
age. Above average income. 
Assigned units. Steady work. 
Preference given to Drivers with 
clean driving records. Sign on 
bonus. Call 800-667-0182 or 
fax resume and abstract to 250- 
374-1 677. 
Required 
Immediately 
EXPERIENCED 
NDUSTRIAL PARTS 
SALES PERSON 
Excellent Wage 
And 
Benefit Package 
Apply to  
Box C 
c/o Quesnel 
Cariboo Observer, 
188 Carson Ave., 
Quesnel, BC V2J 2AB 
I 
Richmond based company requires Class 
1 compan driver's and 010's for BC 
and B C d  routes. Year round sleady 
work. No layovers. Set your days off. 
Fax resume & abstract : 604-270-9090 
Call : 604-830-8070 
HEAVY EQUIPMENT Training. 
Excavator, Grader, Dozer, Load- 
er Oil field tickets, Industry rec- 
ognized, Full-size equipment, 
Class 1. Job placement. No 
comparison. www.iheschool. 
com 1-866-399-3853, 250- 
REWARD - Seeking Accredit- 
ed Xray Technologist Offering a 
permanent part-time position in 
a thriving, multi-service health 
clinic, in the Okanagan. More 
info contact 250-547-9741 or 
see www.bcamrt.bc.ca/ employ 
ment.html 
766-3853. 
TERRACE, B.C. 
IMPORT AUTOMOTIVE DEALERSHIP 
IS FILLING THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS 
Our company has been contracted to locate profesional and experienced individuals 
to fill the following positions.. . /I 
Service Advisor Business Manager 
New and Used Vehicle Sales People 
Our client will provide ... 
A team oriented environment 
Salary plus bonus compensation packages 
Company benefits 
Upward mobility 
If you feel that you are qualified for one of these positions, please forward your resume to: 
Box: 249, c/o Terrace Stundard, 3210 Clinton Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
or email your resume to: thebusinesscrdvcrntuge crgerogers.com 
All inquires will be treated wih he striclest confidence. OnIy hose best s u i d  to he position will be conbcted. 
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is accepti?g ap lication 
for Experiencecf Heavy 
Equipment Operator 
such as Feller Buncher, 
Grap IeYarder, Dangle 
Hea s Processor and 
Hydraulic Log' Loaders/ 
HoeFsrwarders. lemare offers 
full time employment 12 months 
a year, IWA wages and benefits, 
ond production incentives. Call 
Peg y at 250-956-3123 or 
sen 1 resume to 250-956-4888. 
i s  seeking an experienced 
Heavy Duty Mechanic 
and a Welder for our 
Kilpala Operation. 
Applicants re uire up to 
on logfing equipment 
and truc s. We offer full 
time employment with 
union wages and benefits. 
To apply, call Peggy at 
250-956-3 123 or fax your 
resume to 250-956-4888. 
date tickets an 1 experience 
isseeking an  experienced 
Hooktender and Chaser. 
Applicants must have 
no less than 6 months 
experience working on  a 
Grapple Crew in coastal 
settings. Lemare offers 
employment 12 months 
o year with union wages 
and benefits. To apply, 
please cal l  Pe gy at 
resume to 250-956-4888. 
250-956-3 123 or 9 ax your 
Full or part time Certified Dental Assistant 
or Hygienist required. Benefit package and 
bonus incentive. 
Cheerful, upbeat staff and great patients 
await the right person. Wages negotiable. 
Dr. Boss, Box 31 0 Burns Lake, BC, VOJ 1 EO. 
Apply to 
REOUIRES "CLASS 1" 
HIGHWAY DRIVER 
To run BC &Alberta. Must have 
min. 2 years experience. Fax 
copy of current abstract and re- 
sume to 1-780-474-9325. 
CAREGIVER. A rewarding op- 
portunity is available to provide 
long-term, quality care to a 40- 
year old male with Down Syn- 
drome who requires support in 
his own home on Salt Spring 
Island. Extensive experience 
supporting adults with intellec- 
tual disabilities and health care 
needs in a residential setting is 
required. You must also hold 
a valid drivers license. Please 
send a detailed resume includ- 
ing references, and a covering 
letter by Nov. 24 to: #lo6 7088 
Venture St., Delta, B.C. V4G 
1 H5, nelliot@permasteel.com, 
CHILD CARE provider to come 
to our home in mornings, 2 chi!& 
ren, 2-3 days/wk, 10-1 2 hrs/day. 
Great part time job for someone 
who can be flexible and enjoys 
kids. References and drivers ab- 
stract required. 250-635-3867. 
langway@teius.net (47~3) 
CLASS ONE driver required for 
super train flatdeck long haul. 
Min. 1 yr. experience. We work 
on revenue sharing. Benefits 
available. One meal allowance 
per day. Call 250-682-0321. 
Leave message. (47pl) 
CUSTOMER RELATIONS man- 
ager. MacCarthy GM is a thriv- 
ing General Motors dealership 
in beautiful Northern British Col- 
umbia. We are seeking a bright, 
polished, well spoken individual 
with exceptional time manage- 
ment skills. The successful can- 
didate will be solely responsible 
for the development and ongo- 
ing maintenance of a follow up 
system directed at targeting our 
existing and rapidly growing da- 
tabase. This individual will be re- 
sponsible to chart and track all 
customer communications and 
coordinate them with the depart- 
ment managers on an ongoing 
basis. As well, be responsible for 
developing and marketing our 
various departments through an 
integrated system. Fax or email 
your resume. Attention Gary 
MacCarthy:garymaccarthy@hot- 
mail.com or fax 250-635-2915 
146~1) 
ELDERLY GENTLEMAN needs 
live in housekeeper/caregiver, 
N/D, N/S, drivers license. 250- 
842-531 6 or 250-842-6433 
fax to 604-946-7785 (47pl) 
HELI-SKI COMPANY seeks 
bar manager and server for 
their lodge in Terrace. Position 
runs early January to mid-April. 
Please contact Shanna: shan- 
na@neheliski.com or 250-615- 
3184. (47~2) 
JOURNEYMAN 8 Apprentice 
electricians for Safeway reno- 
vation in Terrace. Competitive 
wages with overtime. Call or fax 
resume. Telephone: 250-861 - 
4255; Fax: 250-860-431 7; Cell: 
250-870-7769; dtaylor@keldo- 
nelectric.com (47~2) 
LOCAL MOTEL has a combined 
chambermaid/desk clerk posi- 
tion available. We are looking 
for someone who is mature, re- 
liable, hard-working and able to 
work unsupervised. Experience 
an asset but not necessary. Ap- 
ply In person with a resume to 
3867 Hwy. 16 East. No phone 
inquiries please. (45c3 
DealershiD in Terrace. rewires 
MECHANICS REQUlkED GM 
ELECTRICIANS WANTED1 
Betts Electric LTD, Pentictan 
has openings for Foreman (FSR- 
B) & Journeymen In Rossland, 
Journeymen & Apprentices in 
Salmon Arm & Penticton. Fax 
resume to: 250-492-3343 or 
email: info@betts.bc.ca 
CONCRETE FORMING 
CARPENTERS, FOREMEN,!& 
APPRENTICES. 
I For more info call 250-692-7791 or Fax resume to 250-692-4251 DE I.R. Boss Lakevlew DenMCentre I Call for Submissions I HOME AND COMMUNIlY CARE 11 PROGRAM EVALUATION 
The Kitselas Band is  accepting submissions to contract 
a comprehensive program ~ evaluation for the above. 
Evaluation report must include action plan with specific 
timeline and indicators for program improvement and 
plan to measure full capacity operation. Submission must 
include: methodology, references, contract cost's with details, 
timeline, and quolifications of subcontractors. Please submit 
to Health Coordinator, Kitselas Band by 12 noon, November 
17, 2006 via fax 635-5335, drop off at 5500 Gitaus Road 
Terrace BC, or email suebevan@kitselas.com 
KELOWNA PROJECTS. 
NO SUNSHINE TAX. 
Theo@acropolisventures,ca 
www.acropolisventures.ca 
TRAVEL ON An Amazing Inter- 
national Program! Discover 
other countries and other re- 
gions of Canada! Learn about 
social justice and development 
issues! Live and work with ~ 8 0 -  
Ph: 1-604-240-1 647, 
, Fax: 604-540-831 1 
HOME SUPPORT / RESIDENT CARE AHENDANT 
PROGRAM 
Northwest Community College, Kitirna?, i s  current1 acce tins 
applications to deliver ,our Home Support / Resi J e  ent are
Attendant Program. The program starts Janua 
ends June 2007. Salary will be in accordance wi 
Agreement with the BCGEU Instructional Scale. 
positions ble: I 
Respond in confidence by submitting a current resume and quoting 
corn f i h  #06.1808 to: Human Resources bparhnent, 
Avenue, .Terrace, B.C. V8G,..&2 
,sootes@nwcc. bcxq. 
NOEHIMLST CQMMUNITY 
Northwest Communify College is committed to employment equify 
and encourages applications from First Nationsgeop!e, womy 
persons wifh disabilities cnd members of visi le minorities 
We thank all applicants for their interest, 
two MecLanics, one Apprentice 
and a Qualified Journeyman Me- 
chanic. We are a flat rate shop 
with an excellent remuneration 
package for the successful ap- 
plicants. Please reply to: Gary 
MacCarthy; General Manag- 
er emaii:garymaccarthy@hot- 
mail.com or1 fax 250-635-6915 
ple from other cultures! Cana- 
da World Youth volunteer pro- 
grams for youth 17 : 24. Info: 
www.canadaworldyouth.org or 
1 -866-7-VOYAGE. Apply now 
for programs that start Summer 
2007! Priority deadline January 
15, 2007. 
CARPENTRY INSTRUCTOR' 
Northwest 'Community 
Wilxo'oskwhl Nisga'a inyi 
Corpentr /Residential Bud 
and endin April 20; 2007. Th 
with have30 hours of development and a total of 385 
instructional hours at 27.5 hours per week for llaweeks. 
Classes will be deliveredtin New Aiyansh. Salar will 
be in accordance with the Collective Agreement wik the 
College and the BCGEU Instructor scale. 
Duties: The successful a plicant will instruct Resi 
Building Maintenance d r k e r  level 1 and Carpentry 
Apprentice Level 2. 
Qudqlifications: The successful candidate will have 
ra e 12 or equivalent, Journeyman Certification with the 
i e d  Seal (Interprovincial) endorsement with a minimum of 
5 years experience as a Journeyman Carpenter with varied 
field experience and minimum 5 years experience in a 
supervisory capacity, either as Foreman or Superintendent. 
Excellent organizational and communication skills as well 
as the ability to motivate and mentor learners of a variety 
of ages are necessary. Intermediate Computer skills (word 
processing, CAD, email) will be an asset. Preference 
will be given to applicants with a Provincial Instructor 
Diploma, other relevant certifications and teaching 
ex erience. A combination of education and experience 
Worker r nstructor commenc 
wi P I be considered. 
145~1) 
MECHANICS REQUIRED. GM AVAILABLE TO Drovide after 
dealership in Terrace, requires 
two mechanics, one apprentice 
and a qualified journeyman me- 
chanic. We are a flat rate shop. 
with an excellent remuneration 
package for the successful ap- 
plicants. Please reply to: Gary 
MacCarthy: General Manager. 
E-mail: garymaccarthy@hot- 
mail.com or fax: 250-635-6915 
J47pl) 
PERMANENT, PARTTIME 
cook & server needed. Experi- 
ence an asset but not neces- 
sary. Wage negotiable. Refer- 
ences reauired. ADD~Y in Derson 
school childcare. 250-635-2192 
,(47p3)" <' 
We provide MI accounting 
services (including data 
entry and filing government 
reports on time) under the 
supervision of an accountant 
with over 30 years of financial 
management experience. 
Management consulting and 
accounting system redesign 
available on request., 
CFR Management Inc 
It 
250-635-7813 
at the Everygreen inn 0; fax to 
250-638-0822. (44C2) 
REPRESENTATIVES WANT- 
ED in all areas. Order Avon pro- 
ducts for Christmas now and 
earnhave up to 50%1 Contact 
me today at: 250-638-7969 or ,, 
www.avon.ca(47p3) 
SHEET METAL workers re- 
quried for commercial and res- 
idential work in Kelowna, B.C. 
Jorneymen/women, apprentic- 
es, pre-apprentices and install- 
ers for long term* employment. 
Excellent wage and benefit 
Dackaaes. Email resumes to 
however, only ih'ose selected for 
an interview will be contacted. 
F .  
Closing Date: November 20, 2006 Take cj c/oser/ook. 
145~2) 
FLIGHT DECK restaurant help 
wanted. Cooklcashier. 30-40 
hrs/week. Reliable vehicle and 
food safe a must: $8.00/hr to 
start. Mostly afternoon shift. 
Drop off resume or fax 250-635- 
4403 (47~2) 
WAITRESS & Kitchen helper 
wanted at Polly's Cafe, 4913 
Keith Ave,Terrace. Drop off re- 
sume at front counter. No phone and Vanderhoof needs you1 
calls please. (44~2) Part-time commission position. 
SHAN YAN Restaurant is look- Candidates must have use of a 
ing for FVPT waitress. Please car and computer, good organ- 
send you; resume to the above izational skills, flexible hour&, 
restaurant at 4606 Greig Ave., team orientated, sales experi- 
Terrace. No phone calls please. ence an asset. Email slangevInO 
l47p3) welcomwagan.ca. (44~3) 
e instructors. ciii 250-567-4622 W B  BRIDGE PROJECT 1 (43P6) 
Now hiring skilled tradesmen to pattici ate in the  
construction of the  new Okanagan d e  Bridge. 
WORK WEEK - SIX TEN HOUR DAYS (until Spring '08) 
Rates: Journeyman Carpenter (Ticketed) - $28 / Hr e 
Crane Operator (Ticketed) - $28 / Hr 
Carpenter Apprentice 4th Year - $26 / Hr 
Carpenter Apprentice 3rd Year - $24 / Hr 
Carpenter Apprentice 2nd Year - $22 / Hr 
Carpenter Apprentice 1st Year - $20 / Hr 
Skilled Construction Worker - $18 - $25 / Hr 
Also offering Health & Benefits Package 
GOOD WORKING CONDITIONS 
Please E-Mail or Fax your Resume / Cover Letter 
bwestgateQgreyback.com 
Ph. 250.769.2386 Fax 250.769.2353 
pioneerwest.com Member of 
the Better Business Bureau. 
I 
brianh&aceplumbing.bz or call 
SOKlL EXPRESS Lines requires 
Class 1 highway driverto run BC 
& Alberta. Must have minimum 
2 years experience. Fax COPY of 
{250)861-6696 (47pl) 
4TERESTED IN a career in the 
growing RV industry? Enroll 
now in B.C.'s only RV Service 
Technician program at Okana- 
gan College. Call 1-877-755- 
2266 for more information or vis- 
it us online at www.okanagan. 
E & R, Pro Driver training. 
All classes of driver training. 
Trucks, cars, airbrakes, motorcy- 
cles. Appointments to fit individ- 
ual schedules. Well established 
school. ICBC amroved facilitv 8 
. bC.Ca/N 
We thank all applicants for their interest, 
however, only those selected for 
current abstract and resume to 
WELCOME WAGON in Terrace 
1-780-474-9325 (47~1) NoKmwEm an interview will be contacted. Closin Date: " I C W S I  
Novem i! er 2 1, 2006 lake (r closer look. 
PURCHASING COORDINATOR 
Northwest Community College, Terrace Campus 
invites applications for a full-time continuing Purchasing 
Coordinator commencing as soon as possible. Salary 
will be in accordance with the Collective Agreement 
between Northwest Communi College and the BCGEU 
Support Staff Scale, Level 14 bnder  review). 
Duties: This position is responsible for the purchasing I 
function college wide including, the preparation and 
posting of RPP, RFQ, and bid opportunities, tendering 
and related documents for potential suppliers and 
contractors. Provides general supervision and i s  
responsible for the budget related to the operation of the 
department, including shipping/receiving 
Qualifications: The preferred applicant will have 
a two year accounting diploma and completion of 
Grade 3 Purchasing Management Association of 
Canada Purchaser Certification plus two years of 
current relevant experience and training. Essential skills 
include demonstrated supervisory experience, expertise 
in Microsoft Office Powerpoint, Word and Excel) 
pressure of deadlines. An equivalent combination of 
education and experience may be con 
Res nd in confidence by 
anf'quoting competition 
Resources Department, N o  
5331 McConnell Avenue, Terrace, BC V8G. 4x2, Fax 
250.638.5475 or email 
Northwest Communify College is commitfed to 
employment q u i v  and encourages applications from 
First Nationsbaeople, women, geop!e w!? disabilities 
and purchasini? ware ouse services. 
the abiliiy to work in d ependently and work under the 
an members of visi le minoritres. 
We thank all applicants for their interest; 
however, only those selected for 
I 
GET BACK ON TRACK1 Bad 
Credit? Bills? Unemployed? 
Need Money? We Lendll If 
you own your own home-yau 
aualifv. 1-877-987-1420. www. 
The reporter requirements for this position will demand 
the successful candidate have strong writing skills, an 
ability to generate story ideas from your assigned beats 
and take direction from editors, work well with fellow 
reporters in a fast-paced newsroom and have a reliable 
vehicle. Knowledge of InDesign would be an asset but it 
is not an essential requirement. 
The Capital News is an award winning publication that 
has undergone unprecedented growth in the last eight 
years. A three-times a week publication, the Capital 
News was chosen as the best newspaper in its circula- 
tion category at this year's BCYCNA. 
Please send resume and article clippings to: 
Kelowna Capital News 
Barry Gerding, Managing editor 
2495 Enterprise Way 
t 
NcmHwsT an interview wil l  be contacted. Closing Bate: 
Novemher 2 1 , 2006 lake a closer 
CHASE CHARMER $239,000. 
fully renovated, 1,070 sq. ft. 
main. 2 bedrooms &laundry. 700 
THREE duplexl sq. ft. in-law suite. 1 bedroom & 
'I2 wood floorsl den laundry. Golf course across 
ceramic tile, covered deck. street. Brian 250-379-2780, 
Available Dee. 1 st, references 250-838-01 37 bmgreen@telus. 
required. Non smoking, no big 
pets. Good condition. 250-635- 
ne+ ld7n,, 
QUIET AND clean 2 bedroom 
ground level apartment: Avail- 
able Dec. 1/06 in Summit 
Square. Closeto Walmart. Refer- 
ences required. $525/month in- 
cludes hot water. 250-635-1 126 
PURCHASE A home with 'no 
money down - Fully discounted 
interest rates - Verifiable income 
&good credit required. Extend- 
ed amortization available. www. 
mortgageszerodown.ca 
SMALL COMMERCIAL mort- 
gages to $5M+. All types of 
commercial property. Purchase 
or refinance. Fast approval. 
Simple paperwork. Mike 1-866- 
51 1-2582 Email: mleeQtmacc. 
corn 
(44p3) 
QUIET STUDIO suites, down- 
town secured building, laundro- 
mat, heat included, absolutely 
no parties, great for working 
3756 (46~3) 
TWO BEDROOM duplex, in 900 sq. ft. OfficeiSales 4624A Greig Ave {Ground Level Store Front Downtown) 
900 sq. ft. Office/Sales 4624A Greig Ave 
(Ground Level Store Front Downtown) 
1,800 sq. ft. Office/Sales 4624A Greig Ave 
(Gtjound Level Store Front Downtown) 
11,600 sq. ft. 5,600 sq. ft. SalesMlarehouse 8 6,000 sq. ft. '' 
Unheated & large fenced compound 
1,735 sq. ft. Officeshall Warehouse 2905 Kenney Street 
1,735 sq. ft. SalesIWarehouse 2905 Kenney Street 
7.450 sa. ft. Warehouse 4820 HW 16 West 
FOR SALE 12x64 trailer 'in 
$385 For 1-2 persons only* Se- Trailer Park. Sacrifice price, call 
curity deposit required. Call 250-845-4021 evenings or wee- 
250-635-5820 (45p2) kends. (47~3) 
OLDER MOBILE home. Must 
be moved or take for salvage. 
3 BEDROOM home in Thornhill 
$590 per month. No pets, no 
smoking. 250-638-8639 (45~2) 
3 BEDROOM house on the 
Southside. $700 per month. 
No pets, no smoking. 250-638- 
8639 (45~2) 
3 BEDROOM-house, 1 bath- 
room,upstairs, 1500 sq/fi. 
Close to hospital, downtown 8 
schools. Fridgehtove. Brand 
new carpet. Storage space. No 
smoking/no pets. $750/month 
+ utilities. Available December 
1 st. Call 250-61 5-2944 (44~2) 
4 BEDROOM, 1 bathroom, 4 
appliances, new inside/out, bus 
service, Hwy 16 W, New Remo, 
$750/month. first,'lastandsecur- 
Thornhill. F/S included. NIP. good condition. #13 Houston 
I 2007 Polaris I 
600 RMK Demo 
couple or older single person 
SANDPIPER APARTMENTS. 
250-635-7585 (45~3) 
Quiet buildings with elevators, 
covered parking, balconies, 
in-suite storage unit, security 
entrance & hot water included. 
Sandalwood Apartments. Low 
rent, security entrance, balco- 
nies, in-suite storage and more. 
Quatsino Apartments. Closest 
to downtown, security, in-suite 
storage. 250-632-451 1 (ctfn) 
250-632-4254. 
250-632-APTS (2787) 
INCOME TAX problems? Have 
you been audited, reassessed 
or disallowed certain claims by 
Canada Revenue Agency? Call 
Bob Allen income tax consult- 
ant, 250-542-0295. 30 years 
income tax experience,li8 1/2 
years with Revenue Canada, fax 
250-503-21 78. E-mail r.gallen@ 
shaw.ca (47pl) 
INCOME TAX problems? Have 
you been audited, reassessed 
or disallowed certain claims 
by Canada Revenue Agency? 
Call Bob Allen income tax con- 
sultant, 250-542-0295 30 years 
Income, tax experience, 8 1/2 
years with Revenue Canada. 
Fax 250-503-21 78: e-mail r.aal- 
1 ,  $8,999.00 I EAGLES HOMES #1 Modular 
Dealership in B.C. Now order- 
ing Homes for spring. Check 
floor plans at www.eaglehomes. 
ca 1-877-604-6637 Toll Free. 
VANDENBERG HAY Farms Ltd. 
Nobleford, Alberta selling and 
trucking all sizes and types of 
hay and straw. Office (403)824- 
3010 or 1-877-824-301 0, Kent 
(403)330-7853, Hal (403)330- 
9824 www.vandenberghay.ca 
HAY FOR Sale. Cow & Horse. 
Call 567-4505 Vanderhoof. 
HAY FOR sale. round, square 
846-5855 (4706) 
side Lake. of Livestocldpets Burns Lake, near ok, TaWe larg haylage, silage. Please call 250- 'J 
barn and 4O'xlOO' heated shop. 
$400/month. Call 250-846-9292 
(47p3) 
LIKE NEW condition 2 & 3 bed- 
room suites, available imme- 
diately, references and damage 
deposit required. 250-635-2932 
SMALL TWO bedroom house 
five minutes from NWCC. Five 
appliances, all utilities included 
plus satellite TV. High speed WILL BUY unwanted horses. 
internet. Ideal for a single per- Also butcher hogs for sale. 
son. No smoking or pets. Not Phone Ken Rose 260-694-3500, 
suitable for children. A vehicle leave a messaae. f43D3) 
is required. Partially furnished. 
!MOO/mo. References reauired. 
147p3) 
f PARK & CLINTON ) 
(1 , , 
MANOR BPTS. 
Unfurnished ond furnished opts. Bohelor 
units, one bedroom ond two bedroom. Beside 
swimming pool. One af the best mointoined 
opts. in town. No pels or smoking. 
REFERENCES REQUIRED 
Please phone tell, 
. 61 5-7543 or 635-3475 
2004 Polaris 
$4,500.00 
RMK 550 Trail 
With Reverse 
p G m i G q  
4644 Lazelle Avenue 
- 
lenOshaw.ca 
NEED MONEY now? If you have 6y deposit, references a must. 
HOMWACREAGE on South- 
250-638-1 41 3 (42~3) equity in your home, we can 
help1 Can't prove income, slow 
credit, bank says no! Call Rick 
at Rick Graves & Associates. 1 - 
604-306-0891 147021 
1584 h2. Formerly reo1 eslote office 
SECOND - - , - - FLOOR .. I 
I 256 Hi-Oneottice 2506157543 or 6353475 I HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for 1 & 2  
Bedroom suites 
Clean, quiet renovated suites 
Ample parking 
1 Laundry facilities 
1 On bus route 
* On site management 
No pets 
References required 
Close to schools & downtown 
< 
To view call 
638- 1 748 
$4 CHAROLAIS x Bull (Char/ 
GV). Gentle, easy caber, good 
feet, very good breedzr, 3 yrs .- 
in spring 07, about 2000 Ibs, 
$1000, OB0 Grassfed Ham- 
burger cows available, call for 
price. Yearling Heifers -$2/lb., 
butchered. Call 250-847-4529 I MM600141"Track I 
QUIETl PRIVATE care for sen- 
iors, downtown Parksville. Ar- 
ound the clock attention. Any 
level of care. Any length of stay. 
Anne Duggan 250-954-1855 
adugganOshaw.ca (47pl) 
JANITORIAL SERVICES We do 
residential, commercial, industri- 
, al and general office cleaning. 
" 250-61 5-8085 (47~3) 
1 NOW YOU CAN CUT OUT THE MIDDLEMAN AND SAVE THOUSANDS I OF DOLLARS BY CALLINO US FIRST! I2001 Yamaha I 
-t 
www.PropertyGuys.com 
Toll Free 1-866-348-7253 
In' Stewort Donna ot 636-9130 
In Kitimot Andrea ot 632-231 8 
In Terrace All;son ot 635.9098 Your Private Sale Solufion 
\ In Prince Rupert Lonnie ot 624-4228, 
I $3,995.00 I 
SMART PAINTING Experienced 
painting contractor will paint. 
Fall & Winter interior, residen- 
tial and commercial painting. 
10% paint discount from suppli- 
er. Seniors 15% labor discount. 
Professional quality work. Rea- 
sonable rates. Free estimates. 
References available. Call Karl. 
BLACK LAB cross puppies, 
available to go 2nd week of Nov. 
$200. Large and friendly breed. 
250-635-4600 (4502) ' 
ment house in the Horseshoe. 
$800. Good rental references re- 
auired. 250-638-8639 (44~3) 
c i i  250-635-5859 (42~~;) 
THREE BEDROOM. full base- JOHN EVANS 
TOP PRODUCER 
~~~~h~ Expert 
I'm, not an ordinary real 
estate agent, I'm a REIMAX Top 
Producer. That means , I  work 
extra hard to meet every client's 
individual wants and needs. 
And my clients like th'at. 
When you're buying or 
selling your house, results are 
what you want. 
j TheTop Producers at REIMAX 
sell more real estate than any 
other real estate organization in 
Canada. 
Call me to find out what I can 
do for you. 
A wm 
TERRACE W5M.W 
MARATHON ,SASH Guag, Mill 
Grizzly 660 4x4 
w/Plow & Mudlites I I $8,499.00 diately. Close to town. 250-635- cant deck Hyd. power PAK 9769 44 3 ._ - wasteconveyor out feed belt, STO&\)SPACE for rent for allelectric motors &switch gear. RV's UP to 45 feet long. Phone ??!!!oo 250-542-9318 Vernon) MOVING? Long hauls or short 
D destinations. Household furni- 
ture only. Call 635-7177 or 1- 
800-638-0530. Guaranteed low- 
est rates. (1 5ctfn) 
ONE & TWO bedroom units in 
Thornhill. $325, $350/month. 
Call 250-635-7025 evenings 
ONE BEDROOM apartment, 
available immediately, on site 
management, security entrance, 
laundry facilities, 'suitable for 1 - 
2 people. Call 250-635-6122 or 
ONE SMALL bedroom fur- 
nished apartment in Thornihill. 
' Single occupancy. No smoking, 
no pets, references required. 
$360 + $180 security deposit. 
Phone 250-635-2065 (45~6) 
ONE, TWO and three bedroom 
apartments for rent. $425 $500, 
$600 Hot water included. Se- 
curity on premises. Please call 
0-635-6428 or 250-61 5-034 
I47p3)' 
250-615-3721 (44~2) 
250-635-7400 (44p3) - 
centre, clean cozy, quiet, 1 bed- 
room. Fridge, stove, washer, dry- 
er, utilities included. Star Choice 
available. Available immediately. 
635-9769 (47p3) 
TO view phone 250-635-6141 18' WELDED aluminum jet boat. 150 HP Mariner jet with 6 
HP Mariner kicker. Canvas top, ,AUTO LOAN NOWl Ask for 
radio, low hrs., $1 8,500. 250- CREDIT M m  No - slow 
635-2707 (44~2) credit - Bankrupt? First time 
buyers program - no refusals #9-4714 Davis, 3 bedroom, 2 bathrooms, fenced back yard, 
recently renovated, including Q Sport W. New, used, all 
appliances. Asking $65,000. makes. Call 1-888-270-7199. 
Apply on-line: wwwmedit 
rebuilders.net DL 3026. 
250-635-5348 or 250-631 -2185 * FSlsT~FREEssEcuRE * 2001 PONTIAC Grand Am, 2 
*No Obligation * door, 5 spd, 2.4L engine. Sil- 
ver with dark gray interior. En- 
hanced traction system, air con- 
YOU Work, you Drive I ditioner, cruise control, spoiler. 
options. Excellent condition. APPLY ONLINE 125,000 kms. $7699 250-638- e . DreamTeamAuto.com . 
* Fdo Hassle * 
"0" Down ! oAc B.~. <Wwh*yW &AB Split rear seats and many more 
1,200 SO. Ft. 2 bedroom' base- 
ment suite for rent. all utilities - 
and satellite included, small 
pets negotiable. F/S, W/D. Must 
have employment. $650 250- 
3 BEDROOM suite, 5 applianc- 
es, close ,to downtown and 
schools, $600/month, available 
immediately. 250-638-0797 
(43~2) 
CUTE ONE bedroom base- 
ment suite, separate entrance, 
f/s, w/d, I close to town, $550 
includes utilities. Also available 
2 bedroom suite. 250-G38-7608 
635-4956 (44~3) 
(45p3) 
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIEND- 
LY 2 bedroom. Southside. No 
fur, feathers or fumes. Suitable 
for quiet living. Laundry hook- 
UDS. Reliable references re- 
OutstaGding Agents. 7 (250) 638-1 4COO Outstanding Result:. 
IAUTQ  LOANS^ 
quired. 250-635-5081 (46~6) 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
FOR SALE or rent, 2 bedroom 
trailer in quiet park in ,Thornhill. 
F/S, W/D,N/G, $500/month or 
$14,000.. No pets. 250-635- 
ite (Horseshoe). Includes Hydro, 
satellite tv (must have receiver). 
Single occupancy preferred. 
Unfurnished or semi-furnished. 
$450/month. 250-631 -7090 
(47P3) 
AVAILABLE " IMMEDIATELY 
large 1 bedroom cabin. Quiet 
area in Thornhill, small pet ok, 
$300/month. 250-638-8607 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Unit: 
Quiet & Clean ~ 
No Pets 
l Close to Wal-Mart 
Laundry Facilities 
Close to Schools & 
*I On Bus Route 
Security Entrance 
On site Building Manager 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
24hr Video Surveillance 
Hospital 
4415 Walsh Aue. 
4 bdrrns, 3 baths 
skylit foyer and bath 
l lg fam. 8, rec worn 
updoted flooring 
4509 Qfeig we. 
$87,500 $254,300 
l 3 bdrm, updated 
new flooring 
currently rents for $600 
GREAT RENTAL 
4618 STRAUME Ave, 5 bed- 
room home with 2 1/2 bath- 
rooms, 2 livingrooms, large 
fenced yard, close to schools, 
asking $1 42,000.250-635-5348 
or 250-631 -21 85 (43~3) 
3 BEDROOM available imme- 
diately, f/s, w/d, walking dis- 
tance to hospital, school & 
town, electric heat, $650/month 
half damage deposit. 250-635- 
2442 (44~2) 
II SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME Ask for Monica Warner Call: 635-4478 MLS#N167013 $134,909 MLS#N167659p $1 45,000 This 3 bedroom, 3 level SD it Great investment Drooertv or 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. CALL RACHEL TODAY FOR 
ADDlTlONAl DETAIlS OR TO VIEW! 
63 1 -RACH (7224) & 
,I._ 
~ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l i  
Royal LePage Terrace ROYAL L~PAGE 
4724 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace. BC. ~S~-IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~~ 
1 PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
1 Scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and 'all points in 
between. Pick-up and delivery of goods in 
Terrace, C.0.D. and courier service. 
11 P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Terrace DepoO: 635-7676 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 ' 
Ime quality every move we makl 
Open floor plan with living room and family room 
Over a thousand square feet 
Wrap around covered deck, with a workshop for him 
Comes with all 5 appliances and ready to move into 
Sellers very motivated! 
MlS# 166847 
CALL DIANA WOOD TODAY FOR 
ADDITIONAL DETAllS OR TO VIEW! 
61 5-8582 - &
,l.W 
1,l111111111111111111111 
Royal LePage Terrace ROYAL L~PAGE 
4724 Lazelle Avenue Terrace. B C -IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
3111 Blakaburn, Terrace 
635-2728 -*ym I Container or van service! L*lL 
n 7 ' '  
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CARVILLE AUTO CREDIT Lar- 
gest Dealer in Western Canada. 
We approve everyone! Rates 
from 0% & 0 down plans. Cars, 
Trucks, SUV'S & Vans. HUGE 
SELECTION! Free delivery Bc 
& Alberta. Quick & easy appro- 
vals. ADP~Y online: www.catvil- 
ieautocredit.com or TOLL-FREE 
WWW.CARCREDITBC.COM 
1-888-508-4628 - 
AUTOMOBILE Loans. Trucks 
/ Vans /(,Cars 1 SlJLs. Turned 
down? Rates too high? Trad- 
ing In? Instant money available 
online. Complimentary delivery. 
No down payment. Apply online, 
Call anytime 1-877-513-9564. 132 
!HE CITY OF +&@) TERRACE I CITY OF TERRACE 
FOUR STUDDED tires. Like include safety, environmental management, sales schedules and legislation as well as 
open discussions. Two sosslons will be held: 
November 30,2006 0 630 p.m. 
1 
Northwest Community College, Room 4 
4815 Swaneil Drive, Hazeiton, BC 
Terrace Timba Soles Olfeo. Erling Hoit Room 
200-5220 Kolh Avenue. Terrace, BC 
December 1,2008 Q 1:30 p.m. 
inquiries with regard to these weatings should be directed to Gord Haley, Oporatlons 
Monoger, Terrace Timber Sales Office, 200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace BC, (250) 
638-5153. E-mail: gord.holey@gov.bc.ca 
REQUEST FOR PROPOS A S  
OPERATION OF FERRY ISLAND 
Proposals for the operation of Ferry Island Campground will be 
received by the undersigned no later than 2:OO p.m. Friday, 
December 15, 2006. A mandatory site visit will be held for 
prospective bidders at 1O:OO am on Tuesday, November 21, 
2006. 
Tender 'documents may be picked up before the mandatory 
site visit at the Terroce leisure Services Deportment office in the 
Terrace Areno,during regulor business hours, (8:30am - 4:30pm, 
Monday to Friday). 
' Ross Milnthorp 
Director of Leisure Services 
City of Terrace 
321 5 Eby Street, Terrace, B:,C. V8G 2x8 
- G4ufmwwD new. P-175, 70R-13. $100 firm. 950-635-7390 (46~2) rebuilt automatic transmission, $6,300.00 Phone 250-638-1 584 (45p3) 200 GMC 3500 Crewcab, 270,000 km's, auto, diesel, 
$19,000. Also, 2001 Dodge 1 ton 
dually, cab 8 chassis. 300.000 
, ' .I--, 
A healthy 
I I  healthy diet 
lifestyle ws wa 
1993 CHEVROLET Blazer S10 
4x4. 4.31 Vortec V6, 4,, door, 
automatic, well maintained, 
100,000 km. Very clean inside 
and out, 2 sets of wheels and 
tires. $6,900 (47~2) 
krn's, diesel, stickshift $19,000. 
Call 250-877-1 155 (47~3) 
L& BC TIMBER SALES "&*.%..I W  I m NOTICE TO BRIDGE CONTRACTORS, 
c%l!hY!L INVITING APPLICATIONS FOR 
CONTRACT EMTSKOTTIG-438 
Sealed Tenders for bridge installation on the Hodder Forest Sewice Road will be 
received by the Timber Sale Manager, BC Timber Sales, Skeena Business Area, #200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BC. V8G 1L1, up to 9:00 a.m. on November 23,2006, 
and will be opened in public at that time. 
Viewing of this site prior to submitting a bid is not mandatory. 
The successful Contractor must meet the eligibility requirements as outlined in the I 
Conditions of Tender. Tenders must be submitted In accordance with the terms and I 
BC TIMBER SALES - . &  NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR 2: @ 
Take notice that. pursuant to Section 20 of the Forest Act, timber sale llcence A70894 
Is being offered for sale by BC Timber Sales, Skeena Buslness Area, Hazelton Flaid 
Team. 
Closing Date/l.oceUon: December 7.2006 0 830 am. Appllcations wlli be accepted 
by the Timber Sales Manager, Tenace Timber Sales OMce, Skeena Business Area. 2 M  - 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Colu,mbia V8G 1L1. 
Geographic Location: 20 km Helen Lake FSR 
Estimated Volume: 18.096 cubic metres, more or less 
Species: Balsam 2363 m3 (13%). Cedar 181 nP (l%), Hemlock 12941 m3 r/5%), Plne 
537 m3 (3%), Spruce 2094 ms (12%) 
Licence Term: two (2) years 
Upset stumpage rate $ 14.O8/ms. The upset stumpage rate was determined In 
accordance with the interior Appraisal Manual and Is applicable to ail sawlog grades. 
Tenders will be accepted from individuals or corporations reglstered as fi BC tlmber 
sales enterprise In Categoly 1.2 8 3. 
The successful applicant will be required to Implement and conform to the Skeena 
Business Area Environmental Management System. 
Comments:, 
This timber sale licence has been designed for harvest using a ground based system. 
The use of other systems may be subject to the Forest and Range Practices Act and 
Its regulations. 
Thls llcence requires the buildlng of appmxlmstely 1.5 kilometres of on-blxk mads. 
There Is additional material that the applicant must conslder In their application. This 
material which Includes application forms and other Information about the TSL can be 
obtained from the above BC Timber Sales office by contactlng the receptionist at (250) 
638-5100. Contact Julie Maitland at (250) 842-7623 for Reid enquiries only. 
Electmnlc verslon of thlr notlce 6 tender,pkp in available a(: 
' 
' TIMBER SALE LICENCE A70894 
conditions specified In the tender package. 
Bidders are required lo submit 10% of the tondered ;rice as a bld bond. Thls will be 
refurided to the unsuccessful bidders. in addition, the successful bidder must supply a 
performance secunty deposit of 50% in the form of a performance bond. 
Packages am available from the receptionist at (250) 638-51 00 oral the above address. 
An electronic version of this notice and particulars package is available on BC Bid. 
Further Information may be obtained by contacting Howard DeBeck (260) 847-6397 or 
Steve St. John (250) 842-7665. i989 Cbev 314 ion 
Extended Cab 4x4  
$2,900 Firm 
320,000 K'S, 350, dual fuel (natural gas/gas) 
Runs great, comes with snowplow 
635-3020 
NOTICE OF 
SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION 
PROJECT Board Office Renovations 2006 
5002 Tait Avenue 
New Aiyonsh, B.C. 
School District 92 - Nisga'a 
5202 Tait Avenue 
New Aiyansh, B.C. VOJ 1AO 
Deep Creek Masonry Ltd. 
RR#3, Site 7, Comp. 26 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R6 
Killick Mefz Bowen Rose Architects Planners Inc. 
1788 West 8th Avenue 
Vancouver, B.C. V6J 1 V6 
The Contract of the abovementioned project has been declared sub 
stantially performed as of October 16th, 2006 in accordance with the 
OWNER 
CONTRACTOR 
ARCHITECT 
0 
n M of British Columbia. 
I I 
.'OO FORD TAURUS WAGON /-a), 
To place your 
Community Classified 
call this newspaper or 
classifiedsQbccommunitynews.com 
www.communitycIassif ieds.ca 
- toll free 1-866-669-9222 
11 MILLION READERS NATION-WIDE FQR $1,666. 
I ,  
REACH 2.5 MILLION BC & YUKON READERS FOR$J95 OR 
RECREATIONAL 
~ VEHICLES 
OVER 200 NEW & used 
motorhomes, diesel pushers, 
5th wheels, trailers, vans, 
campers. Total RV Centre. 
Special RV financing. 
Since 1904, Voyager RV - 
Hwy 97, Winfleld, BC. 
w w w . v o y a g e r R V . c a .  
- SERVICES __ 
R E C O R D S  w i t h  t h e  
National Pardon Centre. 
Y o u r  p e a c e  o f  
m i n d g u a r a n t e e d .( 
R e m o v e barriers to  
e m p l o y m e n t ,  t r a v e I ,  
more. Free consultations. 
A , p p I y  o n l i n e :  
www.nationalpardon.org. 
Member: Better Business 
Bureau. 
1 - 8 0 0 - 6 6 8 , - 1 4 4 7 .  
C L E A R  C R I M I N ' A L  
1 - 8 6 6 - 2 4 2 - 2 4 1  1 .  
STEEL BUILDINGS 
FUTURE STEEL BUILDINGS 
durable, dependable, pre- 
engineered, all-steel structures. 
Custom-made to suit your' 
needs and requirements. 
Factory-direct affordable 
prices. Call 1-800-668-8653 
ext. 530 for free brochure. 
SPECIAL BUILDING SALE... 
"Don't Miss It!" December 
delivery or deposit holds 
t i l l  spring. 25' x 40' x 12' 
$5,490. 40' x 60' x 16' 
$14.800. Front end optional. 
O the r  s i z e s  avai lab le.  
Pioneer 1-800-668-5422. 
1, 
TIMESHARE RESALES -- 
TRAVEL 
60-80% off retail1 Best,, 
resorts & seasons1 Call 
for free Timeshare Magazine1 
Open 7 days a week1 
1-800-597-9347. Browse 
onl ine for over 400 
w o r I d w i d e properties- 
www.holidaygroup.com/bcn. 
Sell-Buy-Rent. W o r l d ' s  
largest timeshare resale 
broker. Stroman Realty - Since 
1979. Worldwide selection of 
resort properties. Call today 
toll-free 1-800-201-0864. 
TRUCKS 
A B U L L S E y E n ~ f f f i . c o M .  
Y o u ' r e  a p p r o v e d  - 
guaranteed. 1000s of 
vehicles available. Rates as 
low as 0%. Call now or apply 
online. Ask for Steve Q 
TIMESHARE RESALES - 
1-877-531-91 56. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
N E W  P C  O N L Y  9 9  
c e n t s l d a y l  E v e r y o n e ' s  
approved for finance!* Get 
a loaded MDG computer 
with an Intel Pentium D 
3.OGhz only 99 cents!day. 
Includes everything you 
need: 1GB RAM, 250GB HD, 
19" LCD flat panel, Windows 
X P  a n d  a F r e e *  
printerlscannerlcopier for first 
500 callers ('Call for 
conditions)J-800-236-2504. 
SAWMILLS from only 
$3,495.00 - Convert your 
logs to valuable lumber 
with your own Norwood 
portable band sawmill. Log 
skidders also available. 
www.norwoodindustries.com. 
F r e e  i n f o r m a t i o n :  
1-800-566-6899 ext4000T. 
AMAZING RELIEF the 
first night1 Restless leg 
s y n d r o m e  a n d  l e g  
cramps gone. Sleep deeply, 
safe with medication, proven 
r e s u l t s  g u a r a n t e e d 1  
I w w w . a l l c a l m . c o m .  
NO MONEY DOWN1 Dell 
giant Christmas sale. 
. PCllaptop. Credit builder 
prograrnl Ideal for educailon, 
business, entertainment, 
'(easy payments, easy 
approval). 1-866-858-0660 
('simple conditions). 
AT LAST1 An iron filter that 
works. IronEaterl Fully 
patented Canada1U.S.A. 
Removes iron, hardness, 
sulfur, smell, manganese 
from well water. Since 1957. 
Phone 1 -800-BIG IRON; 
www.biglrondriiling.com. 
HELP WANTED 
DOG=EOVERSI Enjoy a 
healthy & profitable career as 
a professional dog trainer. 
Government  acc red i ted  
. program - student loans and 
grants. Ben Kersen & The 
W o n d e r d 0 . 9  s . 
www.wonderdogs.bc.ca. 
E N V I R 0 N M E N T A L 
CONSULTANTS, sales 
m a n a g e r s ,  m a r k e t i n g  
managers. Training provided. 
w w w . w a t e r c a n a d a . c a ,  
ron @ watercanada.ca. Fax 
resume 1-866-765-1 508 or 
call Ron @ 1-888-765-4401. 
ext. 112. 
LEGAL SERVICES 
CLEAR YOUR CRIMINAL 
RECORD. Free pardon and 
US entry waiver assessment. 
A record affects employment, 
t r a v e l i n g .  a n d  o t h e r  
necessities. Apply online 
www.canadlanpardons.ca. 
Call 1-800-298-5520. 
--- 
1 - 8 0 0 - 7 6 5 - 8 6 6 0 .  
__I-  
1-800-961 -661 6. 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
600 SOW HOG farm. 
Chilliwack area seeks 2nd 
herdsman. Residence avail., 
immed., houselbarns 1 2  
yrs old. Animal exp. an asset, 
will train. Fax resume 
C O R E  E N E R G Y  
SOLUTiONS INC. is the 
oil field construction division 
o f  N a b o r s  C a n a d a .  
Core Energy specializes 
in small to medium bore 
pipelines, facility and 
compressor construction and 
maintenance. Current ly,  
we have the following career 
opportunities available: 
P i p e l i n e  S u p e r v i s o r s ;  
Facilities Supervisor; Field 
Pipe Fitters; Shop 
Pipe Fitters (Clairmont 
F a c i l i t y ) ;  E q  u>i  p m e n t 
0 p e  r a  t o r s ;  P i p e l i n e  
Labourers; Site Coordinators; 
Apprentice Welders and Pipe 
Fitters; Field B Pressure 
Welders; Shop B Pressure 
Welders'(C1airmont Facility); 
Shop Fabrication Foreman. 
Core Energy Solutions Inc. is 
a company of choice and 
i f  you would l ike to jo in 
our team, please submit 
y o u r  r e s u m e  t o :  
dean. tkachu k 0 nabors.com 
or fax 1-780-539-9141. 
PHONE DISCONNECTED? 
Super speclal: only $10 
for first month plus hook 
up. Everyone welcome. 
Guaranteed approval. Free 
long distance package. 
Call Easy Reconnect now 
J O U R N E Y M A N  
T E C H N I C I A N  r e q u i r e d  
immediately. Competitive 
wage, benefits, family 
atmosphere. Cam Clark Ford 
Olds, Alberta. 403-556-3301. 
Fax 403-556-3585. Attention: 
Service Manaaer.- 
F A S T  T E L E P H O N E  
RECONNECT! Switch for 
free - l imited time offer, 
c a l l  f o r  d e t a i l s 1  
Disconnected? Only $24.95 
for first month -t connection 
f e e !  P h o n e  F a c t o r y  
Reconnect 1 -877-336-2274; 
www.phonefactory.ca. 
FINANCIAL SERVICES 
DEBT STRESS? Consolidate 
& lower payments by 
30-40%.\End those phone 
cal ls & the worry. 
Avoid bankruptcy. Contact 
u s  f o r  a N o - C o s t  
C o n s u l t a t i o n .  O n l i n e :  
www.mydebtsolution.com or 
Toll-Free 1 -877-556-3500. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
H O M E  T E L E P H O N E  
D I S C O N N E C T E D ?  
Reconnect today and save. 
Low monthly rates. No credit 
checks. No deposits. Receive 
free long distance with 
activation. Call Imagination 
Group 1-866-443-4408. 
- ~ -  604-824-861 8. 
1-877-446-5877. -- 
. AUTO FINANCING 
APPROVED AUTO FINANCING 
www.credit-queen.ca. All 
makes, cars, trucks, vans L? 
SUVs. Turned down by 
bank? Needing a vehicle 
today? 200 vehicles online to 
choose from. Same day 
approval. Apply online or call 
Joanne at 1-866-602-3743 
-__ DL 5231. 
S E C O N D  C H A N C E  
FINANCE. We say yes to 
poor credit and bankrupts. 
Sefect from over 450 cars, 
trucks, 4x4s, vans. Call Marty 
HTTPYIAUTOCREDITCANADA. 
NET. Apply online. Difficult 
credit? Need a truck for 
work? Let the credit experts 
getyou a fast approval. 
CREDITQUEENS.COM.  
New & pre-owned automotive 
financing, domestic and 
i m p o r t .  T e r m s  t o  f i t  
y o u r  b u d g e t .  S a m e  
d a y approval. Call Barrie- 
12866-632-0156 or go to 
www.creditqueens.com.I __ - 
ALWAYS APPROVED. We 
finance everyone. Western 
Canada's finance leader. 
Rates 0%. 0% d0wn.~3000 
new, used Ford Dodge GM 
cars, trucks, vans & SUVs. 
Goodlbad or no credit. 
No payment unti l new 
year. Air, hotel to Vegas 
included with purchase. You 
work? You drive. Instant 
guaranteed approval by 
phone. Call 1-:866-987-0915. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
TiRED OF SCAMS? Start a 
real home-based business. 
Work when you want. Apply 
online and start today1 
www.wfhbc.com. 
EARN $1,000 a day. 
For information on this new 
exc i t i ng  home based  
business and how to get 
s t a r t e d ,  l o g i n  t o  
w w w . wo rl d w id e300 0. corn. 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
FREE REPORT. Learn 
how you can get government 
grants and loans for 
your new or existing 
s m a l l  b u s i n e s s .  
wvvw.freegrantsreport.org,_ 
G R E A T  W E B S i T E S  
$9.  9 9 / m o n t h  I I n c r e a s e  
sales1 Get one of our great 
web packages.No set-up 
or hidden fees. Design, 
h o s t i n g . e m a i I  
w w w . y o u r n a m e . c o m ,  
all included. Toll free 
www.areatwebpackages.com 
1-800-91 6-1 604. 
- 
1 - 8 0 0 - 6 8 2 - 7 2 2 6  
CAREERS 
FRESON IGA is looking for 
a P r o d u c e  M a n a g e r .  
Excellent pay, deferred 
profit sharing, a performance 
b o n u s  p l a n . ,  a n d  
a comprehensive benefit 
package. Fax resume to 
E m a  i I : vallen@freson.com 
or ca l l  1-780-624-4200. 
CAREER TRAINING 
BECOME A HOME STAGER 
with our distance education 
course. Learn professional 
skills and how to start your 
own business. ISPTM 
certification. Free brochure. 
www.qcdesignschool.cok 
CARS 
ALWAYS APPROVED. We 
finance everyone. Western 
Canada's finance leader. 
Rates 0%. 0% down. 3000 
new, used Ford Dodge GM 
cars, trucks, vans & SUVs. 
Goodlbad or no  credit. 
No payment until new year. 
AI!, hotel to Vegas Included 
with purchase. You work? 
You drlve. Instant guaranteed 
approval by phone. Call 
DRIVERS WANTED 
B I S O N  T R A N S P O R T  
h a s  l e a s e  w i t h  
c a r e  e r Opportunities 2007 
Freightliner Century's with 
premium options package. 
Company poslt ions also 
avaliable for Alberta & 
Ontario. Excellent pay, safe 
driving reward program, 
b e n d f i t s  a n d  m o r e l  
1 .8OO.GO.BlS~  
EDUCATION 
T R A I N  T O  B E  a n  
Apartmen t lCondominium 
Manager .  Governmen t  
registered school - 26 
years. New jobs coming in 
d a  i I y I P l a c e m e n t  
assistance. Free brochure. 
1 - 7 8 0 - 6 2 4 - 1  3 4 9 .  
1 - 8 0 0 - 5 5 9 - 7 6 3 2 .  
--_x_- 1 866-987-091 5,. -- 
_______--- 
1 - 8 0 0 - 6 6 5 - 6 3 3 9 ,  
6 0 4 - 6 8 1 - 5 4 5 6 ,  
E . R M T i . c a .  
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
requi;ed. Class 3, air brakes 
necessary. Monday through 
Friday, some weekends, 
benefits. Submit resume to 
Waste Services. Box 848, 
Coronation, AB, TOC 1CO. 
For more information cal l  
403-578-3299 or  fax 
JOB! IN BC AND ALBERTA 
l a b o u r s ,  s h e e t  m e t a l ,  
framers, drillers, carpenters, 
CNC, tubular, fast food, call 
cent re.  E-mai l  resume:  
lfeng 0 excelemployment.net, 
or call 604-451-1452. 
FULL-TIME TRUCK DRIVER 
403-578-331 3. 
64 GMC 2500 Crew 4x4 
6.0L, Bose Audio, Captains Chairs, Loaded 
$33,995 
$25,995 63 GlMC 2500 HO SLE -= 
AUTO, LONG BOX b 
$32,995 
UL! Mazda 84000 
4x4. Ext. Cab, 6 Disc, t?W, PL, Auto 
Ul Chev 2500 Ext. Cab 4x4 
5 Speed, H.D. Long Box 
96 Ford L7000 Dump Truck 
13 Ft. Box, Less Than 70Km 
' 
U S  Subaru Outback 2.51 $27.'995 
5 Speed, AWD. PW, PL, A/C 
US Mazda 3 Sport GT 
Auto. w/Snort Shift. Loaded 
W Subaru lmpreza WRX $25,995 
4 WD, Turbo, 5 Speed 
U S  Volkswagen Jetta -SL@,~-@ 
'Handle Licker", GLS, 5 Speed, Moonroof, CD, P% PL 
00 Subaru Outback *I 8,995 
25L, AWD, PbV PL, A/C 
00 Honda Civic $1 2,495 
$1 
$1 
$1 
$1 
2,995 
8,995 
0,995 
2,995 
1 D006.5 Speed, 1.7L. 
00 Mazda Protege LX 
?.OL., Auto, A/C,'Remote Entw 
BP Mazda, Miata 
00 VW Cabrio 
Zonvertable, 5 Speed, AIC 
99Acura EL 
Sport Package, Moonroof, Auto, 85k 
76 Subaru Forester X 
luto. AWD. A/C, PW, Ph 
34 Jeep Grand Cherokee $22,995 
\wD,Pw,'PL. AIC 
7 s  Subaru Outback 
\. W.D., Power Seat, Pw. PL 
7 t  Toyota Rav 4 
\WD, Pw: PL, A/C, Auto 
3 t  Subaru Outback 
\C, Cruise, Auto, 85k 
3 0  Ford Explorer XLS 
1x4, PW. PL, 80km 
7 9  Subaru Forester 
Iuto 
7 7  Marcla MPV 
'WD. A/C. PW. PL, Auto 
$1 9;995 
$1 6,995 
$1 8,995 
$1 2,995 
$8,995 
$1 0,995 
t 
A‘ bold. move- 
THE TERRACE RAIDERS Bantam Rep lacrosse banners from provirhials hang 
proudly above the doors behind the goal closest to the entrance of the arena. 
The first one was hung along the wall opposite to the announcer’s booth after 
the Bantams’ first victory last year. The move places the banners in a spot 
that’s easier to see and makes room for future ones, says minor lacrosse as- 
sociation president Shelley Anderson. M A R G ~ E T  SPEIRS PHOTO 
Remax Bantams H 
win bronze medal 
A LOCAL team won bronze good skaters and may have Scope at the Bantam House hockey been tired after an earlier tournament here Nov. 3-5. game that morning, he said. 
Remax slammed the Ha- Goalie Andrew Johnson 
Rein in for. zelton Bulldogs 8-2 to take did great and scored himself 
the medal, after finishing the a shutout, added Westby. 
dressage round robin in second place Johnson, 13, who only 
DRESSAGE ’takes centre with a 2-1 record, beating started playing ice hockey 
stage for interested riders as Kitimat City Centre Hard- this, year, said he did,.better 
Derek Huget retums to host a ware and All Seasons be- than he expected and that the 
weekend ofDressage clinics fore losing to Houston, said squad showed good team- 
at Copperside Stables and coach Westby. work on the ice. 
the Skeena Valley exhibition Despite the lopsided Five visiting teams joined 
Arena. score, Hazelton proyed to three local squads for the 
urges riders to register early 
because other clinics have 
Organizer Nancy H~~~~ be a tough competitor with event. 
Score Board filled quickly. A few spaces are still available at $45 for 30 min- 
utes and $55 for 45 minutes 
with preference given to rid- 
ers who book all three days. 
hibition Arena has been in- 
main venue but riders may 
be able to take part at the 
Copperside Stables depend- 
Women’s Soccer Association 
The Skeena Valley Ex- indoor league standings 
Oct. 31 stalled with lights and is the Ll ‘ 
says. I Janga Jungle I 19 I 8 ing on the schedule, Hogue 
All participants must be 
Totem Saddle Club member. 
Non-members can join by 
downloading the form from 
the club Web site (www.to- , ... - -. - - - - - -.- 
7 temsaddleclub.com) and in- cluding it with payment. Pink Ladies 
Hogue is already book- LNwcc 6 6 
ing for Huget’s clinics for 
winter riders January 19’20, 
and 21. 
their riding time and loca- 
tion preference. - Top scorers Riders should indicate Women9s indoor soccer 
.SDOrtS 
I 
Menu 
To get your game, everit 
or meeting added to the Ter- 
race Standard Sports Meiiii 
or Sports Scope, f i ix lis at 
638-8432, or e-mail us (it 
ti e w s  ro o in @ terraces t a i i  - 
dnrd, coni 
November 17 to 19 
Derek Huget hosts a 
weekend of Dressage Clin- 
ics for interested riders To- 
tem Saddle Club members. 
Non-members can join by 
downloading the form from 
the club Web site (www. 
totemsaddlec1ub.com) and 
including it with their pay- 
ment. 
lERRAC€ MINOR 
MCROSSE Q The Terrace Minor will be holding heir. .. lacrosse Assocrohon 
Annual General Meeting 
Thursdufi November 28th 
ut 7:OO p,m, 
€3. C. G. E. U. Office 
# 102-47 IO laxelle Avenue, Terrace 
November 24 to 26 
Peewee house hockey 
teams welcome visiting 
house squads to a tourna- 
ment at the Terrace Arena. 
. November 24 to 26 
The Totem Mixed Bon- 
spiel sweeps into action at 
the curling club. 
November 25 
TESSA boys volleyball 
tournament is scheduled 
at Centennial Christian 
School. 
December 2 
The River Kings host the 
Hazelton Wolverines at the 
Terrace Arena. The doors 
open at 7 p.m. and game 
time is 8 p.m. 
December 2 
TESSA girls volleyball 
tournament goes at Centen- 
nial Christian School. 
I 
SHAMES 
MOUNTAIN S K I  C L U B  . SKICLUB 
SHAMES MOUNTAIN 
NOVEMBER 20TH, 2006 
Inn of the West 7:OOp.m. 
more information, call 638-8093 
1 .  
Shames Mountain Ski Club 
For Adults, 19 and over 
Sign up either for the. .. 
1st and 3rd Thursdq and Sunday’of every month 
Thursday Program OP Sunday 
Time: 9:30 a.m. - 2:OO p.m. 
Break for lunch: 1 1:45 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. 
PRICE $75.00 FOR THE SEASON > 
This program will introduce the 
fundamentals of ski racing and 
im rove their overall technique and 
SHAMES Phone 635-0034 for more 
ad cp variety to their skiing experience, 
information or sign up at the MOUNTAIN mountain, Shames Mt. Office 
SKI CLUB and All Seasons 
ma Terrace Slantlard Is -#*o’nline ~ 
www.terracestandard.com 
Check out our site or call 6357283 for advertlclng Informalion 
Terrace Peaks ‘ 
Gymnadcs Club 
~ is  holding their 
WINTER SESSION REGISTRATION 
NOVEMBER 1 7  AND” 7 8  
1 0  A.M. - 2 P.M. 
at the Ed’ Fairless Memorial Gym 
Century St. Thornhill 
Gymnastics is a fabulous way to improve overall 
body fitness and muscular coordination. Classes 
are available for boys and girls, at all ages and 
levels. Weekend and weekday classes are avail- 
able. Registrants are required to pay in full at 
time of registration (cash or post-dated cheques 
please), 
Your child‘s medical number 
is QISO required. 
For more information, 
Don’t forget, we also host birthday parties! I I 
638-0447. 
C I .  SMAL NENS, 
WIN’RRBUTERHIEIIIP BEDDING, FURNITURE, 
& WINTER FOOTWEAR ‘TWYSm GAMES 
